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This book ts about ‘the post’ and it future. While it is often assumed that
the postal sedor is In almost inevitable decilne, in fact never has the
business been more exdting, and seldom have there been so many
opportunfties to be grasped. The Future is in the Postshows clearly,
howeveç that that there is no ‘one size fits ali’ recipe for strategic success
and that each business will need to determine its own route to survival.
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in The Future is fri the Post an international group of highly experienced
industry thought leaders discuss some of the strategic choices facing postal
operators. Between them the contributors have senior managerial
experience in posts in Australia, Canada, Germany, italy, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland and the UK, and also represent major consultancy
organisations and international companies that are major users of, or
suppilers to, the posts.
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Their insights illustrate how strategically the industry is responding to the
main drivers for change, and their accounts of the sector’s challenges and
oppoctunities will be of great value to managers, suppliers, customers,
policy-makers, politicians, regulators and academics.
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Preface
tcoLarc Daya5

Dirertor General, Universal Postal Union

Todavs world is undergoing a triple transformation in terms of cnmmunication
between people. consumer habits and polic coordinatinn between countries. So
is the postal sector. Answers “-ill be provided through innovation. hus is why this
new edition of flue fl,t,,re is b; the Post Perspectiies en b;,,rnntion in the Postal
h,dzsstry 5 Su relevant in a time of uncertainty ifl our industr Yet postal networks
are also endowed with many assets that could by leveraged further in the process
of postal innovation and transformation. Wc should remain optimistic, as is rightly
highlighted in the contributions to this book.
—

The recent IPO of Facebonk shnws the extent to which the transformation of
communication between people has created global economic and social value. The
postal seccor has been historically associated with communication and trade since
the lirst wave of globalisation in the toth century. It mest reshape itself in this era
of social networks, and embrace new information and communication technologies
and other forms of innovation. While many stakeholders are stil! focused en the
threat created by the electronic substitution of mail, the new social networks
should net be ignored, as they could have a decisive impact en the future of postal
exchanges. Think about advertising mai! in this new context, and about how direct
marketing could be reshaped by social network platforms. Society is seemingly
moving from an ad-and-cnnsume” model to a dia]ogue-and-share” mode]. People
used to consunie in response to targeted advertisements. New, not only are people
increasingly talking about their consumer experiences, but they are also sharing
aspects of their lifestv!e choices, In this context, trust is likely to become an even
more important facior in consumer choices. Good news for the post, since trust is
one, if flot the greatesi, cC its assets! Se how can the postal sector leverage this trust
asset in the postal innovation process so as to respond to this transformation in
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communications? How can the two sides in a postal exchange, the sender and the
receiver, engage in increasingly trustworthy relationships? iliese are real innovation
challenges facing the postal industry, which will determine the survival, or even the
renaissance, of posts in the forwarding and delivery of messages between people.

For almost a decade, the UPU has been fostering a three’dimensional appruach
to the devek pment of international postal exchanges, be they physieal, electronic
nr financial. In this sense, innovation has been at the very heart of ts strategic
thinking. Concrete results have been achieved, such as the establishment of the
post top-level domain on the tnternct. Synchronhing ali postal stakeholders and
their innovations at the international level clearly represents the transfurmatiunal
challenge for the 2lst centurv. b this respect. I particularly welcome this book,
which offers an innovative roadmap for the future of posts.

Consumer habits are also changing radicallv, as can be seen in the exponential
month-on’month growth of e-commerce. Online shopping. from anvwiierc and
at any time, is transforming the retail sector. \X’ith the development of broadb and
mobile networks, any geographical location is becoming a potential point eJ sale
and trade Moving goods from e<ecailers to e-consumers, nr returning items
from e consumers to e-retaiiers, requires a physkal delivery network that is as
ubiquitous and reliable as posible. Even more good news for posts! One of the main
advantages of postal networks is their proximity, not to say their ubiquity. Another
is the quality of service they offer. The design of tomorrow’s postal networls must
preserve and strcngthen this unique proximitv asset while maintaining top quality.
lnvestments will be required to foster innovatinn in the design of tomorrow’s postal
infrastructure in terms of physical pruximity and ubiquity. Ii will be paramount
to answer the neuds eJ botli senders and recipients in chis regard, and to deflne
relevant quality standards for the deveiopment of e-commerce.
As described above, combining greater proximity and trust between people and
bosinesses can empower posts in their role as communication and trade facilitators
in the 2lst ceotuq Anotl er transformational aspect should flot be neglected though.
As can be seen through the management uf the global economic and financial crises
sinec 2008, systemie effects rannot he conirolled at the national level unly Policy
cunrdination needs have never seemed more necessary, and their putential benefits
more obvious. The strengthening of regional financial regulation is called fur in the
European Union, and a Furupean l3anking Union cuuld be established asa result.
Thhis illustrates the importance of cnordination between euuntries, which can pool
their e&rts across an entire network, and trigger a positive (ur negative) chain
reaction, The postal sector also relies on an international neiwork. Institutions such
as the Universal Postal Union should think about how to innovate and retnfurce
the multilateral governance ot the postai suttor in the coming years in response to
an increasingly globalised world that could face ali sorts of crises. In this respect,
the security uf international postal netwnrks requires coordinated actions between
ali parties, and the strengthening of a multilateral postal platform encompassine
ali postal stakeholders, intluding operators, governments and other ,nternational
organisations.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introducrion and Overv(ew of Contents
Kristian J. Sund

Inno’ ation has becoine one of the most svidely used “buzz wnrds” in recent vears.
Over the last three decades. as information and cummunkation teclinulogies have
been developing rapidly, the teleu mmunication industry has been liberalised and
deregulated, and the Internet has bomme accessible to the masses, a host of new
technology companies have sprung up. Such compaisies have fuelled a fresh wave of
innovation, by some soen asa new long econnmic cyde’. Observing and participating
in these developmcnt, academics. cnnsultants, suppliers and managers around the
world have latched on to the conept of innovation as the panacea for economic
growth and business surcess. Bill Gates is quotcd to have said that
never bolbro in history has innovation offered promise of so mtich, to sn
niane, in so short a time:
As br US President Barack Obama, he declared in his 201! Stale of the Union
address that
innovation doesnt just change

our

lives, it is how we make our living.”

The postal industry has otnbraced innovation us well. In the 2011 USPS Annual

Repurt to Cungress

la

10-page document) the words innovation and innovative store

Ur what is soinetirnes referred to as a kondratiev (yde. aha rconc,rns: Nicolai Kondraties.
s ho in hs l92 bosit proposed that in add:iion to the cxistcrse of ,horter besincss cycies.
iliere are longer econonsic cycles of 50—60 ycars Iliat are crcated by strcanss of radical
niwatio is. It is ron sidered by no ‘nr that Wc a ret u rrently about half way ih nsugh t lie c urrcnt
cycie. linked to information terhnology.
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used (en times.•en years earlier, in 200t, they were used only twice. Similarl’ in their
20W Annual Report, Finland’s Itella uses these words twelve times, whilst in 2001
they were used only three times. In the case of Deutsche Post DHL the numbers are
20 times and six times respectively. The point here is not just that innovation is talked
about more than ever in this industry, but that it fllls a greater space in the collective
conscience of industry executives. One thing quickly becomes clcar though: there is
certain lack of clarity about what innovation really is, where it comes from, why it
is sometimes forgotten, and how to think strategically about it. It is the intention in
this overview to help the reader think about these questions.
—

Net everything that appears new to one person is innovative to others. The first
time I rode a bicycle it was ne”- to mc, but to the rest of the world there was
probably nothing innovative about mc riding that bicvcle. This example may seem
bit trivial at first, bur it actualiy helps us define what innovatiun is and is not.
Consider firstiy that riding a bicycle was for me a ne” experience. I had to learn to
du it, and it was flot somethine easilv taught. I thus learned by doing. Once i had
iearned it I became better at it, could ride faster, with fewer fails, and eventualiy
even without bandt! Ifl management terms, you might call (hit the development of
skill, a competence, er a capability. And in management terms, I saw the effects
of the experience curve. With experience, I became more “produttive” at bicycling,
thereby lowering the “costs” of doing to. Dut was I innovative? Yes and no.
One reason my successful attempt at bicycling might be cunsidered innovative is
that it was new, at east for mc. I acquired a new competence that enabled mc to
move about more rapidlv than before, An innovation indeed! Hoever, ali the oder
children in school were bicyeling too, to for them (and for the rest of society) there
‘vat perhaps nothing innovative in my cychng. b fact I was a late adopter. To some
then, a late adopter is just an imitator, flot an innovator. whilst far mc, my act of
insitation was in itself an innovation. Tbis teils us that innovation is to some extent
in the eye of the beholder. In other words innovation is a relative concepi, and is
i n fact relative to social entity (i nnovative for whom?), relative to object (innovative
compared to what?) and relative to time (innovative because it was nete),
lnnovation can refer to a process or competence (such as riding a bicycle), a product,
a service, or the (market) application of this product or service (sometimes referred
to as business model innovation). There is also the issue of differentiating clearly
between the related concepts of discovery, invention, creativity and innovation, and
understanding the rute of beth technoiog and entrepreneurship in this cnntext.
it is the intention iii this short introduetion firstlv to try brielly to address what we
know about innovation, and to establish some common definitions that hopefully

will be of use when reading the various contributions in this book. The second
objective is to provide ali outhne of the book and help the reader sec some of the
connections between cliapters.

What is nnovation?
The most commonly used definitions suggest that discoveries and inventions precede
innovation. Discoveries and inventions are both the result uf creative processes, but
discovery implies finding that which existed but was unknown, whereas invention
refers to that which did not exist before. Discoveries and inventinns increase our
collective body of knowledge and are oI’ten, but not always, linked to some form
of methodical or scientific research. En some cases distoveries and invenhiong
are fortuitous in nther words just plain lucky. The outcome of discoveries and
inventions are knowiedge or ideas and as such they are not commerciai per se,
although they may present the inventor with new economic opportunities.
—

tnnovation reftrs to using inventkins or discoveries to create new prucesses or
methods of production (often embedded in technology), new products ur services,
new forms of organisation, ur new ways of commercialising such protesses,
products nr services. The innovation is thus the application of knuwiedge towards
commercial guals. b terms of research and development (R&D) activities, it
is therelore useful to distinguish between resea b, which aims to make new
discoveries, inventions ur technologies, and development, which aims at turning
these lnt{l useful products or processes with commercial value. Research fuels
invention, whilst devclopment fuels innovation.
In many wavS innovation is more tumplicated than invention, and is certainl> more
critical from beth an ecoonmic and business point of view. lnnovation is what makes
discovery nr inventiun usable to mankind, typically through the marketplace er in
the case of the public sector through service delivery. lnnovation is thus a critical
element of economic develupment, since it is what pushes new products, processes
and solutions to the market place, where these can stimulate economic growth
and raise weli’are. Not surprisingly, innovation, and in particular technological
innovation, is thus considered to be the very engine of economic growth.
Austrian ecnnomist Joseph Schumpeter based his business cycle theory on the
premise that economic devebopment is driven by forces of creative destruction. ln
hit view capitalist society is nat statinnary but ina constant state of change. It is the
pursuit of profit that motivates businesses to find new and better was’s of production,
new products and sen-ices, nes markets and new ways uf organising. The pursuit
of the new inevitabby leads to the destruction oP the uld (old products, old forms
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of organisation etc), and often Ihis newness comes as a result of entrepreneurs
entering the market and destroying the value ur established companies. Established
companies seek to create monopolistic power, whereas new entrants challenge that
monopoly. Thus society advances and develops net in a simple linear fashion but
through the flows and ebbs of innovation and entrepreneurship.
Not surprisingly, studies typicallv lind that successful businesses struggle to remain
successful in the long term. Consider fur instance the recent experience ol Nokia.
Ten years ago had wu asked anyone in the telecommunk-ations business which
company would be the best selling mobile phone device company itt 2012, many if
not mostwould have said “Nokia”. No-one would have prediuted that the lirst place
would actually be occupied by Appie, at least in the smartphone market!

t

The story of Nokia is actually the norm, rather than the exception. Consider these
facts:
Outofthe Forbes 100 companies that were on the initial listin 1917, by
1987, 6) had ceased to exist; only eighteen managed to stay b the list; and of
those only two companies (General Electric and Eastman Kodak) managed
to generate returns above the averag&. And as Wc know, Eastman Kodak
Gled for voluntary bankruptcy in January 2012.
•

Historically, there has been a turnover rate of around 6% on the Fortune 500
list. This means that every year, around 30 companies (eave the list.

•

The average life span of S&P 500 companies has steadily decreased from
around 50 vears, to around 25 years tisdav.’

The story is similar for smaller start-ups. For example, of al! (West) German
companies started in 1931, only one in foor service companies and one in three
manufacturing companies were still alive by 2000. AIthough there are many
reasons why businesses fail, innovation is nften at the core of the stury, one rejsen
being that innovation can lead to substitution. For example, once the Personal
2
3

4
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Computer and client server had developed sufficiently to provide businesses with
a cost.effective solution for data analysis, sharing and storage, the traditional high

margin mainframe market alt but disappeared, leaving IBM in dire straits by the
early 1990s. IBM have sin” changed their core business and recovered forced to
innovate as the mainframe market disappeared.
—

A similar story has been unfolding in the postal industry over the past decade.

Forms of Innovation
Roughly speaking there are two ways of approaching innovacion. The lirst is what
is sometimes called the “technology push” approach, where innovation is the result
of investinent in technological research and development. ln this view it is critical
for managers to support and fund their scientists and engineers who will push out
new innovative products and processes.
The oppusite view is the ‘demand or market poll’ view, whereby innovation in
[sct often starts with the customer. In this view, companies are better off listening
to the users ol their products. in particular the most advanced users. These lead
osers can Iseip companies to identify opportunities for product improvements.
Such innovation is olten referred to as user innovation, and adoptiog dis view
amounts to accepting the usefulness of some forms of open innovation the idea
of collaborating with external stakeholders when innovating.
—

Innovation is often categorised into radical versus incremental innovation. As
suggested by the name, radiral innovatiuns are those that disrupt current technoIorzes.
It is these innovations that Schumpeter had in mmd when he wrote about treative
destruction. Such radical innovation seldom occurs as a result ol working with
existing product users and is the mest di(ficuk for busmnesses to deal with, as it
often compromises the existing structures, processes and customer relationships on
which a company will have based ts success. Much more common are the smaller
mncremental innovations that lead to steady improvements in prodoction and product.
Over the course of an industry’s life cycle it is qoite common to lind that during
initial stages there is a fotos on pruduct innovation. New entrants enter the market
with improved prnduct designs and only once the industry moses tmsards matority
does a dominant design emerge that to some extent limits the options for forther
product innovation. On the other hand, matority shilts the focus towards process
innovation as producers look for wavs to increase productivity and benefit from
economies of scale. Usefol for process innovation is to thmnk ola business’s value
chain and to recognise that innovation can occur in ali parts of this chain,

5
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More recently the idea of business model innovation has gained momentum. Put
very simply, a business model can be thought ofas the story of how a business makes
money. lt explains how a business adds value to its customers and appropriates
profits. It makes clear what the product is and how it is sold. A bosiness model is
not the same thing as a strategy. bot it is complementary to strategy.

Even investments jo the creativity of human resources, whi[st attractive at tsrst glance.
are actually quite expensive and may need to be hichly fotussed if they are to pa) off.
Google is famotis for its “20% mie” wherebv engineers are encouraged to spend a day
week on projects that are not part of their job description. This, along with creativitv
enhancing olhce and technology infrastructure, has led Google to launch a host of new
applications, some of whit-h have failed, but some of which have had some measure of
success. However, very fess’ companies can afford to add 20% onto HR costs and stili
remain competitive itt a fierce marketplace. Most therefore prefer to experiment with
other mechanisms, such as training, innovation forums, improvement groups, quality
circies, innovation champions, suggestion schemes. and so forth.

Innovate First ar Innovate Last?
It may seem obvioos that, given the potential power of innovation to create
economic value. ali companies should be investing in R&D and creativity in
order to be successful. However this vouid be oversimplifying the options
available. Research, development and creativity are al! very expensive activities
to maintain. rhe business returns on research investments ifl particular can he

Balancing the pros and cons of innovation with the right amount til focused
investment is the most critical and strategic aspect of innovation. An important
consideration in this regard js to what extent innovation can create value at ‘ali, and
to what extent a company can actually appropriate any of the value created. In the
case of pharmaceuticals, patent iaws goarantee a monopoly for a drug inventor of
20 years often a suflicient time to recoup any investments made. After those 20
years the drog becomes “generic”, and can be copied by other drog manofacturers.
Én other industries it may he more difftcutt to protect vourself from imitation,
making it harder to retain value.

very oncertain, which is why mest fundamental research needs
public funding
in order to be porsued at alI, and much ol it is carried out in
universities and
other public research institutions. By its very nature research
can only partly he
directed towards potential applicatioos and it is impossible
to plan important

—

discoveries.

sector

that

does

invest

heavily

in

development-orientcd

research

is
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Itt most sectors iris muth more common to find companies focussing on prodoct
development and creativity. bot even these are costly and offer no guarantee for long
term success. One exampie is the world leader in computer peripherals, Logitech.
For many years Logitech has focussed its innovation on constant improvements to
its core products, mice and kryboards, along with the development of other product
lines like speakers or webcams. Logitech mice and keyboards consistentlv hae
been the preferred choice of users, which has allowed Logirech to charge a premium
for some of its products. “-hilst maintaining a general comperitive lead compared
to Mierosoft and others, However, these incremental prodoct innovations have
not spared the company from being under threat from sobstitution, and ii is now
fating its biggest challenge of ali. Recent deve!opments itt smartphone and tablet
techoologies, including haptic touch-screens, suggest a future where mice and
keyboards no longer play as significant a part in human-computer interactions.

Examples of innovations in business models ilKlude Dell’s model of selling direttlv
to customers rather dan through resellers, which gave them the doub!e advantage
of increasing margins and improving inventorv manaeement. Another example is
Amazon’s decision to sell books onlino, thus avoiding the cost of high street shop
locations, (jr the bait and hook model used by Gillette, whereby razors are sold
cheaply and at low margins, but subseqoent razor blades are sold at high margins.
ihis same model is osed by printer manufacturers, with new printer tuners
(cartridges) sometimes costing as mouh to purchase as the printer itself. ln the last
decade companies like Fasyiet and Ryanair have transformed the European airline
odostry with their “no frills” approach low cost strategies. Although bosiness model
jonovation is somewhar rarer than other forms of innovation, innovative business
models can challenge existine competitors by changing the basic principles of how
to make money ina given indostry.

One

LDNTEjS

the

pharmaceutical sector. For example, Swiss pharmaceutical giant
Novartis invested

USD 9.6 billion itt R&D itt 2011. with sales of USD 58.6 billion. New drugs can take
manyyears to discover, followed by years of testing in order to gain authorisation for
patient use. Only thanks to strong inteilectuai property Iaws and other protettive
mechanisms is it possible at al! for such companies to recover the cost of research.

Those who benefit from a given innovation thus inciude flot only the innovator, but
also imitators and other followers. custotners or even suppliers. Iris interesting to
note that in recent years open innovation has become more common An example
of this is the Android mobile operatiog system (itself based on Linux), which today

ii
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operates ciose to 60% of ali newiy sold smartphones, over twice as many as are
powered by Apple’s 05”. Although owoed by Google, the operating system source
code for Android is available under free and open source software licenses, and can
thus be exp!oited er further developed by anvone, althoueh it should be noted that
portions of the code are withheld.

i

Other cnmpanies have experimented with crowdsourcing in various forms, whereby
the public is used to help companies innovate. A basie example is “My Starbucks
ldea’ whereby anyone can post ideas for Starbucks to explcire, and improve and
veto on the ideas of others. Tens of thousands of ideas have been collecced in this
way. Lego Mindstorms” is another example of crowdsoorcing where the famous
toy manufacturer encourages users to build robots with Lego and share the resuits,
The idea bero is that users produce innovative robots with potential real-world
applications and share these with other users and the company. Some of these ideas
can then make it into future commercial Lego sets.
b general, the appropriabillty of the value of ionovation dopends on how easily an
innovation can be imitated. which in turn depends on a number of faciors. over
which a company may or may net have any direct iniluence. Appropriubibity is
higher in the folbowing circumstances:
•

When intellectual property rights can provide protection, for example
through the use of patenis, cop riohts or trademarks;

•

When the innovation is compbex and noteasilycodified (Le. not easy to
record or communicate, and not easily identified);

•

When the bad-time is high, ic. it will taLe a long time to imitate;

•

When the innovation is linked to complementary resources to which
competitors can net casilv gain access.

In some circumstances, it may be more prohtable to fie an imitator than an inniivator.
This is because first-mover advantages may not be sufficient to guarantee a goed
return on investment in innovation, 1pical first mover advantages include the
benefits of experience (being the first helps you learn more rapidly), scale (being the
first gives you a lead in the race towards economies of scale), resource acquisition
(being able to secure access to key resources and to block access for competitors),
reputation (buildmg a reputation as the original innovator) and standard setting
6

Source: Gcrtner Research, as quoted on Witipedia littp://en.wikipedia.orgfw
iki/Mobibe
iperati og iystem

(being ahie to set the standard that others most folbow). However, late-movers have
two great benefits, Firstly they can free-ride by imitating, thereby avoiding expensive
investments in i000vation, which substantialiy lowers costs. Secondb; chey can avoid
making early mistakes, by observing the successes and failures of the lirst mover. ln
general, where the potential approphability of value tn the innovator is low, is may be
more profitable to be a folbower, rather than an innovator. There are many examples
ofsuccessful innovators, but there are equally many examples of successfol followers.

Innovation and Strategy
Innovatinn is a strategic initiative in that innovation can be thought ofstrategically.
and without strategic support has little chance of sorvival in an organisation.
Etowever, innovation cannot necessarily be controlled folly, flor is it likely that
innovative ideas start at the top of the organisation. tn many of the most innovative
companies, the GO and top management team play only avery limited operational
part in innovation. In the words of David Kellev, Stanford Professor and the foonder
of design and innovation consoltancy company IDFO:
“In a very innovative culture you can’t have a hierarchy cC here’s the boss,
the next person down and the next person down... because it’s impossible
that the boss is che one who has had the insightfol experience... Is it the boss
that’s alwavs going to have the best ideas? Not likelyt”
That the GO is unlikely tocome upwich the nextbig idea is parcicolarbvtrue in bigger
businesses where top management is further removed from customers, suppliers and
prodoction. Here, what is important is to create the right cooditions and culture for
innovation to take place, rather than to try to dictate how and when and by whom
innovation may occur. An example of i company that has long recognised this is
3M, systematicaily considered one of the most innovative companies in the world. As
GO George Buckley wrote in the company’s 2011 Annual Report:
“jinnovationi is budt 00 a belief in the power of R&D, behef m the people
doing that kind of work and a deep conviction that the collective power
of their imagioation and treativity will generate future opportunity and
financial betterment for the company. Wc don’t abways know how or when
that opportunity will onfold, se it requires an element cC faith afid 1 can
occasionally be a little scary. The creativity from which product and process
innovation is bom reuires a finely balanced approach w risk, technology and

7
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investments and it also requires a little Ireedom. \Ve offer that freedom to our
researchers by allowing themlS percent free time to mrk an whatever projects
they wish, anes of their owa making. [t is a powerful concept “eve had in
place for decades and many of 3M’s legendary inventions came from it. It also
requires optimism about the future, solid knowiedge of where opportunities
might lay, curiosity, betief in people and good instincts. A company cannot get
there by process alone or by punishing what some might sec as failure, it needs
sprinkle of magic dust. At 3M. because of our s1de diversity of technologies
and end markets, the term “failure” is rarely applied to R&D, and invention
here is almost always repurposed and reused. It is my strongly held view that

An Overview of Contributions
\X’e invited a group of experienced industry professionals with a variety at
backgrounds to contribute their thoughts to this book. flwse experts each share
with us, and with the readers of this book, their perspectives on innovation in the
postal sector. These views are sometimes ontrasting. often complementary, and
in alI cases paint 3 faseinating piciure of snme of the actions of the indostry in
response to the many challenges now faced.
This volume starts with a preface by Edouard Dayan, outgoing Director General ofthe

Universal Postal Union who, in his many years at both the UPU, but also at Frenuh La
Poste before that, has witnessed the major transformations of the industry.

innovation and entrepreneurship llourish best in an envirunment ofstimulation
and encouragement nurtured by leadership and driven by the CEO.”

In the next chapters we find some personal rellections on the nced for innovation in
the postal sector. Botond Szebenv. Secretary General of PostEurop, the association

tnnuvation is at its most powerful when it serves the competitive strategy of a
company or business unit. If, for example, the competitive strategy is to be a
cost leader, innovation activities ideally can be directed towards discovering and
anlocking potentiak lbr ccsst savings, such as developments to reduce materials

I
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that represents the interests of public postal operators across Europe, comments
on some of the dilemmas facing operators when thinking about innovation at the
strategic level. Maorizio Puppn, from postal siilutions company Sotystic. goes an tn
emphasise the importance of being optimistk about the future, if posts are to stand
chance of capitalising on some uf the unique capabilities the post has to offer. He

content, facilitate ease of manufacture, or simplify logistical requirements. For
ditferentiators, innovation can be directed towards product design (to match the

exact needs and requirements of customers), the enhancing of product features, the
improvement of product quality, ur towards increasing switching costs. Innovation
that supports the over-alI cnmpetitive strategy is tltus the mast tikely to deliver
short-term benefits and returns on investment.

suggests these capabilities include the post’s position as a trusted channel,
Mario Suvkerbuyk and Mannlo de la Fuente from PostNL provide an insightful case
study of how what statted out as an example of protest innovation (the uutsourting
and optimisation of viden-encuding), was subsequently turned into a new businest
venture, with the launching of PustNLShore in 2010. \Vithin a year of launching,
this new company not only served PostNL, but a further 20 dients.

\Vithin the postal context,notsurprisinglvinnovationhasbecomethebigdiscussion
point of the moment. One explanation for this is certainly the fact that technology
and innovatiun in other sectors is now tltreatening the very existence of parts of
the cate business of pusts, but another is that posts are now, mure than et-er, free
to innovate and create a new future fur the industry. Given the starting point of the
modern post, becoming innovative is nat going to be an easy task. [n a small piece
of research I carried out on behalf of SAP in 2008, I concluded that

Eva Malene Hartmann of Post Danmark, a dit ision of PostNord (the company
formed after the 2009 merger of the Danish and Swedish Posts), discusses how the
company is responding to the particular challenge of digitalisatinn in the context of
the Danish gosernment having detlared that by 2015 a ma)ority of communication
to citizens (G2C) will be digital. Similarly Joäo Manuel Melo, Maria Joåo Soares,
Silvia Jesus Oliveira and Ana Joäo Cardoso from CTT Correios de Portugal provide
cases of innovative sniutions embracing the new digital world.

“the most impurtant internal barriers [to innovation in postsi have to do
with being too 510w to make decisions, too much bureaucracy and having
corporate culture that doesn’t encourage creativity.”

The nextchapter. by Vincent Kwaks of \anderlande Industries, describesan example
of process inno’ atiun and illustrates how such innovations can be developed by
supplier working with an open approach. Philippe Aquin and Patrick St-Louis
provide another case, this time about GIRO and their optimisation software, that
illustrates the importance of working with users.

A few years on these barriers probably still exist, but an inereasing number ar
postal operators have made suhstantial efforts to become more innovative and these
edbrts are starting to pay dividends, as illustrated by the many successful cases
contained in this book.

i
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Ina more personal reficction on the future of the post, experienced consultant Jacob
ohnsen argues that the dedine in letter volumes should be scen as a signal for posts
to move beyond the letter, and to embrace fully the possibility of playing a mIe in
the world of digital messaging, and in the hybrid space between the physical and
digital. Toomas TUrk from Estonian Post then offers some fascinating examples of
how this can be done. b the following chapters Richard Wishart offers an insight
into innovation ira identification, track and tracing technobogies, whilst Leon Pinisov
of Pitney Buwes offers a structured approach to the question of the value of maib.

CHAPTER TWO

Postal Innovation in the Context of the
New Digital Dimension

Olivier Salesse of TERA Consultants and Raymond Redding. fnrmer Fxecutive Vice
President of French La Poste, provide a thoughtful overview of the context within
which postab organisations find themselves Icoking for a new position ira the market
place, and offer that there is a need to redefine the debnition of universal service.
David Asher and Bruce Marsh, from USPS, provide further argoments for this ira
the very particular context of the Unites States.

Botond Szebeny
Secretary General of PostEurop Association of European Public Postal Operarorsl

Salustio Prieto and Victor Hugo Avila from CorreosChibe describe how Correos has
deveboped a new vision for the future, based around the need to provide innovative
tutute-oriented sotutions, and how innovation will by used strategically beth ira
the core business and in diversification initiativer. Ira the folbowing chapter, Stefano
Gori and Corrado Soda of Posle Italiane present the case of Posteklobile, the Italian
operator’s move into the mobile telecommunications industry.

The pastal industry 10 Europe has been undergaing unprecedented change with,
for exampie, the digital 5ubstitution and grodual market opening that has been
takinq place over the last decade. More recenfly, the European Commission has
taken a strategic position an electronic communicotion with irs so-called Digital
Agenda. This chapter reflects the difficulties and dilemmas being experienced
by the postal indusrry ar the hearr af Europe os witnessed by PosrEurap, rhe
membership association that speaks for alI the postal aperatars b the region.
The author identffies innovation os the key too sustoinable ond ptofita ble future,
whilsr also recagnising that innavation is nat easy.

En the fnat cuntributions to this book, Graeme Lee, a seasoned ronsult,unt with a
focus on the developing world, slmres with us an example of how a (very) late meyer
can innovate in this case by ureating a new post code system in Palestine. As for
Colin de Vries, owner of BlueMailCentral, he invites os on a personal joorney into the
postal world, and offers a refreshing view en the importance ofa direct form of open
innovation, where engagement and dialogue are at the forefront of innovative practite.
—

Finally, Derek Osborn, co-editor of this oIume, describes how anyone can be
innovative by thinking differently and developing an innovative mind-set. Fie gives
some hints and tips en how to achievu this, suggesting thht the postal industry
is
on the threshold of folbowing new routes and t’xpboring new territories that could
change the business landscape and shape a whole new future that is in the post.
-

Collectiveiy the contributors to this book have several hundred years’ industry
experience, and as such we hope their contributions will provide a rich illustration of
innovation and ts multipbe facets ira the contest of the postal world, \\‘e hope you will
enjo reading these contributons ar much as we en)oved collecting them together.

i
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Innovation is often presented by business analysts as the key to becoming, Gr to
staying, a market leader, The postal industry has to cope with declining volumes,
budget cuis and operational and strategic choices to be made. At the sarne
time, the fast emergence of new technologies has changed the speed and sav
of communicating, set[Lng and buying. The postal indostry is thos increasingly
concerned by the new digital dimension.

lnnovation Makes the Difference
Mail volumes that are constantly decreasing dø not have to be perceived as
curse. On the contrary postal operators show potential and ambitions for growth
to budding a sustainable futura The difference between diminishing volumes and
growing resuks is called the need for growth. Innovat ion is often what makes
the difference, Companies like Apple, Google and Facebook prove every day that
innovation brings growth. Every new product er new service they launch on the
market impacts their financial results and thcir image. on the market and:ur on the
stock exchange. Sut what is most striking, i n terms of flw,vatisln, is that these mest
famous hrands are companies that are actoa[ly riding the wave of new tecisnologies.
How tempting II is to play on their field, Sut how many are already competing fin
that field? L’sing which tools? What are the results? lsn’t this blue ocean1” ofSocial
Medias and the rare for technological novelties too red” or congested already fhr
our industr?
It is a fact that most industries are indeed now compelled to survive and perform
through contino,,us innovation, and some of them, including thi’ postal industry,
are not always that successfol, How can we, in the postal sector, explain these
difliculties in inoovatiog when ‘ve have great assets ifl our hands that are the onvy
of many other sectors?

A New Reality

receiving the message of the sender handed to him by the post. And he discovered it
through the post. This is our postal DNA, a PUSH model where the sender was our
cllent. What is happening today? The situation is completely reversed. E-commerce
is the perfect example: today, a client. the future recipient. orders a product online
to a buyer, the future sender. En ordering, the recipient specihes how and when they
svant to have the order delivered. tf the post is the chosen delivery option, it barns at
the time of the order when, where and how the ordered goods should be delivered.
‘The balance of power is totally different. The recipient has taken the power back
and dictates his terms, so from now on the delhery recipient is the chient and they
ure the one who has to like the post. Wc n°5v have to live according to the PULL
model of the recipient. And ½hat wc deliver to the mailboxes has changed a tot too...
The second axis could be called “Let’s get physical’. In the past, costomcrs received
advertisements through direct mail and then we svent shopping convinced by the
message that we were huying and bringing home the right product. Wc were present
at the beginning of the chain. What is happening today? The client is besieged with
emails, social messages, TV advertisements, reviews, comments. He will check 00
Googbe Gr Facebook whether the product is trendy and then he decicies to boy it
online. And we, the postal operators.,can be there when the decision is made. Wc
can deliver today what sve vere not delivering in the pust, and quite certainly even
more in the future. This is a fantastic opportunity. Flot it is also a radkal change jo
our postal DNA, and sve have to assimilate it. Wc have to change.

TheNeedtorChange
Such a radical change cannot happen overnight, especially when we have to
transform huge and complex structures, sometiines heavy to handle. Therefbre,
innovation has its price and thsere will be many constraints inchoding cultural,
regulatory, financ i,sl, and the right expertsse.

The tirst one may be called ‘Retur,, to sender”, The model carried by the post was
the
one of a sender sending a message to a recipient using the post, under the conditions
imposed by the post and follos ing the rhy thm of the post. The recipient was
then

Evers’ postal operator is already convinced of the oecd to change. Sut towards
which direction shnuld they now tom? The electronic or digital option has been
chosen by many operators, bot the electronic market has not matored yet and it
does not have ts developed pricing, interconnectivsty or standards. The technology
itselfchanges at an exponential rate and we have to admit that there are only a few
(if any) profitable electronic models compared to the physical models that we know.

Chan Kim, SV & Mauborgne. R. (2005) Blue Ocec,,, Strategy: Hos” to Creute Uizc,ssut,’.st
cd
Spare and tlake Cnsopc’tittos, !rrc’le root, Ha rya ud 5us ness Rev vw Press: Boston
MA

The direction to choose is no” of strategic importance bvcause the postal world is
in the midst of major changes but the whobe world in general is also changing.
When the European Commissfon came to the same conclusion, a strategv hinked

To view the future, we huse to understand our past. For decades posts have evolved
along two axes.

ti laria’t

—
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to an obligation for growth was prnposed. Pris’en by a similar logic, it defends
and promotes electronic options as solutions for sustainable developnwnt. The FU
released its Digital Agenda and clearly announced its intentions, orientations and
needs. Now that we are looking for a direction, for development potential and for
global reorientation, why not consider the directions that Europe is proposing? Why
flot emerae asa solution to their proboms and in line s ith their new polic direction?

rEt CONEXT Q TEE ‘E’.’. D GITAL 3’’.t \!ON

Harmonisation of stakeholders’ and shareholders’ interests and making innovating
easier, this is where wc in PostEurop, can ad. Sut innovating means more than
having new ideas; it is above ali the process of generating those ideas and then
transfurming them into new commercially exploitable and profitable products and
services, through efficient delivery, imaginative development and ellèctive sales
channels, Implementing and driving this innovation protess is the responsibilily of
our members and they have the possibilitv to adapt the ideas to the reality of cheir
own market.

Innovation in Europe

i
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In the main axes of the Digital Agenda, there is a clear and strnng line: a single
European market based on secured electronic exchanges, with well identified and
reliable partners, working with high-performance technology based on shared
standards allowiog international interconnectivity. Su physical or electronic
which route to take? Probably a convergence of both with integrated otferings
based on the postal industry’s strength and heritage in the phystcal domain, yet
connecting with the new digital world.

Questions for thought and discussion
I. What can we learn from the innovation that has emerged from Apple. Google
and Facebook, that the author mentions? What is the relevante of “blue ocean”
thinking in this context?

—

2. Whv is ii often said that the postal secior has dilhculties in innovating when is
has great assets in its ha nds that are the envy of many uther sectors?

Innovation means developing an offering that fits the nueds of the market with
different and new profitable solutions. lnnovating starts with chousing a direction
and the direction that would serve millions of Europeans should be analvsed in
depth.

3. Is there a role for international postal organisations such as PostEurop, UPU and
LPC in facilitating innovation acrnss the postal senor and, ii su what should that
be’?

The analysis shoold sta rt with the notion of electronic that everybody, intluding the
European Commission is mentioning. What kind of Internet are we talking about
today? The one which works on los or Android? What will tomorrow’s Internet be
like, this Fast Internet Access demanded by the Commission? Will it be H’]MLS,
optical fibre, WiMax? Will it work from PCs. tablets, smartphones?

Conduding Remarks
As a European association, our view is enriched by our Members’ experiences,
cultures and differences. Wc sec that Europe will be more and more important in
our lives whether we are a citizen, a client ur enterprise and whether we like it or
flot. The Universal Postal Union provides the bases of our worldwidc postal network
whtle we witness thts European pustal netssork cooperating and bringing fbulous
assets: a reliable experience in phvsical delivery, a strong image of dependable
partners with public trust. a retail network, and a presence ali over the world
every dav. And se listen. Wc listen to Europe which tells os to look for a Eurupean
solution that shuuld come from an eflicient partner, a reassuring solution that
should be transparent and safe. And we listen to our PostEurop Members who want
to be that partner.

i’
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CHAPTER THREE
The Future of the Post: the Pessimism of the
Intellect and the Optimism ofWiII
Mautzo Puppo
Area SaLes Manager, Solystic SA.

According to the author of th/i choptei there ore two woys to view the future of
the post. Firstiy there is the pessimism of the nteliect, which dweUs on qbomy
predictions for the future of the posrol industry that leave US “storing into the
obyss In «ark controst to this onolysis, and the only way to ovoid th/i dork
prospect, is metophorically to build o “bridge ocross the chasm using the
optimism of wilL Fn this way we can choose to be positive ond begin to creote
o sustoinabie futute for the industry. Th/i can be done by leveroging some key
advontoges that the post olreody hos in its hand, but this olso requires us to think
differently about the future ond, in short, to innovote asa motter ofdeliberote
choice.
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Introduction

structural, “genetic” modificatinn of communication: the final advent of digital

\\‘hat is the future of the post, as suggested by the otie of this book? You can
probablv put forward good reasons both ibr and against anv future, with pessimism
ur optimism, but one point seems undeniable: post has a future ahead of
kself,
unless and until someone invents a teleportation machine (famous from Star
Trek), that directlv moves objects from one place to another. No maflcr how
much
electronic and digital communtcations grow. people will continue to order goods
for physical deliverv at their horne or business addresscs. So it will be wortls trving
to understand what this future will look like and how this future, b the words of
Austrian poet Rainer Maria Rilke “enters into us, in order to transfortu ilself in
US,
long before it happens”.
Our view of the future could be founded on at east two pillars, like ina cunstruction,
whereby the one cannot stand without the other, 11w first pillar, along the lines
of
the motto of the ltalian philosopher Antonio Gramsci, is the pessimism of the
intellect (the world as it really is and will probably be, not as we rnight like it to be)
while the other pillar is the optimism esf will (what can be done to make the
future
and net to be subjected to it).

The Pessimjsm af the Intellect
‘Ilse pessimism of the intellect says that diversion to digital channels will entirely
replace the phvsical mail with its

electronic

altornatives. There is some es idence of

this:
“Substitution of mail volume by electronic alternatives is new
an irreversible
trend in almost ali European countries”

says TN T in ts annual report of 2009
\Ve lbrecast LES postal volumes to detrease from l77bn pieces in 2009
to around iSobo pieces (or e’en krss) in 2020 under
businessas-usual
assumptions”

com mun ication,

“Nolablv, volumes will flot revisit the high-water-mark of 213bn pieces in
2006— on the contran the trajectnry for the next 10 years is one ofsteady
decline, which will not reverse even as the current recession abates”
as stated in the BCG report.
•
•

Both businesses and consumers have largely moved to digital communication and
payment alternatives including e-mail, as well US mobile information formats like
SMS, picture and viden messages and social networking. DC course, even thouglt
poblic administrations remain an important market segment, for governments
facing a budget deficit, the digitisation of communications is a way to reduce
their cosis, impruve efficiency, modernise processes and to enhance the image of
their public administrations. Moreover, there is ttenerational factor: by 2020, it is
estimated that 40% of the US population will be digital natives, Le. persons bom
during Ur after the introduction of digital technology, into an environment that
included e-mail and texting as opposed to what is derisively called “snail-mail”.
For most uf the digital natives, the simple idea of writing a letter may and will seem
more and more prehistoric. Under the most favorable circumstances, writing a
paper letter could be an eccentric, peculiar. nice way to have i break from glaring
at a computer screen ali day. Even e-mail is considered old faslooned by teenagers.
In the wi,rds of one teenager: “It’s just slow. It’s not oven worth it. really,”
So even e-mail, once the real “killer application” on the Web, the firsi responsible
for e-substitution, the “Enemy Number One” of “snail mail is already going the
way of its victim.
Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook CFO, said that
“high school kids don’t use e-mail, they use SMS a bt. People want lighter
weight things like SNtS, Tsveet and IM to message eacli other”.

says a Boston Consulting Group Report of 20091.

If even e’mail is perceived by teenagers (the aduhs of tomorrow) as something l&

The decltne of traditional mail has been slow huL steady since the
dot-corn
boorn and has dramatically accelerated since 2008, when a conjectural factnr,
the
ec000nuc recession, has acted Us a trigger, or a “transmission helt”, for a lasting,

2

Sourte: US- Postal Service Ottice of lnspector General, iNc Postal Service Role in the Digital
Age Part 1: Facts and l’rends February 24, 201 t, http-//www.uspsnig.gov/f,iia tilrs/RARC
WPI 1-002 pdt

3

http://wsew.capecodonline.com!apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/2007O423/NEWS70-t23o3o8!

4

Quoted from http://digital.fleishmanhillard,com/social.medias effect oti c inail-usage/

t

Projecting US. Mail \‘ttlunses to 202tI, http:llabout.usps.coin/futurepostai.servicejgcg.
narrat ive. pd i
BCG,
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“old fogeys” (person behind the times, conservative and slow), how can traditional
paper mai! stil! have real chances?
Wc can reasonably cunciude that. even If recessions are cvclical, volumes of
traditional mail will never regain pre-crisis leve!, far from it. The past as WC knew it
will never come back. The “vulume decline is projected close to 25 % to 50 % over
the next 5 to 10 years while the volume of electronic exchange will keep growing.
Paraphrasing an interesting articie of the American Journalism Review about
the
newspaper’s world ÇBridging the Abyss”). we could imagine traditional
postal
services as if they were standing at the rim of a large canyon, peering toward the
other side where the new world of digital communication, source of prolitable
growth, beckons like an unreachable Hollywood star. One side of the chasm is the
world of the physical communication and the other side is the world uf the digital
communication. One thing is for sure: if you look too long into the abyss which
is
in the middle, as the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche said: the abyss also
boks into you”.

So, instead of looking in the abyss, let os try a play a game: to find a few memos for
the future, a list of things to do, useful to build the bridge to get over the chasm
and to look the future, instead of the abyss, straight in the eye.

The Optimism of the Will
This “game” is the second piflar of our construction: the optimism of the will.
The
aim of the game is to find a few words, ar idiom words, for the future “in the post”.
The lirst word could be: “idenlily” (ii could also be “proud”). The post does not
need to disavow itself or deny its strong heritage; its long history does not come
from nothing. The postal network is stil! the largesl delivery artery in the world: 400
billion letters and 6 billion parcels are delivered each year. This is changingand will
keep changing again, but it will certainly not disappear from one moment
to the
nest, and if from one side mail declines, on the other side parcel vobumes are flow
growing at double digit rates. Wc will still need some sort of physical mail delivery
system. And more than this, the post stil!

with disabilities have an accessible, reliable means of communication and
the capacity to send and receive physical goods”
according to the 2008 Hooper report fin UK posta) services’.
The second word (more precisely, an idiom) could be “coinpetitire ods’autage”.
Postal operators are in a critical moment but not in a weak position. They have at
least one real, strong competitive advantage: they are
“in the onique position of being the trusted channel positioned at the heart
of the dialogue between a nation’s government, businesses and consumers/
citizens. Expanding that channel to include electronic communications is a
bogical extension of a postal organizatiun’s core business”8.
The third nord could be: “dii’crsification”.
“The majority of international posts already derive 40% or more of their revenue
outside of mad”, according to a study by Accenture”, that forther teils os that
“non-mai! represents 63% of the collective revenue of international posts in 2008,
up from 19% in 2003” and “nonmail revenue grew by 60% while mai! revenue
declined,”
If mail declines. other adjacent areas grow: at least five arcas (once more, according
to Accenture analysis) stand aut as the mast sizeable dnersification opportunities:
parcel services, logistics, retail with banking. integrated marketing and document
management. If you coupte these live areas to the competitive advantage (the “hub”
or pivotal intermediary position between a nation’s government, businesses and
consumerskitizens), you have already found a strong source of devebopment no
matter how much mail will decline.
‘The fourth ‘ord is: “credibility”. Ihis is a prerequisite for a diversification
strategy. Adrian LUng, a consultant with Strategia Group, explains this very
clearly:
“If I try to se!! an erna!! service as a post,
telecom company (recent example is the
Telecom and Deutsche PosL). Hul if I try
delivery service, which is integrated into

“helps social cohesion by linking rural communities with more densely
populated areas of the country, and ensures that older people and those
5
6

I have little credibilit against
competition between Deutsche
to se11 an electronic document
physical mail, I am a universal

The clial!enues and opportunities facing UK postal servicos. May 2008, htip:O s ww b:s goe.

fie Bi,sincss ti’ Digital ,41a11. Accentore Research 2011, hltp://www.accenture.com
/

SiteCollectionDocuments/PDFfAccenture’Hosiness-Digital.Mail-Parcl.pdf
Layton, C. (2008) “Bridging the Ahyse’. A,nericaa fauriialiarn Rerk’w, uoe’(ulv 2008

HE PESSIMISM OF HÆ INTEI LEO TAND THE OPTIMISM OF WILl

8
9

ut/filesfiIe160TS.pdf
‘Pie fluaines,s ej Digital Mai!, dl.
http:f/abotst wps.cnmfutcsre.postal-service!accenturepresentation.df
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service provider of physical and electronic
credibility”’°.

TNE FUTURE OF THE POST. THE PESSIMISM OF THE INTEt I [CL AN0THE OPI IMISHOFWILL

services

and have a bt more

The fifth “ord (again. an idiom) could be “cost management”. Without areal cost
management strategy. in the letter market the postal operators will løse lots of
money because, white mail volurne is dramatically dropping, they have to deliver
to more and more addresses every year (9OO,000 addresses in US only ifl 2009).
To
manage internat costs does flot mean blindly to cut investments and resources.
On
the contrary, blindly cutting costs does not lead to long-term success. An established
company in a maturing and changing market has to balance cost reduction with
investmunts that will grow the top line: investrnents in technologv. in automation,
in
internal sorting and de[ivery process, in e-services development. New technologv,
ifl
order to reduce signiflcantiy the cost of the delivery process, is now ernerging: eg.
to
process alI letters En the same flow instead of separatiog [etters and flats fiows.
The sixth word: “in;os’ation
“Everythiog that can be invented has abready been invented” said Charles
I-I. Duell,
director of the US Patent Office, h899. What has followed since 1899 has proved
that he was wrong! Postal operalors have a tot of things to dø, proposing innovative
processes along the value chain and new digitalphysicab services. The bimits
of the
postal offer have not been folly expbored yet. Consider the story of Reginald
Bray.
Reginald, an Englishrnan hving in London in the early 20h centor>;
“purchased a copy of the Post Olfice Guide, and began to study the regulations
published quarterly by the British postal authorities. lie discovered that
the smallest item one could post was a bee, and the largest, an elephant.
Intrigued, he decided to experiment with sending ordinary and strange
objects through the post unwrapped, including a turnip, a bowler hat,
bicycle pump, shirt cuffs, seaweed, a cbothes brush, even a rabbit’s skull.
lie
eventuallv pusted his [rish terrier and himself (not together), earning
him
the narne ‘The Human Letter”

Ë

So svhal are a few examples of postal innovation? As reported by Pie Anwrican
Prospecl:

“Itella, the Finnish postal service, keeps a digital archive of its users’ mail
for seven years and helps them pay bills online securely. Swiss Post lets
custorners choose if they ‘vant their mail delivered at horne in hard copy er
scanned and sent to their preferred lnternet-connected device. Customers
can also tell Swiss Post Ef they would rather not receive tems such as juok
mail. Sweden’s Posten has an app that lets customers turn digital photos on
their mobile phones into postcards. It is unveiling a service that will allow
cell-phone users to send letters withoot stamps. Posten will text thern
numerical code that they (an ot down on envelopes in place of a stamp for
a yet.to-be-determined charge”°.
Many more examples could be given; here, let mc menlion only the case of
DOCAPOST, the operational holding of the French La [‘oste group, proposing
a complete suite of services helping the optimisation of the process of business
relationships. If sorne things have been done, a great deal still remains to be done
here.

Conciusion
Identity, competitive advantage. credibility, diversificarion, cost-inanagement and
innovation these are sEx memos for this millennium and for the future el the
post. As the French writer Georges Bernanos says, Wc are net just inviled to walt
for the future as WC wait for a train. The (uture ts something we overcorne. Wc are
nul subjected to it, we make ii If the future is really in the post. Wc have to creace it.
—

A new Reginald Bray could be again fascinated by the potential of the operation
undertaken by the postal services, and set out to explore the lirnits of what
this
service could provide.

10 Uni,ni Postak’, n’4, December 2011, p 20

II Cited from the p u blislier’s dccc ripi ion of Jo Tingey (21)11)) ‘lise Englishnian
II ho Po steel
Hh,soe4’a,rel Vi/ser Curioris Vbjecis. 2010, Prineeton A rchiiectoral Press,
Wc sv

12 “The I’osial Service Faces the Furore”, fire American
postal-servicefaces fotore

pruspect,

http:hprospect.org/article/
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Questions for thought and discussion
1. Part oP the author’s contention is that the same factual analysis of the current
situation of the postal industry can be viewed in either a positive er negative way,
like a glass that is half full er half empty. Does our outlook and prognosis for the
future depend more on our attitude, reaction to and interpretation of the facts,
than on the facts themselves?
2. What role does innovation play in facilitating the optimism oP the will” as the
author describes it?
3. One of the evers described is diversification. If postal companies continue to
diversify into different markets, products and services will Lhey still reidin
common thread nr ethos that keeps them together in a single industry sector
and ifso, what will that be?

CHAPTER FOUR

Transforming a Cost Reduction Programme nto
a Sustainable Business Model
t/ario Suykerbuyk
Mara;ing O;rector, PosiN. Shere by.

Ma—oo de e Fuente
Markatrng Manager, PostNL Shore by.

The need for PostNL to reinvent itself led le to embark an major cost reductian
plans and these involved subjecting oil internat processes to a “fresh pairofeyes’
This case study illustrates the truth of the old saying “necessity is the mother of
invenrion Looking hard at how to reduce costs definitely can lead to innovorive
ideas ((oil options. however unusuaL are considered. Bur innovation is 0/50 about
doing things differenrly and implemenring new 1*05. This cose shows how
PostNL noe only introduced off-shore videa coding bur did nor stop there. This
innovorive solurian to cutting tons soon become a new and growing business
venture that has expanded ond developed weil beyond the original idea.
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Introduction

i

PostNL is the incumbent Dutd mai! and parcel operator. The company
is over 200
years old and is planning to become much older, but because of declining
volumes it
is beginning to reinvent itseif in order to achieve this, PostNL
is investing in several
areas, one of them being the offslioring of video coding. Video
coding involves
manually entering address data from envelopes 5° that postcodes
which sorting
machines cannot read aulomatitally tan still be sorted, ihis artitle
describes the
start-up and launth if PostNL Shore BY Through this company
PostNL offshored
video coding and turned this cost-reduction proect into a
profitable and fast
growing tommercial unit within PustNL.

The Challenge for PostNL: Declining Mail Volumes

[41-

Over the past two ‘ears, PostNUs mail volumes have declined
by 7% to 9% per ycar.
Ilse causes are flot new to anybodv familiar with the postal
world:

iI,.

I

L1[

•

Other mail companies are penetrating the fully liberalised postal
market io
the Netherlands;

•

Ihere are more and more digital mail alternatives for direct
mailinos,
invoices, paynsent slips and bank statements.

It is clear that if mail volumes keep oa failing at the current rate,
ifl about five to ten
years from now PostNL probably will be delivering much less
mail than at present.
‘flsis decrease will not be offset by the growth the organisation
is achieving b parl
delivery.
PostNL is following two parallel paths to deal with the declining
mail volumes:
• PostNL is fucusing speti&ally on cutting costs and making
the
organisation more f]exible in order to remain healthy. AlI costsaving
projects have been grouped into what PustNL calls the ‘master
plans’.
•

At the same time, new business initiatives are emerging, like
credit
management, e-business and e-billing.

PostNL Shore staried asa cost-saving project, so we will start
by discussing how
PostNL, is implementing the ‘master plans”. The second part
of this case will deal
with the establishment of a new business case within PostNL.

TRANSFORMING A cosr REDUCTION PROGRRMMT INTO A SUSTAINABLE BUSINE SS MODEL

Cutting Costs: Drafting and Implementing Master Plans
To achieve lower costs and become more flexible, PostNL has drafted a number of
master plans spanning several vears. Implementing the retrenchment projects is
full-time job for many people. PostNL is currently executing its third master plan,
comprising cost-saving and cust-flexibility projects. When selecting a project, the
company assesses whether it will ineet its aim of saving millions of euros, whether
the processes it adapts will introduce an essential ness’ and modern vision, and
whether it is feasible for employees and clients. The current master plan is made up
of dozens uf bigger and smaller reorganisation projects, one of which is offshoring
video coding.

Offshoring Video Coding
Video coding invoh-es data entry of postcodes and addresses that cannot be read
automatically by sorting machines. PostNL has to deal with bctween 750,000 and
one million “unreadable” mail items a da The images of these unreadable items are
transmitted electronicaily over a fast and folly redundant data line, video coded in
Asia, returned and fed into the organisation’s sorting machines again to be sorted,
This ali occurs in a matter of seconds each and every time.

The Process of Offshoring Video Coding
Octoher 2009 saw the launch of the third PostNL master plan. One idea involved
cost saving in video coding. Good quality video coding is in itself an important
component of cost saving. If a postcode is incorrectly sorted, the letter is sent to
the wrong address. It then has to be returned to the pre-sorting centre, sorted again
and delivered to the right address: a very expensive process.
Postal operators usoally do tiseir video coding in-house. However, PostNL
innovatively considered whether video coding could be done more cost etfeetively,
by centralising it, moving it to tastern Europe or even offshoring it to Southeast
Asia. It explored various opportunities around the globe, starting with a long list
of sixteen potential partners. gradually reduting it to six and later to three. PostNL
thcn tested the flnal three during the peak Christmas season in 2009, before hnally
selecting a solution that delivered the desired cost reduction.
‘The offshore solution went live in rune 2010. PostNL immediately found that the
solution was well adjosted to volume fluctuations, allowing the easy handling of
votume deviations in daily planning, volume peaks and troughs during the tourse
of the year, and delays due to weatlser or tramc. Multiple viden codiog sites ensure
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TRANSPORMING A (OST REDUCFION PROGRAMME INTO A SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODEL

real-time delivery; in just 0.5 seconds images are transmitted LO PosLNL’s Asian
sites with a turnaround time of Iess than six seconds in the online process.

team was able to ans’ver ali their questions, stating ali the facts to address these
issues, support was snu lacking. The team therefore came op with a drastic
measure, inviting union members to visit the site in the Philippines and showing
them around. By letting them talk face to face with the peopie actually doing the
job, alI the issues concerning the working environment, working hours, employee
prohies and corporate social responsihilit were tackled aimost immediately. Our
lesson; if the unions cannot be convinced in the meeting, room convince Ihem jo
the offshore location instead.

PostNL benefits from cost reduction, cutting labour expenses by 50% in comparison
with those in Western Europe. An unexpected benefit was the improvement in
video coding quality. Wo assumed that employees in Asia would need to get used to
Dutch addresses, but the opposite was true, the quality went right up from day one
and increased even further in the months that followed thanks to the use of Lean
Six Sigma. The busjness impact for PostNL was immense. The quality improvement
alene means that some 80000 mnre letters are correctly and automatically sorted
and delivered every single dav.

A New Business Model
After implementing the project PostNL found itself with an extremely good data
entry contract and one with very competitive pricing due to the large volume PostNL
entered itself. The organisation found itselt a partner offering extreme flexibility
chanks to a 11,000-strong workforce available in two locations. At the same time
PostNL had a platform with a turnaround time measured in seconds. Suddenly, it
was not only an expert in scanning and data processing but also a Western European
market leader in data entry. Looking at the opportunity with a fresh pair of eyes,
PostNL identihed a new busiocss mndel and vent on to Let up its subsidiary PostNi.
Shore at the end of 2010. lt kicked off by winning the Postal Technology International
Award 2010 in the category Automation Technology of the Year.

Overcoming the Perception that Oftshore Quality is not as Good:
Testing the Toughest Conditions
One of the most important barriers that had to be overcome was quality perception.
PnstNL had itself become a video-coding expert over the years. Ho”- could others
do the same work more cheaply while maintaining the same quality standards?
Ihis question was answered by testing the toughest coding situation. During the
Christmas mail peak in December 2009, PostNL ran a video coding test with the
three remaining suppiiers on the shortlist, tapping off part of the actual Christmas
mai! volumes being processed at its sorting centres. This volume was coded in real
time in Asia and Central America.

PostNL Shore after One Year

During the test period, the weather conditions in the Netherlands took a turn for
the worst. Extreme cold and snowfall meant that many video coding staif could net
make II to Iheir work and mad transport was coming in very late due to the poor
read conditiuns. PostNL decided, without prior warning, to multiply the coding
volume for the three putential suppiiers by eight in order to get ali the Christmas
mad sorted. AlI three of the shortlisted companies haodled the extra volumes
without complaints, managing to keep the video’coding quality at a higher rate
than was over reached in the Netheriands. After this surcessful proof of concept
nobody at PostNL dared raise the quality issue again.

At the end of 2011, a year after its ofticial start, PostNL Shore was serving around 20
customers. The international customer hase inciodes companies like Gf K and Office
Depot. PostNL currently scans incoming invoices, order forms, statements, reply
mail etc, in six European countries and has opened data entry sites in Bulgarta. the
Netheriands and lndia as well. Ii is the fastest growing entity within PostNL and is
already branching out in the digital areas of e.invoicing, e-books and e-ordering. b
2012 the first two external postal operators will start using PostNL’s video coding
solutions.

JJ

The »No More Hand Sorting” Alliance

Overcoming the Perception that Working Conditions at the Supplier’s
Site do not Meet Minimum Standards: Confront Don’t Discuss

PostNL has joined forces “-ill’ a sorting machine supplier to try to banish hand
sorting altogether. Over the years. postal operators have worked on automating
their sorting systems. Optical character recognition (OCR) is essential for sorting
but flot a watertight solution. Dependingon the quaiit 5% to 20% of mad sttll has
to be sorted by hand. The solution devised by the sorting machine supplier and
PostNL is able atmost completely to cancel out hand sorting. Together they are able

—

The second internal barrier had to do with the perceived working conditions in
Mia, especially among the unions. Although they did not necessarily say se in 50
many words, some union members thought that the offshore working conditions
would perhaps not meet the minimum standards. Although the PostNL project
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to increase the 80% to 95% sorting results to alment 100%. line solutio inciudes
n
mail Aows like return mai], prepaid mai] afld postage due. An extra benefit
of tine
inint solution is that it is amo a low investment revenue protectien tonI. linis oint
cost-elfective solution will be presented at the Post-Expo 2012 and will
be available
to mncumbent operators, alternative carriers and downstream access consoh
dators.
There are several reasons for postal operators to consider tlnis joint solutio
n
•

During the critical sorting hours, usually in the evening, they nu lunger
have to rely en the flexible labour force in their own sorting centres being
wiiling and able to come to work.

•

Unforeseen peaks in mail volumes can new be handled with ease.

•

Postal operators are able to achieve growth in mail volumes withou growth
t
in the labour force and additional square metres of working space. These
are
net alwavs availabie or, If they are, come at a high prke.

CHAPTER FIVE
The Innovative Channel and Contacr Strategy
Eva &ene Ha,tmans
Vice President and Head ot the Private Customer businest unit. Post Danmark
PostNard AH

Conciusion: from Cost Reduction to a New Busjness Model
The PostNL one shows the mai] world that new business opport
unities for
postal operators can be found, even in cost-saving projectl. Projects
can be
transformed into new business ventures like PostNL Shore. You fleed
to look at
your surroundings and projects with a fresh pair of eyes. bearing in mmd
that, oven
then, nuL ali opportunities are suited to postal operators and that net
ali cost-saving
projects will tern into new business ventores. But some will like PostNL
Shore,

Questions for thought and discussion
i, lnternal cost reduction initiatives can often 50cm to be very iough and difficuit
for alI concerned, How can a focus on innova
tive thinking help to tom “problem
stating” into “exploring new opportunities” or “di Werent ways of doing
things”?
2. Often old thinking” hoids back new ideas’ the author mentions
perception
of quality and union doubts about working condiUons ifl Asla. How
do you
challenge and change traditional thinking and views?
—

3. line authors say that with the PostNL Shore solution, “postal operato
rs arv
able to achieve growth jo mail volumes without growth in the labour
force and
additional square metres of working space”. Yet, volumes are declining auG55
the
industry. How can PostNL Shore grow its business despite this?

The Danish government has declared boldly thatSO9â ofcommunicatiofl between
itseif and lrs coontry’s cirizens needs to be digitised by 20(5. In rhis chapter the
response of Post Danmark (part of PostNord) to this challenge is discussed. Jr is
argued that there are opportunities to be porsued and that the post can remain
relevant and grow Fn the chan ging environment, by becoming more focossed an
the ease of use of postol products and sen’ices.
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ifl were to ask the average Dane if they had written and mailed a physical letter
recently, the answer would most likely be “No’. The number of letters that reach
Danish mai! boxes is declining rapidly as private correspondence by email and text
messages is increasing. Furthermore, the digitisation by the end of 2015 of 80% of
the correspondcnce betwcen the public Sector and ali citizens, at ‘vel! as flber-optic
bruadband for ali Danes before 2020, arv points en the Danish government’s otflcial
agenda. The digitisation strategy published in 2011 reads:

‘iE CHANNEL

AN C0’Ç’AT 5TRATEG’

strategy if we intend that the customer should regard us 25 2 flexible and dynamic
company, ifl touch with the customer’s needs and in sync with digital developments.
It is evident that the challenges we face to a great extcot arv the result of the
digitisation strateg, but digital development reaches far beyond the intentions of
the government. The Internet has become the new supermarket for a great deal of
our customers customers for whom flexibie opening hours mean 21!7 availabi[ity
and smartphones have become common household tems. A new an innovative
approach is called for, and therefore we have launched a channel and contact
strategy for private customers in order to realise the following vision:
—

—

‘By 2015, we expect to by able to send 80% of ali correspondence to citizens in
digital form, Wc also expect that 80% of al! applications and correspondence
from citizens will by in digital form,.. Dieiial channels nf communication
are not just ao alternative to traditional paperwork and etters; they should
replace thvm As a rule, al! citizens should use the Internet whenever
possible tu make applications and correspond with the public sector, From
2014, the majority of al! public sectnr letters previously sent via the posial
service will be sent to citizens’ digital letter boxes (Digital Post).”1

“The foture customer interactinn is digital, self-serviced, outsourced
surprisingly simple.

—

and

Wc make the Danes ‘vant to buy more post.

The Overall Approach
The postal future may seem dismal in light of the growing digitisation, but
digitisation hoids demands for new products and services whith can accommodate
the customers’ need for mobile sobutions and growing interest in e-commerce. Cost
optimisation, sales, and investment in the channels of the future arv key words in
the sirategy ss’e have bid down in order to meet the new market.

Despite municipals’ efforts to realise the digitisation strategy for 2011—2015, they
have not been entirely successful so far. The public websites arv far from user
friendly, and citizens are not prone to communicating with the public sector
through a site to which they cannot relate.
‘ffb digitisation strategy is a serious ihreat to the traditional letter market in
Denmark, but digitisation also holds new possibilities E-commerce is growing
the Danes reteive more parcels than ever, and we have a golden opportunity to
position ourselves on the market as the preferred logistic partner of the Iniernet
businesses. Wc must ihink of new and innovative approaches to ensure that we
are ready to take advantage of the upside of digitisation, and our answer is an
innovative channel and cornact strategy.

On the overall leve!, our channel strategy aims at increasing accessibility and
(lexibility for ali customers senders and receivers alike; creating new businesses by
investingin digital and self-serviced channels; and cost-optimisingby adapting our
physical channels making it much easier for the modern costomer to choose us.

—

—

—

Making it easy [nr our customers is an essential point in our strategy. The limited
soccess of the government’s digitisation strategy has become an important learning
point for us, and the demand from our customers for oser-friendly and easily
accessible services and products is the underlying basis of everything we do. Wc
have chosen to take a quite different approach from that of the public sector, and
intead of trying to force our costomers to deal with solutions that do not meet
their requirements, we are listening to their demands and wishes and turning
tosvards commercial businesses for inspiration.

The Challenge Providing Flexibility and Accessibility
—

b recent years, Post Danmark (a subsidiary of PostNord) primarilv has met itt
customers’ needs for flexible and accessible pl» skal channels by turning post
offices into post shops. By placing post shops b supermarkets, it has been possible
to combine cost reduction with the customers’ oecd for longer and more flexible
opening hours. However, turning post nifices into post shops is not a sulficient
I

I\NOVA”

First Important Steps
The first important steps towards developing digital channels and adapting physical
channels to meet the demands of the future have already been taken. If we vant to
make the Danes boy more post, we must make ourselves available at touch points

hw Digital Po cl, to Foture ti Wfare, c’Go,’er,onent St rate y 3011—2015, the Danish Govern iwut?
Danish Rcgitns. Local G,,vyrnmeg Denniark. .Auizust 1011

L
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that (over the needs of ali customers. In 2008, we introduced the self’serviced
parcel depot, which makes it possibk for customers to send and receive parcels
24/7. By the end et 2012, we will have 190 parcel depois installed, overing most uf
the larger towns in Denmark. Furthermore, we have a small number ofself-serviced
post offices which are accessible 24/7/365.
For the customers who are flot able to uge the parcel depots for every delivery and
still svant to receive parceis at their house even though they are not horne, we have
iniroduced flexible delivery solution which makes it possible for the posiman
to leave parcels at a delivery point chosen by the receiver. The
aim is to create
new business by making it easy lbr the customers to receive the iteins thev order
on the internet. By offering easy and flexible delivery wc intend that the Internet
businesses will consider os to be the preferred logistic partner ‘the best friend of
e-commerce’. In order to make it easier for the receiver to choose flexible delivery
solutions as the parcel depot ur Ilexible delivery at home, these services are, of
coorse, free ofcharge.
—

Wc are currently in the process of further developing a web based self-service
and information site with easy leg-ifl, and we are welt 00 our way to futfihling our
vision of lite pust o,Jfice ifl roer pocket. The latter is our response to the fact that
still more people use their smartphone instead of their computer for shopping
and banking transattions. The concept of the pust offi cc ifl iourpocket is based on
mobile services such as apps for smartphones with access to postage calculators,
guides to the nenrest post ofjj, mail box, etc, and aceess to our tracking system.
Furthermore, wt launched Mobile Postage in 2011. With Mobile Postage, which is
also accessible via an app, it is possible to use a mobile phone to boy a stamp ende
for a domestic letter. The service has proven to be very popular, and in 2011, Mobile
Postage received an innovation award as well as a user award. Wc are, of course,
proud to receive recognition from our colleagues and our customers, but the awards
mean more to us thai, recognition. In combination with the Mobile Postage sales
hgures for 2011, the awards ser’e as clear indicaters that we have succeeded b
meeting our custoiners’ demand for easily accessible solutibo, and they encourage
us to take 00 more of our traditional products with an innovative perspective.

The Future Turning Challenges into Possibilities
—

Even if the Danish government were able to fulfil the geal of digitising 8096 of the
interaction between the public sector and the citizeos by 2015, it will have no effect
on the implementation of our channel and contact strategy. The road that will take
the channel and contact strategy into the postal future is mapped out, and since

Co’fACT

STRATEGV

digitisatien of the interaction with our customers is already a condition, wc are
embracing the possibilities that digitisation and the needs of the modern consumer
bring.
The roadmap for 2012—2014 for the channel and contact strategy plans for an
acceleration of the development described above. Based on the assumption that
satished receivers generate more business, we will work systematically towards
becoming the best friend of e-commerce by further developiog flexible detivery
so!utions. Wc will adapt our services to the fact that the modern customer is
customer on the go”, and enter into cooperation with business partners who can
benefit from dxc central locations of our parcel depots.
Wc will adjust the number of phvsical channels without compromising oor costomer
service ensuring that contact with physical channels is still a good experience
for the customers. Wc will ensore the commercialisation of the digital customer
ioteraction and make ali services available via mobile web as an addition to the post
office b: yonrpockct making it stil1 easier for the customers to meet us 00 a digital
platform because it is easier!
—

—

—

Conciusion
ihe development of Post Danmark’s cisannel and contact strategy for private
customers is rooted in the modern customer’s demand for flexible and digital
solutions, and the Danish Government’s digitisation strategy sets the pace for this
development. The future lbr the physical letter is not optimistic, but digitisation
opens new doors. If we are able to meet these diallenges with a mmd that is open
to new possibilities and ready to cisallenge the fotore with innovative thinkiog we
believe we can turn this development into an advantage.
‘Ihe roadmap fr 2012—2011 is based on the vision that the future customer
interaction is digital, seli-serviced, outsourced and sorprisingly simple. If we are
to fulfil this vision and meet the customers where chey are ready to boy, the future
will mean iess physical channeis and more flexible and digital solutions if the
customers are ready, so are we
—

—
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Questions for thought and discusson

i

1. B facilitating access to postal
products and services for custumers, it
is argued
that Pust Danmark can capitalise en
the oppurtunkies of digitisation.
Can this
truly make a difference’ Aside from
making the most of growth in parcels,
is
there a chance that the digital
substitution effects could be reversed if
postal
operators become more customer ftcused?

2. The author makes a strong case
for the value of looking positively
on the
challenges facing mail to focus on
opportunity rather than threat. How
easy is
it mi the one hand to focus en
cost-cutting and optimisatjon to deal
with drops
ifl mail vulume, whilst on the other
fostering an atmosphere ej innovation
and
customer orientation to pursue
upportunities ,for example in parcels?
—

CHAPTER SIX
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—

This chapterargues that the dual concepts oft,ust and the traditianalintermediary
role of posts, positioned between citizens, businesses and government, must be
instrumental drivers ej new pasiol initiatives, in particuf ar the development of
innovative products and services. Three short ca5e studies of innovarive services
are offered. whkh have built on this trust that the post enjoys and have enabled
CflCorreios de Portugal to providenew technology-enabled services that extend
the CU’s presence deeper into the value chain afcustomers.

i
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Introduction
ihere are many possible theories and methodologies for setting up a pipeline of
innovation within organisations like Postal Operators. At CTT
Correios de
Portugal it is believed thut prior to ali those “recipes” a eritical sine qna non
condition for innovating successfully is correctly to realise what Postal Operators
really deliver
‘what are ve?” Beond delivery, logistics, financial or an” other
type of services, CTT activities are based upon an intangible asset, and yet one
of
paramount importance: 7}’ust,
—

—

—

To put it in other words: a deep and comprehensive understanding of the
very
intrinsic nature of posts, along with an equally deep and comprehensive knowledge
of posts’ customers’ businesses, constitute the basis for providing innovative,
encompassing and added value solutions.
This chapter underlines. with three paradigmatic examples, how this seif-perceptio
n
was invoked by CTT in order to design, implement and deliver innovative services,

CU: Pivotal and Trusted

A Solution for Water Management and Sanitation Entities
Mailtec Consultoria, a division of CTT, developed a water management and
sanitation entities solution, which is composed of an innovative customer care and
billing solution (solution’s core) and a wide range of services configured accnrding
to businesses’ requirements and the structure of each entity. This solution gives
global and integrated vision of the business cycie, through acces; to relevant
information and providing an etflcient service to ts clients at a lower cost. The
solution is available for C’r’r’s customers in a “softsare as a service” (Saab)
mode!, allowing them to have access to it, without having to invest in hardware
and software licenses. \tunicipa!ities. for instance, can dispense with their own
customor vare and billing solutions, which represent a burden Ifl more wa>s than
one (functiona! obsolescence, huge investments first and severe hardware and
software maintenance costs later), and entrust C’tT to take care of that,
Tne way that cri’ provides this solution goes beyond the functions one could
assulne to be typically addressed by a classica! customer care and billing solution
supp!ier:

Correios de Portugal, S.A., the Portuguese Public Postal Operator aims
to be a Communications Huh interconnecting al! elements of society (eitizens,
governmental organisations and corporations) and enabling any of them
to
communicate with each other. In order properly and successfully to accomplish
this mission CTT must be perceived by anyone using their solutions
as a jhvtal
organisation (neutral and equidistant) and one that can be trustcd and relied
upon;
CTT must be perceived as a (very much) Trusted lhird Partj’,
—

—

Tids is in fact CT’I’’s essence and that of any postal operalnrs when prnviding
their services. Posts work according to a “push model”: the senders are the ones
that
trigger the action, inject into the postal netwnrk the postal objects (letten, parcels)
they vant to have delivered and, in most cases, pa in advance. even before
the
injected mai! reaches the final destination.
—

—

‘Ihe more customers trust CTI’, the more they strengthen their relationship
with
the posts, so that at the end of the day a stronger relationship is constantly
being
built, enabling the design of mutually benehcial and innovative solutions.
In
this chapter wc will exp!ore how Cl’r leverages this trust to provide innnvative
solutions to their customers.

Fiqure

Varei ma icmer tand San

‘-r,iofl

Meter Reading Service sen’ice provided by CTI using mailmen, svhich
includes the registration of water distribution network malfunctions (teaks.
ruptures).
—

Colleetion tlai;ageoeizt entire management ol payment channels, which
encompasses the settine up tif the channel (contract). files processing and
exchange and supervision of financial llows.
—

T
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Printing & Finishing and VIaCTT— ensures the production ol physkal (or

digital, using ViaCTT) invoices tand an other dotuments to 5e sent to
end-customers.
5eV-Cora Sitc provides final consumers with access to invoices, checking
meter readings and submitting questions or complaints.
—

_

__

TRUST POSES MOST VAtUfRtF ASSET FOR LEVERAGING INNOVAEION

offense they may have committed. If they refuse er ignore the first Notification,
then a second one (without AR) is sent and, for ali legal purposes, henteforth the
offender is assumed to have been rightfoliv notified.
CTT, by means of ENS (Electronic Notitication Solution), prnvides caeh body
in the process with a trustfu! integrated solution
based upon CTT Group’s
portfolio offer (Coliections Management, Mad Deiivery, Mailmanager and Printing
& FinishingServices), mixing ICT (information and Communication Technoiogies
components and anaiogue/physical ones that enabie them to efficiently manage
the Notification protess.
—

lnstitutio,,al Site

for the entity

to convey information to their end
(ustumers or visitors, about events that impact on regular water supply,
notices publication, regulations and tariffs.
—

Call Centre provides the end-consumer, and through a distinguished
phone number, information about the services, recording status complaints,
readings registration, and supply service malfunctions information.

—

—

Database ‘Treat,ne;,t to corrett customer data and so ensure quality,
speed and effectiveness in the mail delivery service.
‘

—

fur high-vnlume and high-speed scanning, classification,
indexing and digitally displaying back to the entity any piece ofphysicai
mail.
MailII;anager

—

Geuindex GIS (Geographic Information Service) for providing
infurmation about the territorv. the universe of customers and, in
particular, business opportunities through the dilkrent geu-referenced map
variables.
—

En this
CTT’s “Water Management and Sanitation Entities Solution” is able
to provide i svide range uf CTT Group services, integrated with the customer
care and billing solution. According to the nature of each service, it is possible
to
cnnfigure and ad;ust it to the entity’s requirements or characteristics. These services
are selected according to the structure ol the entity, seeking to complement and
strengthen the image and service provided to its end-custumers.

ENS is a soiution that ailows for full control uf the compiete “offence life cycle”,
speeding the whole notification process, suppressing bureaucratic and time
consuming activitios and keeping tight control of who has paid (er noO and
therefore providing the varioos agencies!bodies with tracing information about
the “defaulting ones” until their fines are fully paid. Figure 2 iliustrates how this
solution works.
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Electronic Notification Solution
Nuwadays, in Portugal, there are several bodies (various Municipal Police Forces,
EMEL (Lisbon MunicipaI Parking Agency), GNR (Guarda Nacional Republicana)
)
with legal authority or power to fine drivers and car owners whenever they
commit
trafik offence or violate parking laws. Sooner rather than later, the otfender will
be notified via physical mail (Registered Mai! with Receipt Notice (AR)) in order
to pa the fine for parking tickets, speeding and radar tickecs. er any other trafik

pØ

‘--

ctarL:r-kii

1itaI

‘t?iÇ9)

fijure 2: The E:ectronc Nct,flH:;cn SuPc,, Systeni
0— Offence information’s reception (cx: parking ticket). ENS ai!ows either data
to be keyed in ur file reception (X.’.tL fie) depending on the original source
paper ticket or officer’s PDA).
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Generation, for database archiving purposes, of the Offence Record and
Refcrences (codes) for payment; atterwards, Notification’s generation
according to legal approved iayouts (in PDF format) a document with ali
the data, which later will be sent to the utfrnder. The Payment References
aliow fine payments to be made via: ATM, Web (online banking), PayShop,

New (TT Post Office Station Concept
The CTT Post Office Station (ROS.) that opened its doors to the public on
September 2011, at CTT Headquarters in Lisbon, represents a new paradigm
in providing services “over the counter” to the public. Bearing in mmd the
challenges of European postal liberalisation, CTT intended to test a new concept
that was ecological. strongly supported by ICT (Information and Communicatiun
Technolngyh providing postal services on a selfservice basis and where the postal
stafr (now reduced to a minimum) are perceivud more like helpers (ur assistants)
rather than the typical postal clerks.

—

agents’ network ur CTT Post Offices’ network.

2— Notification PDF signature with a Qualified Digital Certificate.
3 and 4— In order to send the signed Notification by Registered Mail with
Receipt Notice (AR), a Registered Mail Cnde is assigned and an AR is
generated. Then this data plus the signed PDF Notification are sent to
the Printino & Finishing facilitvwhich produces the Postal Object tube
delivered to the olfender’s address.
5

X
6

—

—

—

When entering this innovative ROS. one will not find several counters behind
whith postal employees are ready to attend but, instead, self-service equipment
which provides a svide range of services in such a way that customers fed, on the
one hand, the same trust they are used to when entering a typical post office and,
on the other, even more convenience, simplicity and speed.

Upon reception nf the Postal Object either the offender accepts the
Notification and signs the AR or refuses/ignores the Notification and
dnesn’t sign the AR, which means that either the signed AR ur the Postal
Object is returned. Regardless of which option was chosen, whatever is
returned is digitised (via Mailmanager), then the relevant information is
registered and afterwards the physical documenis are cnrrectly prepared
for storage (51) and the digitised “returns” and their relevant information is
made available for analysis and digital archive (5.2).

Delivered docurnents’ payment information (references, amounts) is
gathered and made asailable to ENS.
ENS possesses al! the information to autumatically decide and perform the
next step: issoe a new regular mail Notification (withuut AR), ur mark the
process as paid nr as complete.
ure3

Prior to the introductinn nf ENS the offence process management had characteristics
that made it very slow and intensively human resource demanding. ENS noss’
enables legal agencies to manage the entire offence process with less human
interaction. more information and more automation, and altogether faster and
more accurately than befure.

ROS, is open and available 24 hours per da ali year round (for self-service
attendance). From lOam to 7pm (5 days a week) assistants are avaiiable to provide
general help about ali the available services, or more specifically, concerning
financial products and any other service not pruvided through seif-service machines.

Nioreover, it is now very unlikeiv that the oÆences expire (for flot being managed
within the time limits imposed by law) and this contributes nut only tn securing
more financial income for the Government bot alsu fights feelings of impunity
among certain offenders.

The customer sell-service 21-hour area contains hve self-service machines enabling
for example:

2
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Photo: Pedro MUnica
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Seif Picking: This equipment, which resembles very much a packstation (with
number of Iockers of different dimensions), allows customers to pick op specitic
postal objects that, due to any number of reasons (sueh as receivefs absence), could
not be dropped into a physical mailbox. \Vhenever this happens the mailman leaves
specitic notice inside the addressee’s mailbox. l.ater, the receiver accesses the Seif’
Picking Equipment, identi&s themself (via Citizen Card) and using information
(pin codes) printed on that notice, opens the lncker where pust staR’ previously
stored the postal object. If applicable the equipment itself also deals with situations
that require payment prior to handing over the posta! object to the receiver.

1NNOVATION
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Payinents and Tickets sd/ing: for the payment of invoices, fees and bills (utilities,
social security fees, lRS), topping up mobile phones and pre-paid public transport
(chip nr RFl cards and buying tickets for spectacles!shows/theatre!movies.

Figure 4: Prototype setf service equ’pner.t

Posral Services: for posting registeredFexpress, national and international mail
(letters and parcels). This equipment also has weighing capability

to guide the user, in an easy to use manner, through the set of displayed choices!

For ftnancial products it ‘sas decided to use a tnuch screen table whose purpnse is
options, to the financial solution that best fits the customers nhjectives and
investment profile.

Vending Shop 21k: for purchasing envelopes and pachages.
Persona/bed Service Area: In this area postal staft assist customers whenever
help is required for acquiring services and products not provided via selt service
machines. Examples include financial/savings solutions or third-party products
(books, movies).

Finally. motion-activated sensors power on a video device (whenever bystanders
pass in front the external windous of the ROS.) that proects promotional images
on these windows.

AlI the self-service machines have a modular design and therefore can have, in
principle, the same logical/functional and hardware/software capabilities. iben,
each one may have specihc functit,ns enabled nr disabled according to the deploying
purpose, that is to say according to the type of needs intended to be served in the
place in which the Post Offite Station will be geographicallv Incated.

Conci usion
The above three paradigmatic examples underline how flest is perceived by CTT
asa Critical Success Factor for designing innovative ICT solutions that on one band
go deeper” mio the businesses of postal customers (corporations, governmental
oreanisations) by adding value and creating Iinks between these and posts. bcyond
the classic mad picking and delivery; And on the other hand, is a pnwerEul enabler
for creating modern, technology-enabled ways of serving and interacting with the
public in general.

The ROS. contept de-materialises’ the inleraction between the customer/visitor
and the equipment. Whenever possible and applicable, keypads are replaced by
touch screens and the machine has become much more people-friendly. [nteractive
LCD iouch screens cnmmunicate” with people vhenever cameras detect a human
presence within a certain range. The customer then follows the display options
menu by means of touching the screen. An example of service is [hat a customer
can create a personalised stamp on the spot based on the customer’s photo caught
by the built-in cameras. Customers can also send an email nr determine (via
3D-based application) what would be the best paekage for sending/maiting a certain
nbject.

3

L

Photns: Pedro Nlénica
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Questions far thaught and discussion
1. Whv is the concept ol trstst se important for
these technologv-cnabled

innovations? Would they work without trust?

2. The firsi two innovation examples build on the
pivotal position the post often
has as an organisation between Government or public

institutions, citizens, and
businesses. b what other ways could this strategic position albow
the post to plav
new robes er offer new services?

3. Given the liberalisation ol the postal market, how easy will
it be for CTT to

CHAPTER SEVEN

Optimising Logistics Processes in
Parcel and Postal Sorting Hubs
by Using Product Characteristics

sustain a cumpetitive advantage over other (posial ur non-postal)
competilors in
each of the three markets illustrated by this chapter?

Vincent

I

Kwaks

Information Technorogy Manager
Vanderlande Industries 8V.

This chopter describe5 an exomple of process innovation ond illustrotes how such
innovotions can Lie developed by o suppiler working with an open approoch. This
co5e describes Vonderlande Industries’ work on autornoted parcel identificotion
and ciassificotion. The ideas lrs this cose stern from on innovotion ina differentbut
related secto, nornely conveyors in airport boggoge handling, which shows the
potentiol volue of adopting good proctice and innovotions from orher industries.

i,.
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Introduction
In the past decade vision technologv and image processing hardware and
sofiware have evolved into reliable and cost-effective platforms for a svide range of
applications. Triggered by developments such as smart Closed Circuit TV (CCTV)
cameras, new image-processing techniques and algorithms have become availabie.
Thcse developments make the real-time identification and classification of objects
a viable option.
New and innovative applications in many different areas have been introduced,
ranging from determining product quality (eg. ripeness of tomatoes) in the food
industry right up to detecting suspicious persons in area and building supervision
(eg. at airports and railway stations). Niany of these nes’ applications aro being
developed by start-op companies aiming to make the technologies suitable
for the
specific domains involved.
An exampie of such an innovative appiication for the automated material handling
dojnain is BAGCHECK, aimed at improving airport baggage handling processes.
BAGCHECK was developed by QuinTech’, a start-op company in the Netherlands,
in cooperation with Vanderlande Industries.

i

BAGCHECI< ciassities baggage items into two distinct categories convevabie
er non-conveyable. This is done by correlating image attributes to a benchmark
created by “training the system using examples. In operation the benchmark is
constantly updated by experience, resulting in an adaptive system that can deal
with changing product characteristics.
BAGCHECK has been succcssfully introduced on the marker, and has already been
implemented at a number of arge airports around the world where it has resulted
in higher system availability and lower operational costs. ibese improvements are
demonstrated by specific Key Performance Indicator (KPI) monitors maintained on
a daily, weekly and monthly basis.
There are similarities between baggage handling at airports and parcel and postal
handling in sort ng huhs and depots. For this reason Vanderlande industries is
exploring the potential of applying the same techniques in the logistics and related
processes in parcel & postal hubs and depots.

I

Sec www.quintech,nl for detail about QuinTech

OPTIMISING LOGISTICS PROCESSES INt PARCEL AND POSTAL SORI ING HUlE

The Innovation Centre

—

an Open Innovation Piatform

One of the methuds for driving innovation is to faciltrate the exploratton of new
ideas and concepts in an environment alluwing easy prototyping in a representative
application setting. This is one of the aims of the Vanderlande Industries Innovation
Centte. ks welt as atlowing testing and demonstration of new Vanderlande
Industries concepts and products.. it also provides an environment for trying
out new ideas from customers, partners, universities and knowledge institutes
and start-up ventures. The development of the BAGCHECK system for baggage
handling is a good example of how the Innovation Centre works.
The Innovation Centre has an area of around 10,000 square metres, and inciudes
number of larger material handling systems which are operational and available
for testing and trials. These systems are mainly built from completely new product
developments or prototypes, which can be integrated into typical operational
scenarios and processes to test their potential benefits.
Outside parties such as existing and potential customers, partners and knowledge
institutes can use the facilities of t[e Innovation Centre to test the potential of
innovative ideas. Bringing together new ideas and existing knowledge in this way
has already resulted in concrete innovative products.

Potential Benefits of Product Ciassification
The rest of this chapter focuses on parcels only, and not en letters and their sorting.
Looking at parcels, there is a gradual change in size, weight and shape. And of
course the global trend towards incroasing e-commerce vtilumes also has an impact
on parcel characteristics; an increase of smaller products and large products.
A second development is the increasing level of mechanisation and automation
in parcel and postal hubs and depots. There is a need for reliable parcel handling
solutions with op to 100% automation and mechanisation levels, driven by
number of aspeuts such as efficiency, labour scarcity and health & safety and
ergonemic requirements. The effectiveness ef mechanisation and automation in
parcel hubs could be increased signi&antly, with corresponding cost reductions,
if parcels ranging from wrapped books and plastic bags containing, lbr instance,
ciolhing right up to larger. odd-shaped items such as tyres could be classified into
categories for specific handling. For example, separate muring of standard boxes
and odd-shaped items would aflow the most suitable eqoipment to be used, thereby
reducing the need for manual handling er maintenance intervention to deal with
jams and other probiems.

i
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Optimisatiun and differentiation of the
associated business processes also becomes
an opportunity if automated
classi&ation is available. ror example,
damage
recognition on entry to the hub or depot,
or detertion of boxes with open or badlv
fitting Oaps.

(3) Based on the analysis resuits and the ciassification rules the paral is
classi&d as conveyable or nonconveyable.

for pilot projects.

Classification by PARCELCHECK

—

PARCELCHECI< uses the pattern recosnition principle to assign the parcel to
one of a set of predefined ciasses, through a set of measurements performed on
3D scan of the item. The measurements are searched for patterns which the
system has been taught to look for (dimensions, shape, straps or flaps). The system
has integrated learning capabikties, and can adapt its decision-making based on
nes” data gained during operation. ln fart, PARCELCHECK learns because it can
be re-taught using the data gained from the items processed. lts decisions can
therefore be hne-tuned if the types of parcels handled change over time. A parcel
is unly truiv nonconvevable ii it has a high potential to cause a am downstream
in the system. Although the PARCFLCHECK software has initially been trained
with data gained during assessments of current operations, combined into a base
set from several huhs, it is highly recommended that the softseare is frequently
re-trained h,r optimum perFormance. The system can be trained ror improved
performance by providing it with data from artual jam, sshich is ihen linked to
the parcel measurement data. If the system and/or parcel properties change, then
so should PARCELCHECK’s decisionmaking.

How Ooes it Work?

The PARCELCHECI( is based on the
BAGCHECK, whirh was jointly developed
by
Vanderlande Industries and QuinTech for
the baggage handling market.
The basic functionalitv is aimed at
determining the “conveyability” of the
parcel
The technologv consists of the following
three steps:
(I) A parcel is scanned by the 3D vision system
and a rol[/sflde or shake test is
performed;

I

U

(2) The scans are segmented and analysed
by intelligent image processing
routines and the test result
is analysed;
2

Hifl

Sgure 2: tonveyabil 5.’ anaivsis

A number of feasibility studies have been
carried out to define and validate the
potensial business case for introducing
more advanced classification functionality
in depots and hubs. These studies have
shown clear benefits in specitic customer
Situations, and have resulted in the
decision to start developing a product, the

PARCELCHECK

S’tV *hifl -i_I—. wdwaa

Sec http’/s

ConveyabIIlty.cljeck.BAGcHEcl.htm nr http://www.q
uinteclI.nl/website/bagh/
hagcheck,html

I
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PARCELCHECK has several advantages over a human conveyability check. First
and foremost, the system is consistent and never gets tired. When taught how
to make a decision, PARCE1C[IECK will always make that decision in the same
way. Different opintons pia> no role. Furthermore, the rules on which
the system
makes a decision can easi(y be changed as described above, thanks to its icarning
cupahiliues. Another advantage is that the system provides insight into the way
it
makes decisions. b contrast to ‘fuzzy” human decision-making, PARCELCH
LOK
folbows a pipeline of decision steps that can ali be fine-tuned for optimum results.
Feasibility studies have been carried out focused on introducing more advanced
c[assiftcatiun in parcel hubs and depots. Aithough the exact details of these studies
are confidential, some of the outcomes that show potential benefits can be shared.
Three potential applications willi be described brieflv below. A pilot is currently
being set up in the Innovation Centre to demunstrate PARCEI.CHLCK and
its
potential in these cases. Pilot projects are also being actively sought in operational
depots and hubs.

ConveyabHity Check to Reduce System Stoppages Due to
Jams
\‘anderlande Industries has extensive experience dth BAGCHECÉ(
systems at
several larger airports. As a resuit, one of the first feasibility studies focused
on
reducing jams jo an automated parcel sorting system in which operators
decide
on parcel characteristics and where to enter them into the system during
truck
unloadcng. This study pruduced two interesting resufts:
(1) A 90% reduction of system stoppages due to jams is considered achievable
by carrving out a conveyability check ciose to an existing operator position,
50 that a suspect parcel (eg. with a high potential
to cause a jam due to its
shape) can be stopped and checked by that operator.
(2) Discussion of the set of examples used to train the system increased the
awareness of operators and management of the impact of less conveyabie
parceis un system availabiiitv. It also resulted in updated working
procedures and methods leading directh- to better perforinance and results.
These findings have not yet led to a pilot implemeniation, because of the diificuity
of integrating PARCELCHECK in this system due to physical constraints.

LaG 5’ CS PROCESSES I’. PARCEL

POStAL SOPTING HLES

Monitoring Quality of Handling in the Network
Datnaged parcels were an important aspect jo a recent performance asscssment of
a set of depots and hub forming a network. The bad through the network depended
strongly on the time of year, and most uperators and other snif were temporary.
Further analysis indicated that damaged parceis had specific visual characteristics
such as dents, based on the cause and type of damage. Flere again there “cr0 two
interesting resuits:
(1) Using a basic PARCELCHECK office test setup gave confidence that
damaged parcels could be detected and also c[assifted into a defined set of
categories by the cause of the damage;
(2) By implementing PARCELCHECK at specific locations in the inregrated
network of depots and hub, it is even possibie to set up monitoring in
near-real time. This leads to the ability to show where and when parceis are
being damaged, with the possibility of preventive action and intervention.
The financial aspects of the underlying business case need further exploration to
prepare for an actual pilot implementation.

Improved Utilisation Based on Product Information
The information era has its impact on the parcel & postal industry as discussed
earlier. lncreasingly, better usage of existing infrastructure is the only option to
deal with the rapidby inereasing volume. This has resulted ina numher offeasihility
studies being carried uut by different stakeholders. One of the putential scenarios
under discussion aims at better utilisation of outputs of the sorting processes.
Parcel characteristics such as shape and size are differentiators or ciassifiers, but
have a strong requirement to be adaptable over time. The abi!ity to re-use collected
(historical) data to redeflne not only the different sets of parcels for ciassilication,
but also to directiy validate and quantify performaoce, is a very powerful tuning
method in an operational situation. Further analysis of this possibibity is continuing.

Conciusion
lt has been sisown Ina test environment that additionab attributes of parcels, as well
as size and weight. can be determined by using vision technobogy and software for
processing, analysis and ciassification. As demonstrated by successfui applications
in other domains, this enables the development of new appiications with specific
benefits, either iii quality of handling or in a higher bevel er autumation. This resuits
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in reduced operational costs and potential labour and Health & Safety issues. There
is thus a signifitant opportunity for every000 involved in parcel and postal logistics
networks to collaborate in open innovation and creatc a future that makes eflctivc
use of produci charucteristics,

Questions for thought and discussion
1. ThePARCELCHECKcasetan beconsidered an exampleofprocessinnoation.
What does the casc teach us about common motivators for such innovation?

C H A PT E R E I C H T

Optimisation Software: a Platform for Innovation

2. How can an innovation centre work as a platfurm for open i000vation? Does it
have to bea physical Iocation nr can ft be virtual? Ifso, how could that work?
3. What can be Iearnt from the case study of PARC:ELCHEcK about the process for
developing an innovative product?

PhtFippe Aquin
Accoun: Ianger. GeeRcute scfTwa,e solulions, GIRO

Prc SEtous
Product Manager, GeoRoule AtgoriIhms, GIRO

This cose describes the experience af a sofrware company that has worked
with the postol industry for severol decades. The chapter describes how posts
have dep!oyed mothematical approoches and software to optimise operational
processes, Fn particular b delivery. Camponies nich os GIRO have had to innovote
ond constantly imprave the flexibility of their ovn solutions in order to meet the
new cholienges foced by their pastol clients. Oprimisarion os o mothematicat or
operations research concept clearly has powerkai applicotions in different sectors,
bur the reol innovotion comes with odoptiny the use of ovoiloble techniques
ond softwore technalagy (induding algorithms, experience from other sectors,
geographical information and visoolinterfoces) to meer the particulor needs ond
constontly chonging requiremenrs of speciftc postal operators, the moil carriers
rhemselves and the particuiar service needs of custamers. The aurhors shore the
lessoos they have ieorned from this constant need to adopr ond innovote.
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mik delivcry various constraints can be added concerning time windows, pickup
delivery, lunch breaks, replenishing points, and so on.

ntroduction
Optimisation software has been used in ali major industries, inciuding
manufacturing, intelligence, military, marketing and transportation of people
and goods. As software developers who specialise ifl bringing flexible solutions to
the postal sector, at GIRO we have shared and experienced different facets of the
“postal revolution with several organisations woridwide. We have heiped postal
organisations undergo major changes by providing them with efficient and accurate
planning tunis to test Iheir innovative ideas.

Early Innovative Solutions
In its early years, GIRO worked on defining new methods and innovative products
that incorporated some of these mathematical models in order to tackle real
life problems. Our approach was to build products that made use of Operations
Research. Wc had to develop proprietar algorithms that could process large data
sets, to include a graphical user interface to visualise planned moutes and modify
these interactively, and to implement what wo refer as the rule engine”. The latter
“as a flexible and innovative tool to model real life constraints and translate these
ioto simple mathematical expressions. Hence, Operations Research has always been
at the core of our solution strategy.

With the heip of computational mathematics asa basis for findinu the cheapest way
ofservicing mai1 requirements and visiting ali addresses ina given territory, we have
learned several lessons, Over the course of this chapter. we aim to demonstrate how
operations research and software engineering can provide answers to organisational
problems and challenges, and become a key building block to present and future
postal transformations and innovation.

Clustering algorithms were developed by GIRO in order to huild compact territories
that made hest use of the underlyiog road network, Most academic models could
flot handle large sets ol’ data adequatelv, which motivated us to develop these
capabilities in-house. It is nut uncommon to have to process several hundred
thousand de!ivery points in order to build routes for a given territory ur delivery
otlice.

Operations Research: a Historical Perspective
One of the first appearances of tours and circuits in the mathematical
literature is ifl a 1757 paper by Leonhard Euler and describes chess knight
moves. In 1832, a German publication on the Co,,,,,is-1-byagL’ur described
the need to build good tours for visiting cities ira Germany and Switzerland
taking account of the overall distances as well as travelling back and forth
more economically. This later became known as the “The Travelling Salesman
Problem”, or in short TSV. The first mathematical representation of the TSP
was in the 1930s. This marked the beginning of a strong cooperation between
academics and industrialists.

Representing routes graphically on a map heiped postal organisations cisualise
terrain-specific information. Visualisation and modification possibilities lielped
to increase the quality of the planning solutions produced by postal operators.
Street networks could be imported, corrected and updated directly into the
software. Detailed client information, both their geographic localisation and
servicing information, could be shown on the map and modi&d in a simple and
straighlforward manner, Needless to sav, street networks were at their infancv and
it was flot then possible to lind street networks (in vectors not just satellite ur raster
images) that were accurate in al! contexts. Rural regions were often uncharted.
limiting our solutions to urban and high-densitv areas.

Even though the TSV was originally defined as a geographic problem on a routing
network, it has since been generalised to the nding of the shortest tour to visit a set
ofentities with predefined costs for travelling between different entities. These can
represent geographucal locations (cities, mailing addreses, etc.), drilling ur weIding
points on a computer buard (thus minimising the tooVs movements), ur Caen
abstract notions like topics in a speech or document (thus maximising ts fluidity).

As sec learned, one of the mairs challenges in planning a viable solution ‘sas lack
of precision in geographical and servicing data. By providing the functioflality to
visualise and to correct the network and address in!brmation to postal operators,
it empowered their planners, enabling them to produce better solutions, and
implement their inoovative ideas in store. Some of these innovations include AM
VM roules; periodical and value-added service routes, shared vehicles and multiple
locomotion modes Ira the same route; servicing requireflsent priorities and time

in current mathematics, routing problems for postal letter carriers refer to
TSV variation where the target objective is to visit a set of street addresses rather
than the cities themselves. A feasible solution to this problem is a tour that is
“mathematically” connected in such a way that the corresponding physical tour
can be travelled by a postman without ever leaving the road network. in the “last

—
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windows, and several other brilliant new practices. Quick wins could be obtained
with the vector street networks and pustal data at hand, which appealed to our
customers.

innovative approaches, products and technulogies were alI introduced. The pace
of innovative functionalities in our products was increased to support these large
scale transformation programs.

lliirty ‘ears ago, as is aften still the case, most national postal organisations
were public corporations where unions were active and where employee tasks,
authority and responsibility were coded in atzreements and conventions. To build
solutions that were deemed acceptable to al! parties was critical to the success
nf their implementation. Using its powerful rule engine, GIRO innovated in its
product development approach by successfully modelling employee types, work
assignments, workday durations, pauses and lunch breaks as rules fbr which
penalties can be applied as soen as these rules are broken.

Concepts and code developed in our HAS1tS solution fur public transit companies
were integrated into our GeoRoute postal praduct. \Tew algerithms were creakd to
establish the east cost and best location of depots in relation to an existing set of
route. Additional algorithms were added to suppen the creatiun uf duties made
up of several routes or tasks, thus tombining route creation with the process of
building a complete work day, putentially made up of several different routes.

For example, a work agreement that defined the delivery route er workday of the
letter carrier could be expressed as a set ar 50 or less rules, The rules themsvlves
wc,uld be sitnilar to t line lhrmulas, such as: “Tetal_Route_Duration inust net
exceed eight hours;” “insert in route a 30-minute lunch break activity between
I Ih3t) and 12h30;” “insert replenishment point activitv in Route when mai! bag
‘veight becomes over X kg;” insert U-Turn in Roule if Deadhead distance is abovc
10 minutes,” and so en,
Ihese rules were taken into account in the matisematical model and helped to
build precise route evaluations, based en an objective scieistitic appreach and thus
producing an elficient or, in some specific cases an uptimised. snlution acceptable
to alI parties. Our commitment to results that could be proven objectively and
scientifically attracted attention and the best minds fut using en innovative new
practices from the postal organisations continoed to fugl our development ettorts.

Post-2000 Changes
From the year 2000 onwards, postal business requirements in Europe started to
change. Digital mail substitution and decrease in mai! vislumes, new products, the
Internet, and an increase in parcel volumes, alI changed the postal landscapu.

F

Preparauon for the liberalisatien of the postal niarket in Europe triggered pnstal
oruanisations to cnnsider and intreduce new delivery cuncepts and methods
in order to face these clsanging times, by improving efficiency and bringing
added value to their operations. .\lajur transformation programs were initiated.
Sequencing machines; different vehicle types such as high capacitv trol!evs;
cumbined deliverv methods; separatien of inside tasks and outsid ens ks and other

Our appreach focused en providing flexibility in our pruduct wherever possible, se
that postal erganisations with innevative ideas and an urgency to change practices
and systems could customise the use and output of our suftware tu their needs.
New prattices and delivery methods brought the need fur new revised organisations
and new ‘urking agreements. ‘What if?’ scenarios ceuld be built in a quick and
etficient manner using the GIRO ride engine, By pruviding a platiurin that enabled
organisations to innovate, our software proved tu be central to transformation
initiatives.

Lessons Learned
As our clients became more tomforiahie using our sofsware. they helped us Focus
an ditkrent aspects in which accoracy could be improved. For example, in the case
of Park and Loup Routes, namely a route that makes use of two distinct locemotion
modes such as delivery by car and delivery en foot, further improvements could be
made. Wc noticed that addresses (particularly the anes in dense commercial areas)
could be accessed from different entry points, while vehicles could be parked at
different locations, Choosing the best cumbination of these parking locations and
access points for a specific sequence el addresses could make a signilicant difference
in the resulting route evaluation (the total route duration).
A new sequencing algorithm improved the order in whitli postal horns ‘sere
servited in Park and Leop ruutes.A loup builder algorithm was iinplemented to
create a variety of Ioops. Standard deviation ef loop duration. bag weighi, and other
related criteria were used by the algorithm in ctmjunctiun with the total number of
1oops and total duration to prodoce balanced solotions. \X’e learned that sometimes
producing a halanced sulution is a measure uf quality by itself even ii solution cust
is net uptimal and that additional deadl:ead (unproductive travek çoold uccur.
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In another situation, determining route evaluation based on hit rates appeared to
be a daunting task. In one specific project, route evaluations Iacked accuracy As we
found out, it was possible to express the problem ifl terms of exact mathematical
formulas instead of the initial rough estimates, leading to the benefit of a more
accurate evaluation of the work day.
Wc introduced into our software and algoriihms the notion of retrieval counter
attivities, which are locations to visit whenever a parcel could not be delivered (and
needs to be picked op at a later date by the customer), ibis allowed the perficting
of our model to bring it doser to the reality out in the held, an important facior in
determining more precisely the workload evaluation of a route. As ibr any element
modelled in our application. we ensured that modifications did not bring negative
sideeffects that could impact the integrity of the model.
In the speciflc dase of retrieval counters, since it is flot required to visit these every
day, the visiting hit rates of their location must be accounted for, otherwise not only
can the workluad calculation prove to be wrong, but also the resulting sequence of
the route itself (an be iniluenced too much bs the retrieval counter component. As
Wc learned from experience, emphasis on specific business requirements sometimes
depeods on the interpretation of the individuals.

1

b other situations, feedback from our customers in ogistics businesses helped us to
identify improvements in handling pairs of associated pickup and delivery ations
with their time windows and making best use of the available vehicle capadty.
After two decades of improvements, Wc continue to find ways to improve the
accuracy of our evaluations. Functionalities that offer support fr workloads,
sample routes and hit rates, combined together with the existing Ilexibility of our
software have made our solution evermore adapted to the changing environment
with which postal organisations are confronted. As the amount of work differs from
one day to the oext, plaoned routes should also differ every day according to the
workload, but not so much as to become a nuisance to the employees. Our software
now allows clieots to create dynamic routes, in esseoce rootes that change daily
based on workload variations.

Conciusion
Over the s’ears, our product has become flexible and powerful enuugh to cater to
the many chanties and innovations in the postal seccor. The new functiooalities
which support challenges in our product were introduced from our contiooous

OPTIMISATION SOFTWARE. A PLATT0RM FOR INNOVATION

research and development activities and internal review processes. Our customers’
quest For new ways to conduct their businesses also contributes to innovations in
the industry and in our product. Althnogh our software has not folbowed the postal
organisations in ali of their transformation cvcles nor in their activities, it is safe to
say that in their traditional core business ‘cc have succeeded in providing part ofthe
solution for the chailenges faced and some of the ones that lie ahead.

Questions for thought and discussion
I. It is sometimes said that innovation has to be about “breaking rules” and doing
things in different and uncooventional ways, yet part of the innovation described
here is about “making rules” and creating systematic and methodical approaches
to operational problems can these both be right and, ifso, what does that tell
us about innovatiun asa concept? How can two seemingly opposite concepts be
valid concurrent facets of inoovation?
—

2. What does this case tell us about the importance of customer-driven innovation?
3. Referenc.e is made here to co!laboration between academits and ifldustry in the
area of mathematical aigorithms and operations research. The author tebls os
that GIRO in the end decided to develop the flecessary competences in-house.
What are the bimits to collaborative inoovation? In other words, when does it
make busioess seose to develop in-house competences, and when are such
compelences best outsourced?
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CHAPTER NINE
Delivery Innovation

Jacob Johnsen
laragingDrector
postescon

The author of this chapter orgues thot the definition of the core business af the
post should change from a focus on letters too brooder focus on messoges, 1*
argues that the decllne in letter volumes should be seen asa signal for posts to
move beyond the ette ond to embrace fulIy the possibiliry of ploying o role in
the world of digitol messoging, and in the hybrid spore between the physicol ond
digitoL

-
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Introduction

The reduction of tetters volume is importaot for the post. With a very high capital
investment in infrastructure, and with a ‘ery limited possibility of reducing costs.
any downturn in revenues is pushing results deep into the red zone. The pusts are
stuck between a rock and a hard place.

Minds ure darkened by the free fall of letter volumes. Manacement is looking for
any solution that can bring inirease in letters, their boards are demanding it. Dut
this battle is over. Letters will never play the same role again; neither will the post,
you may think. Dut what is a post, ts role, its raison dtrc?

What Role to Play?

After having served the public with letter deliverv for centuries, some posts are
now increasinglv turning to delivering communication using electronic media.
This takes place in many ways, using emails, SMS, web sites, social media and
other places, to which the public is turning for their communication needs. Is
this simply a diversification of the business, or is this an innovative evolution of
the postal role?

To counter this development. posts are turning their focus towards alternative
revenue sources, and many are seeing the increased internet trade as the salvation,
“Let’s focus 00 parcel delivery!” From a revenue perspective, this is a lngkal step to
take, and shoold be taken. Dut what about the letters, the service behirsd the letters,
the knowledge, identity security and the trust ifl letter mai!?
For a long time the postal service has been recognised as the defacto service for
bringing a message safely between people. For two centuries the post has been
seen at the warrant for cheap, safe and secure transportation of messages, with
credibility regarding sender and recipient. Se much so that, in many countries
vou can pruve ynor address if you have a letter delivered by the ptsstman. In sisme
countries, you can trust tise postman more that you can trust any other oflicial
(including the police).

Where Did the Letter Go?
The disappearance, or at east severe reduction, of letter volumes is often teen as
the effect that electronic substitution has had an the printed letter. When looking
for the source of chis, what has replaced the phvsical letter, many blame it on the
lnternet or en e-mails. This is not necessarily go. E-mail appeared before this
process. The changes reaiiy look off with easy and secure online document access.
This was fuelled by iPads’, Amazon Kindie and similar devices. However, currently,
the majority of documents are still being presented on ordinary computer screens,
at kast for noss Who knows what devices we will be using in the [uture?

Wheis moving focus from ietters to parcels, posts are missing out tsn a heritage
which lsas been earned over many centuries. Furthermore, they are losifig aut on
some unique opptsrtunicies. It is alI a question about what your ro!e is, your identity.
so to speak. At an example, let us look at Western Union.

The letter mai! as we knm” it is disappearing and with it. much of what for
centuries the post has identil1ed itseif with, From coliection in street mailboxes
to sorting, transportation, resorting and delivery by the mailman
ali this is
much of the postal identit» the bioodline of the post. Since the beginning of
postal servicesa, the letter has been the yardstick upon which any posts and their
masters have measured cheir success. This is also why the stagnation (and 00w the
redoction) in letter volumes has caused se mucis distress: success is traditionally
measured by the increase of the number ofenvelopes!
—

The Story of Western Union

—

i

2

17

Undoubtedly. for money transfer for the general public, one ef the major
companies is Western Union. In 2006 they handled more than 100 million
transfers. However, it was net always like that. Western Union ‘vat founded in
1833 at the New York and Mississippi Printing Telegraph Company b 1836
the name Western Union was created after the merger of numerous telegraph
companies, and in 187) the telegraph was used for money transfer. While still
offerintz telegraph ser’ ices for a century (inciuding the invention of the singing
telegram in 1933), money transfer was an increasingly important part of the
business.

AppIe sold 30001)0 iPads on 5 April 2010

(launch date) and 25 million during the 6rsx year.
Sisurce: OS stats).
Fint postal courier service was in Ancieni Persia, installed by King Cyrus the Great, 550 DC.
b 1653 De Valayer estabbished the first mail box system in France, where letters placed in
envelopes, that only he sold: wuutd be distnibuted fneely within t’aris. ‘0w [test stamp tamt in
1840 b the UK tugeiher with a maier restrec xuning and trustworthiness ssf the sers ice.
—

—
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With advances in technology, Wèstern Union created the microwave link, satellite
connections and more. Their international cable network was sold off’ and during
2987—93. Robert J. Amman lead a refocusing of the company. Even though it had been
thcir historie roots and their origin, \Xstern Union did flot sec itself as a telegraph
company, hul more one responsible for the safe and secure transfer of short and
precise messages. This includes the messaging required for the transfer of money,
and the slogan “The fastest way to send money wurldwide” became widely known.
Had \Xestern Union staved with only the telegraph service, the lirm would have been
dead and gone by now’. Instead, it new has halfa million agents in 200 countries, and
identifies itself asa company that is “connecting people around the corner and around
the globe with financial services that are fast, reliable and convenient”.

posts are considering adding a scanning service, thus avoiding the physical
delivery altogether (almost). Tnis development is fully in line with similar market
develepment seen around hybrid mail in developing countries, where hybrid mail
is helping improving the postal service, by making St simpler, faster and cheaper to
produce physical letters.

Letter focus
/

/ J

What about Delivery Innovation?

Even though the pieture is different in developing countries, the bottom line is
the same. With limited distribution abihty on the one hand and a very high usage
of mobile phones on the other, electronic delivery is becoming an increasingly
attractive alternathe to the physical letter su much so that some developing

,

,z’’L’
j

[jchoice can be to de holl,

This raises a simple question: Are posts in the postal network around the globe
“distributors of phvsical letters”, nr are they similarly “connecting people around
the corner and around the globe with secure messaging that is fast. reliable and
cunvenient”?

With reduced letter volumes and high infrastructure eosts, letter deliverv becomes
a less compelling businese. There is a need for innovation within the delivery of
messages, as the present business model is gradualle becuming obsolete. And
innnvation is popping op. b industrialised countries the Y-generation is becomiog
today’s largest demographic group and most telling in terms of what the future
may hold. Thev have a need for immediacv and use media in a very Iragmented
way. Being also environmentally focused, they prefer electronic delhery over the
physical letter, and they are large users of SNIS and .lNlS.

i

-

-

Optimise proccccses
Rcduce service level
Automate
Coat savings
Focus en parcel,

v/

MeBifocu/

F Iectronicdelivery
Ofihioe pa9mont
Electronic archiviog
Ool,ne postal services
oCornmcrre ,ntegrat,on
Sranning and OcR

F.gLtre ; letter v9rsus message focus

Technology, Internet and Customer Power
According to a survey by UPUT in October 2011:
“1,, the frue’ ycars betwceo 2007 and 201(1, the nuniber of postal e-scrl’iccs
lejl roduced globalh al,nost tripkd fro,,e 3.3 to 85 per jear shoising that
Pust, ae’oueui the norM are stepping op their ej/orla to bring new sers’i ces to
the enarket
—

3

ihi, was i alled Wc stern Union International, which also leased US Pepartment nf Defenses
international network to prove the technology ofpackct switching network, the foundation for
the [ntcrnct When sold to MCI. thi, created i,, fait MCI International in 198%.

4
3
6

The telegram sce.’ices slooped in lanuarv 2006.

Even though the number of new services has incrcased, the strategies for
introducing them differ a let: some countries are making advances in ali areas
of postal electronic services. while others have made a strategic choke to
enhance only one nr two of the main flelds (e-post. e’floance, e-government er
e commerce). And yet others du very little nr nothing at al). The industrialised
countries are leading the way, but net always. Belarus and Tunisia are way ahead
of many European countries, while the UK and Cyprus have done very little. This
is no coincidence.

Itt cp’.//corporate.westcrnun oncom historv le ni I
Also called the millennial generation: Strausi. \\‘iIl,an: & Huwe. Neil 992; Gettrratie’;a: The
Histo,’y A’iwrica Furore, 1584 to 2069. Perennial (Rcprint). pp. 31, 32?

7

—

UI’U: “Measori ng postal e-scrviccs

dcc

eloprnrnl: an indostry perspectiveÇ Uctobcr 2011
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For a long time Tunisia Post has been at the forefront of the exploitation of new
technological possibilities within their domain, and today it has one ol the region’s
most advanced postal delivery systems. Ehere is a genuine integration between
physical and electronic documents hybrid mail, Other posts in the region are
following suit and in mid-2012 Morocco Post launched its secure electronic
mailbox. Once again this solution is ciosely linked to hybrid mail, thus providing
the ability to deliver electronic or phvsical documents.

Questions for thought and discussion
1. Do ynu agree with the assertion of the author that
‘letter mail as ue know ii is
disappearing”? Will letters disappear altogether (like the telegraph
service), and
ifso, how long woold ii take?

—

2. The author taiks about the need to re-define the focus
of posts, What assets
(resources and capabilities) does the traditional postal organisation
possess that
it could find useful in the digital space?

Others are net 50 lucky. Few posts are sutfering as much under the lad of changes
as USPS. The largest post in the World is on the edge of bankruptcy en the one hand
and limited by Congress in its choice of alternative serviees on the other. Private
companies in the US are trying to offer digital alternatives to the US postat servkes,
while the dedicated operator is banned from such services for now, at east.

3. Towards the end of this chapter the author highlights
the problems faced by the
United States Postal Service in particolar. How does the
analysis of this author
contrast with the slightly longer analvsis by Bruce Marsh
and David Asher,
elsewhere in this book?

—

Conciusion
“When the going gets tough, the tough get going” and this could and should apply
to an increasing number et postal organisations. The going is ioogh. and will
be more so in the coming years. To de more of the same (optimising processes,
reducing costs, using more automation, reducing services) is gned for the present
revenue stream, but there is a limit to such eiforts. Forthermore it will not stop or
limit the reduction of physical letter volumes.
From the collection of mail Ét, the delivery to recipient, postal operators need to
think about what their role is no” and what the mIe shoold be in the foture. Why
do people tom ti) the post for their tommunication needs? \Vhat is the streisgth
of being part of a global network, of having the legal framework to protect yoor
messaging, and the trust of honesty and reliability from society?
Most importandy: Is the post a logistic entity for the ph} skal handling of mail
items. nr is it the post’s role to connect people with messaging that is fast, reliable
and convenient?

8
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CHAPTER TEN

Innovation in a Small Postal Operator:
Developing New Services and Adopting
Modern Technologies ina Small and Fast
Changing Market
Toomas Türk
Head. Into-!ogis:ics D:vissn
Eest Post

National postal operators lrs smal! cauntries face partkular challenges in
terms
al (lock al) scafe, casts, a limited custamer base and vulnerability to electronic
substitution. The case al Eesti Post, the national Estanian operatcz is interesting
lrs this regard. Fn zhis chapter the aut har discusses how our ci necessity Eesti Post
has had to mave into the digital space and Ina shortperiad al time has launched
a numbet al innavaelve digital services.
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Introduction
Some five years ago it became clear that our organisation needed dramatic changes.
The oea! economy was stil! growing faster than the average European country and
the minor loss on the company’s financial report, compared to the previous period’s
profit, was flot ierrifying. However it was certain that the mai! market was starting
to decline faster than ever.
The lirst issue to be solved was that nf the organisation. The process of management
centralisation had already started, hat there was no business line orientation in our
organisation. Iherefore, after renewing the overall strategy, the flrst stage was to
iaunch busincss units based on pro6t centers. Three main business directions were
adopted in our strategv !ogistics, postal operations and information management
(info-logistics).
—

The key exiernal challenges included the fast changing market condkions and also
the shrinking econom The latter starred in the beginning of 2008 as international
markets generally were hit by the banking crisis. Bot also Ihe Estonian society itself
was a challenge. LTnder the name ‘e•Estonia the country has become known asa
very modern society. The main goa! was therefore to become a business organisation
with long-teun profitability and to develop new generation postal services ror the
oea! market with the perspective of expanding bosiness activities geographically
or to the digital markets.

Digital Society
“e-Estonia” is one of the most advanced e-societies in the world a success story
which grew nut of a partnership between a forward-thinking government, a
proactive IC) seetor and a switched-on, tech-savvy popu!ation’.
—

I

e-Estonia means voting io eiections from the comfort of your men living room,
filling in yoor income tax return form in just live minotes, or signing a legally
binding contract over the Internet, from anywhere in the world. via yoor mobile
phone. These are just a few of the services of which citizens take advantage on
regular basis. The latest example also created a new world record ina popuiation and
housing census. where more than 6t)R6 of the population enumerated themselves.

iii

For their part. entrepreneors can register businesses in as little 20 minutes,
check vital compan property and legal records online, and even integrate their

own secure services with the ones offered by the state. The interaction among
government agencies, and between the government and citizens, has been completely
transformed in eÆstonia, quickly making bureaucracy a thing of the past and
making the running of ali levels of government more efficient than ever before.
The e-Estonia digital society is made possible largely due to its infrastructure.
Instead of developing a single, all-encompassing central System, Esionia created
an open, decentralised system which links together varioos services and databases.
The flexibility provided by this open arrangement has allowed new components of
the digital society to be developed and added through the years.
to this case, what coold the opportunities be for the national postal operator to
maintain is mIe and develop new innovative solutions whieh coold fit into the
digital society agenda for the customers and ekizens of such an e-cuontry?

Chahenges for the Innovation
Recent developinents in the pnstal sector (eg, the oponing of the postal marker,
e-substitution, the suctess of e-commerce and new e-services) need to be
accompanied by smart innovatton in service and process development. Here are
some examples of the way festi Post is defining its innovation process together with
success stones from recent years which are to be continued in the future.

Innovation Process Overview
The procedure for conducting projects is designed according to the achievement
of Ibllowing two key objectives: (I) to ensure the effectiveness of al! deve!opment
projects carried out in the organisation, and (2) to control and manage the
development of appropriate business investment, and labor costs.
Related performance nbjectives are:

•

ro ensore the developed products or solutions’ profitability (to develop
projects that are financially successfufl;

•

Financial planning and cost eftecth-eness (standard measurements: TCO,
NPV, \\ÀCC, 11W etel;

•

A big picture for the feasibiiity of projects (resources, time schedule etc.);

•

Ciear and agreed roles among the different stakeholders in projects.

The innovation and development process is exiended to al! available research.
development. and internal projeets that reqoire investment decisions, additional
hop:’ e tstonia.com.•’
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INNOVATLON INA SMALL POSTAL OPERAOR

empioee resnurces to be involved or which affect the implementation of other
a ctiv i ti es.

Case Study e-Invoicing Operator
—

Eesti Post’s e-invoicing operator eArvekeskus (www.arvekeskus.co) has develuped
an e-invoicing platform which makes it possib[e to enter the paperless book-keeping
era, ‘11w eArvekeskus e-invoicing operator platform supports 82C and 828/BIG
electronic invoicing and has the ahility to integrate with varjous FRI’ solutions,
induding Microsoft Dynamics portfolio. SAV and many others. Our solution covers
the full lifecycie of ali invoice, starting from its creation to electronic approval and
automatic transfer to ERP and ending with electronic archiving. The e-invoicing
operatur platform is sold as an “out of the box” solution packed with the related
Business Knowledue and Business Model. For smooth set-op and reliable operation
s’e offer various cooperation modeR (joint venture, etc,).

In the case of e-reuistered letters delivered on paper, the sender of the mail will
upload the content file into the Electronic Mail Centre, adding the addressee’s
information. The post will taLe care of processing and printing and will send
the
letter to the addressee on paper.

Experience and Lessons Learned
Most important fur innovation projects is the need fur a strong compliance with
the
over-alI business strategy. Ifyour business developmeot is flot linked (oa strategy
it
is very dilficuk to measure the resulrs or be successful in mur lung-term ubjectives.
Anuther important remark is that vou must never underestimate your market
and
ts potential. If you know your clients’ needs, act quickly and show some t]exibility,
even intermediate outcomes could be quite satisfartory. In addition
to these
experiences, it is impurtant to show trust and support towards mur co!leagues
and
partners. Human resources pIa>’ the leading role in every innnvation proiect.

E-invoicing will increase operational efficiency hoth fur the invoice sender and
receiver by literally connectiog the sender’s Sales Ledger to the receiver’s Purchase
Ledger. The e-invoicing operator platform also provides solutions for organisations

Future Trends for the New Generation Postal Operators
Trend 1: Customer Life-cycie Services Identify Vour Customer
—

to manage ali their incoming invoices (paper, FDF and e-invoices) electronkaliy
and send them, after electronic approval, to an accounting system and electronic
archive.

Case Study

—

Electronic Mail Centre

II is very easy to send an eregistered letter. The sender no lunger has to take (lie
time and e(fàrt tu print registered letters, place these mLu envelopes, provide the
envelopes with the required information and then taLe them to a post otlice. By
sending impurtant letters by e-registered letter instead of regular e-mail, the sender
can rest assured that letters will be dehvered to the right person and read only by
the authurised representathe. E-registered letters are sent accurding to the client’s
choice either digitally or on paper. In both cases, informatiun must he supplied
to the Electronic Mail Centre (EMC) electronically. For business organisations the
development plan uf EMC will also cover integration with document management
software and also digital archiviog services. ‘mis makes the document/letter
circulation process mure effective and controlled.
—

—

In the case of electronically.delivered e-registered letters the addressee will receive
notice from the Electronic Mai) Centre to the email address, containing a link
about the e.registered letter received. The addressee will be required to sign the link
disitally using a public PRI-related ID card or Mobile [D, in order to sec the letter,

Not every tinancial institution, telecommunication company ur intermLdiary
will fbrmulate and implement a client identification program to determine
the
appropriate identity of its clients and their needs. There are Ibor to six generations
of
customers currently being served, Each of them has diflirent needs and approaches
to the consumption of postal services. How can one grow new market segments in
this case, and who is our best consumer segment for our new services? This
trend
makes our CRi’l look more complicated thao ever, but gives an opportunity to
fullow” and like” customers easier.

Trend

2: Cloud Services, Mobile Services, Web 3.0 Services
Mobileand e’servicesareoneof thel’astcstdevelopingmarketsglobally. Appiications
or “apps”, different widgets and gadgets are al! united in cloud consputing. More
and more smartphones are connected to the Internet every day, and niany start-up
companies are rocking the world with even more intelligent and sophisticated, but
easy to use. solutions than we coold itnagine. What will the future Web 3.0 look
like or is tliere any ditkrence for usage of different devices? This is what we will
recognise in the very near future. New solutions and market trends will create lut
a
of changes in our evcryday liië (eg. self-driving cars, sensor based products, smart
homes). AlI wc need to do is to follow the mainstream ur become one.
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Trend 3: Digital Market Small Operators to Step onto the International
Market with Smart Solutions
—

As we know in countries like Estonia, being small is beautiful, but it might alse
be smart, New initiatives ,such as Digital Europe 2020 er cross-border free trade
developments, show that the need for a single digital marker is marked already. ln
this case the market is global and there may be more players en the market than we
used to think nf in today’s terms. Small garage cnmpanies may becorne important
players in the digital world, just as they did in the 7Os and SOs as computer software
was developed. Ihis is where the postal organisations could find many new risks,
but as they collaborate and share their knowledge and experience there will be
common opportunity to set up new global services integrated with mobility and
e-commerce. Trust will always be on our side.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Future ofTrackinglechnologies

Richard Wsbart
Maragr.g D,eczar
Deivery Mar.agemert Ud

Con cl usio n
Today, we are sult n°1 sure what the benefits cC becoming an international p[ayer
in the logistits or information management market could be for a small postal
operatur. However, we know that a customer-driven nrganisation and values can
push forward lots of things. Open-minded and business-oriented colleagues could
be the best asset in any postal ur logistics company. ‘Th become very successful
in virtual services like e-services, se still need a strong and trusted batkbone
in everyday parcel or mail delivery, but also a touch of crazy ideas and idealistic
emplovees to (arry os for”ard.

ts
Can you read this QR code?

Questions for thought and discussion
I. Like many posts around the world Eesti Post sees a future in the area ofe’services.

Th what extent are the various ares discussed (such as electronic invoiciug,
hybrid sulutions already covered by existing suppliers of service, and hat could
be the differentiator for a postal operator (aside from trust”j?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a small operator when it

comes to making innovation a reality?

The flerce pace al developments in tracking technalagy and
the crucial rate thar
tracking mest naw ptay thraughaut the pastal, parcel and express
sectars, and
beyand. mean that there is a real risk that this techna/agy becames a
cammadity
rather thon a differentiator. In this chap ter, the authar suggesrs
different ways by
which seniarpastal leaders can ensere that rheysray ahead and keep
innavating,
indeding the lise al an open innovarian madel and being prepared
to ese
enarthadax saurcing al new expertise and innavative thinking.
He also autlines
key etemenrs af unique identificatian ond same af the tagging
and tracking
techn atagæs that are being used. The cha/lenge he pases is that al
the jack al
ski/Is and expertise in this area, particularly in traditianal pastal
arganisatians.

i
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Introduction
Most customers new expect ali their leiters and parceis to be tracked. Tracking
information has become a recoenised part of the basie product it is no lenger
priced add-on. In some cases data can new be more impertant than the physical
preduct itseif. Se for postal eperators life has become a whole let more complicated
and the eid tracking system infrastructure was not designed for sephislicated users
who require new postal services and want to access these services threugh Apps
—

and social media.
Hewever, tracking technology does net exist in isolation. Ibere is a critical
dependency en validated addressing data, The work of the Global Addressing Data
Association (GADA) is vital in this regard. An incerrectly addressed item will be
misrouted and will fail resulting in an operational service (ailure ..\lest existing
international tracking systems disregard address validation. It is missing frem most
cress-border parcel and mail servkes. This causes considerable rectiticatiun costs,
service failures and customer dissatisfaction. In many cases the national address
validation databases eitlier de net exist er are not shared.

ln the UK “multi-carrier” systems like Metapack are being used by alI the leading
e-cemmerce vendors. An e-commerce customer can cheese a delivery service
and a price when they order on line. The parcel will then he despatched from
the wareheuse with the cerrect carrier documentatien. Delivery perfermance nf
differentcarriers is being cempared directly. The strategic danger of this pesitieniniz
is that postal, parcel er express carriers are being reduced to a commodity service
and are finding it very ditficult to add vaiue.
Hybrid mail, reverse legistics, dewnstream access and ad hec services are
increasingly being handled eutside the main distribution networks since cere
tracking systems and traditional physical networks are poorly designed to cope with
these types of products.

—

Alse mass serialisation is a major theme today as many other secters move towards
individual tern identificatien. In the 1990s a postal system was designed that
barcode-labelled ever one million uniquely identihed parcels every day. Pestal
expertise in mass serialisatiun was significant but the sector is struggling to keep
op with the latest thinking in this field.
Consequcnth. there are some big questiens that need to be faced by pestal er
express operators. What is the uptimum tracking point legic and hns te get
tracking to drive effective itemised billing, customer service and operational
performance? “Pay fer Perfermance” is now expected by large custemers and this
requires dynarnic, well-designed and fully integrated tracking systems.

II

Completely New Business Models Are Appearing
A new Harry Potter beck was launched in Germany last year. It was available
a cep ef the beck had been
for enline purchase at midnight in Germany
prepesitioned in every Pakstatien aucomated box system. Ihese pieces of street
furniture are located within a ceuple ef miles ef every petential recipient ifl
the country. Se each book was available (er immediate cullection at the time of
ordering. The cost of providing this kind of service is alse very low, it just requires
different thinking.
—

t
I

Organising for Change
Depleying radically new preducts and tracking techoulogieswill requireconsiderable
business change. Manv erganisations are struggling with dramacically “out eI’date”
technologies and standards. For example, the system standard fur exchanging
tracking information between international pests is now over 20 years old. Global
identifier standards exist but are net being cumplied with. Most international
express operators are still using bespoke “non-standard” item identifiers.
Most senier pestal executives think that they are stuck in a grid-lock and cannet
move, but this is net the case. New sulutions can be added on a “plui and play basis
and the resulung solutions definitely will be cheaper and more l]exible. In addition,
the added management benefit could be extreme real-time visibility of the entire
operation. The (talon Post have a very good high visibility model and companies
like ]‘raak IT can provide Complex Event Processing medels (CEP) with “real-time’
picturial representatien. The key is to turn large volumes ef tracking data into
meaningful and highly valuable business information.
Tracking should no longer be the domain ofjust one internal depariment. larleting
must prumote a technelegy augmented prnduct. Saks mest recognise the technelogy
as the teuch point for beth Senders and Recipienss. In many cases the customer
experience is delivered though high tech automated facilities. Operations depend
on tracking information to drive sorting and realise operational efficiencies. The
management of delivery fleets and the calculatien ef performance bonuses are also
really impertant. Meanwhile, Finance increasingly depends en sephisticated “Pay
for Perfermance” schemes for customer billing. Finally, tracking systems are new the
single mest impertant seurce of information for the Customer Service department.
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they use for transmission. The range
are now reading to 3 km. Price of a
Itiple technology standards and business
ssive RFID tag with a programmable
ure range is exceeded a replacement
functien and full temperature logging.
the package passes a reader,
postal netwurks in real time. Premises
be managed in real time. Pust Denmark
[nlflmfltiVe WSN network. Real Time
rately to beate equipment nr assets ifl
cr5 to spray en electronic componefits.
ndustry depends heavily nn the printing
nologies will bendt bnth sectors.
hat can be used, However baruodes or
aders, field optimisation purpese built
e also required. Posts can innovate and
icant costs.

1w top nf this chapter was included at a
se” QR Code that when photographed
oogle÷ Social Media profile. The protile
letter nr parcel with just this QR code
vnuld need to be written 00 the item’.
.

eal skilbs gap and back uf expertise m this
der prking models oecd to be adopted
ow ifl an era of scarce capital. The “pay
river teehnobogy must be exended into
c ahgned to valid custoiner metries.
s&rstanding QR rode techuelogy and ibe
iccides fur the ereati’e busincss person by Dr.

Questions for thought and discussion
b. Tracking tehnologies are changing rapidly. yet are integral
tu most product
offerings and new value’added services. How can postal erganis
ations face the
daily challenge of continuing to innovate and introduce change
?
2. The author suggests deploying an “Innovation Director’ How
weuid such a mIe
wurk and what skills or experiences would thcy oecd jo order
to barnets and
integrate ali the innevative attivity into the daily working of
the business9
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of deploying open
i000vation and
accessing new ideas and expertise from many different snurce
s? How easy er
diflicult is this to Inanage when ii may flot conkwin to traditio
nal project er
procurement pmocesses?
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CHAPTER TWELVE
The Future of Mail with a Systematic Process
for Web-based Postal Product Innovafion

Leon A. Rntsov
Chief Scientist and Vice President, International Standards and Advanced
Technology
Ptney Bowes Inc

Atter defining the charocteristics ar mal? bosed an the volue it can pro
vide to
senders ond recipients, this outhoroutllnes how many different mal?
streams can
be systemotkolly onolysed and evo?uoted occording to the volue they pro
vide.
He then goes an to outllne EPPML, o progromming model ond /onguoge
that
can be used by postol operotors to to flor new mai/products to the specific
needs
ofcustomers. This is one way at mapping ond novigoting the journey that
many
postol operotors are now moking from dec/ining ‘volume to pro fitable
‘volue
with the fools at o web-bosed, techn&ogico? ond efficientprocess for innovotion
ofnew posta!product5.

Ihis paper ezpresses personal news ssf the aushor that Co ons netcssaeily
rtipsesent the vows
ot his empIoer Pitnev Bnwes Inc.
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Introduction
One can define information mail (IM) as a physical (printed ur written) message,
the sole purpose of which is to deliver infm’n,ation from the sender to the recipient.
This is in contrast to the “ohject mail” when what gets delivered is an object which
has a tabe independent of the information that it carries.
[o many places, the volume of traditional TM (eg. tirst and second-class mai!) is in
decline. Internet-based communications are much faster and cheaper. If the IM is
to survive, it will require significant transfnrmation. What is this transformation
and how can it be facilitated? What business applications will mai! serve? How and
when will customers continue to use mai!? What innovations will be critical and will
they involve technological elements? Will technology bring desired transformative
qualities ur will it bring only incremental improvements? These fundamental
questions remain largely unanswered.
This chapter outlines a methodology suitable for answering some of these questions
and provides constructive recommendatiuns on how to transform the IM mIo
a sustainable communication medium. These recommendations are based on
o tcchnology recently developed by Pitney Bowes, known as Extensible Postal
Product Model and Language (EPPML).

What is the Value of Information Mail?
Economic aspocts of communication systems are coocerned with ‘alec er
One distinguishing characteristic et the IM is its physicalitv. An I’.l 11cm contains
two elements. namely its infi)r,natio,, contcnt (or pavload that can be expressed
in bits and bytes and delivered via electronic means) and ts sitbstratc (a phvsical
information carrier) on which the payload information is presented. Does the
substrate have a value and, if so, what is this value and for whom is it valuable?
The physicality of the substrate can have many values, for exampk legal, monetarv,
social and convenience values. Also, the value of the mai! item physicalitv can be
allocated either to the sender or to the recipient er beth. \\‘hen the content of the
mai! item is a messace that reqoires sogw action from the recipient. messages can
bt classified into two categories, namely messages that could be acted open by the
recipient’s computer and messages that require essential analvsis and decision
mal<ing by human recipients. The former rnessages are in reality communications
between the sender and recipient’s computers (eg. bilis can belong to this category
with the exclusion of bills requiring some sort of exception prucessing). The physical
substrate for such messages has no value. klail products designed for sending this

r»E FUTJRE nr AIL ‘V.TH 4 5Y5EkÀTjC FRQ(FSS

categor of messages are, most likelv, subject to extinction, The
physical subsirate
for Lhe second cateeorv of messages, however, may have a
signilicant convenienre
‘alue,

What Kind of Mail is Important?
The future of IM depends largely en the mail that is generated by
business activities
and to a (ertain degree on some mail generated by governments,
Business mail is
communication component of a business application. These applicatiuns
have
specific requirements depending on the nature of the husiness (eg. financial
services
or retail). Figure 1 represents typical business applications with
communication
compnnents and their corresponding recipients.
Potei,a

Customers

Business

Sales. Marketng

‘

Existpng

Customers

-

CRM,
AsLastsRece,vabI

Stostholeers

flsestor
ReIatisnshp

Suppliers

Arcount, Payab]e,
ERP

Seivise
Provrders

Ascounta Payst’e
Govsn,,iert
Ccmpan:e

Errp’oyees

seng-ts
Mana;eoe,l

Today management has multiple choices for the communicatiun
component oftheir
business applications (eg. bi!ling can be organised using electronic
bill presentment
Or pln sKal mail). Advertising can be done
bs using mass communication media (fly
radio, web) er targeted personalised media (e-mail, dirc-ct mail),
The fundamental
question for postal operators is “hin and vhy businesses should use
mail as a
comn,unk’ation component cC their business applications? Here is a commun
sense
chccklist:
Value of the message substrate’s phvsicality to the sender and/ur
recipient;
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•

Purpose of the message (eg. to inform recipient about changes of business
conditions or to solicit action by the recipient such as payment or response);

•

Message processability by the recipient’s computer;

•

Potential for a dispute!conllict between the sender and the recipient and the
likelihood of exception processing;

•

rHE FUTuRE OF MAIL WITH A SYSTEMATIC PROCES$

Impact of physicality of the message substrate on dispute resolution and the
likelihood for exception processing.

If any of these considerations benefit from mail physicality, this provides incentives
for using IM as a communication component. If mail physicality delivers no
benefit to the sender, it is likely that the application concerned will be organised
using electronic communication components. The analysis of mail in business
communications can be summarised in the table in Figure 2.
‘lus table contains only a fraction of business applications for illustrative purposes.
The first four columns in the table provide a description of the application. The
next Live columns contain the evaluation criteria. 11w last column represents the
impact on the future of mail for each application category. It indicates the relative
proportion of mail volume in the overall mail stream that is generated by the
application in question. The numbers in this column are contrived since there
is little real data available about mail volumes broken down by the categories of
applications. If such data were collected it woold be possible to assess the volume
of the IM that ultimately will be lost er, at east, to compute good upper and lower
bounds for this volume loss. This estimate may serve asa basis for understanding
of the worst-case scenario for the future of the IM.

—J

i!
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L. Pintsov and A. Obrea (2010), i’ostal Product Innovation using EPPML”, in HcightenUvg
Ü’nrpetition i,’ Pastal and DeIiLry Scctor, M. Crew and P. Kleindorfer (cds.), Edward Elgar
Publishers, Cheltenham, UK.
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Decline in demand for transactional mail can be slowed down if postal products
for the IM are re-designed better to meet the communication needs of business
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exchnges of information betwecn the partiet. in some cases this
is organised by face-to-face interactions between hulens and government agents
(eg. vuting). Sut’s interactions in many instances can be desgned more elfecui’ely
by using mail. ibis would suimulate use of the 1s1 and produce desired green”
effects since face-to-face interactions require use of transportation, contribute
to traffic jams and loss of productivc time. For these social mai! applicatiolis
traditional postal products are not optimally constructed due to the lack ofspccitic
features rcquired by such applications’.

Examination of existing pnstal products reveals that thes have a deep structure
that is invarianu to specrtic postal operators, countries, market conditions and
other similar consideratiuns. The structure of postal products reflecus the universal
notion of a postal network designed Cssr the movernenu of physical objecus between
ts nodes and its associated information. This suggests that it svould be possible
to
create a universal computer lanuuage specificallv designed for the description of
postal products and associated requirements (sucls as producu access requiremenus
mentioned above).

ronsist entireiv of

H

[ndeed, uhis language Isas been designed, lab-tested and slandardised under the
name Extensibk’ Postal Prodocu Model and Language (EPPMI.) as a specialised
versionofthe XMLlanguage(UPUS54), EPPMLisoptirnised forpostalapplications.
A brief descriptron ofa EPPML-enabled product innovation and delivery system is
as follows. In the EPPML environment (sec Figure 3) a new product development
process consists of multi-round exchanges of information between mailers and
recipients on the one sand and the postal operator on the other.

Technology of Postal Product Innovation
Postal prodoct innuvation is diDicult. Below is a sketch of uoncepts and
impiementatinn teuhnoiogy that can be uset] fbr nstructive and effective postal
product innnvatio&.
Designing and delivering new products insolves the following processes;
I. ldentifying useful features and attributes ofa new product (design phase);
2. Evaluating new product operational feasibility (operational analysis phase);
.
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Evaluating new product economic f asibiliuv (economic analysis phase);

R.gu(flo,

4. Marketi rig and seiling new produc t (distribution plmse).

The last phase is the most dit(icuit in postal product inmsvation since many posti!
businesses du not have effeutie distribution channels for 1151w products and
liormalIv have access only to a small nu niber of tlieir customers.
The foor processes above are comprised of information gathering and processing
activities. ihis suggesus that they can and should be folly computerised (presently

L

these a tivities are only partialiv computerisedL Th is makes them costl) sit)”. and
hente often ineffective. The key is to enable computers to create, send, receive
and prouess information which descrlbes a broad variety of exisulig and potential
postal products, ir, other words through the formahisation and digitisation of postal
1,rudou Is dest ription.

3
1

bid.
For a detailed destription consolt L. Pintsov and A. Obrea (21)08), “Postal Reform and Produrt
I n no’ at ion”, in Itai,dhook q’ )ferldit’irte PostaI Rc’frrirr .I. Cross and P. dci ndurfer (cds.),
Edward Einar t’uhlishcrs, Cheltenham, UK, I’r L. Pintsov and A. Obrea (2010), “Postal i’rc,duct
En notat ion using E PP I L’, Ni Hej glieerririg C’oroj’clitiorz irt Posen! nsu! Delivery ,S’ector I. Cresc
and P Kicindorfer (cds..), Edward EInar Publishvrs, Cheltenharn, UK.
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Process of Postal Product Innovation
The process starts with the mailers’ cummonication needs, desires and suggestions
expressed in a non’technical way (eg. by using familiar terms and requiring
minimal nr no technical knowledge of the postal products, network, processes
5

I;

Ta ksr, (ru ni ti ntsov I.. & Obrca A. (20)18), “I’osual Reform a rrd Pruduc t En nov stUm i
n
I!aridhook ej II ,,r!daide Poster! Rtjiio,i NI. Cresv and P. Klcjndtrrfer (cds.), Fdward
Elgar
Publishers, Chritcnharn, LFK
“,
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he unit of analysis should be the
hail physicality to the senders and
ed form ofcommunication,

I products custom-tailored to
plications and specific vertical
ase- Tlwse value-added features
both mass-produced electronic
luced IM products. iliese
[ss of the IM. can still be
portfolios.
today is often inetficient. New
this chapter can mako design
imatically more effective thao it
for a more sustainahie future for

ding of the purpose and value of
recipients, lwIp in the pursuit of
veloped in a systematic step by
they more likely to emerge from
Jo not conform to any standard

lers

be used asa starting point for
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Understanding Postal Sector Dynamics
in Order to Find an Appropriate Design for
Universal Service and Regulation

Paynond Pedd ng
Péma2R Consurting
Ohvier Saresse
Partner. TERA Consulrants

After providing an overview of sorne oP the developments in the postal industry
the outhors of this chapter suggest that there is a need to redefine universal
postol service. They argue that the ttust traditionollyplaced in the postol system
can be used to extend the business model into the digital spoce. Hawever, for
this to hoppen, regulators must provide the freedom ond encourogement for
operotors to innovote.
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UNDEPSTAEIDING POSTAL SECTOR DYNAMICS

What Happens to the Postal Sector?

Introduction: a Brief Review of the Postal Sector and
Regulation in Europe

On the demand side, the stagnation or the dedine in volumes and revenues over
recent years ira the postal markets of industrialised countries is aften associated with
the development of I]’ services: email and more generally electronic communications
which, slowly but surely, would replace mail. As will be discussed further, the reality is
more complex. Ife-mails have indeed replaced a proportinn of mail, especiallvC2C mails,
IT services have also created new needs for postal services. For example, e-commerce
has contributed to the development of parcel services, business and advertising mai)
related to e-commerce, \Vttl, 11’ services, potential users of postal services, both senders
and recipients, now have a choice between postal (physical) comniunication and digital
or virtual means of consmunication. The challenge for postal service providers is to
propose services that tit the evolving needs of the customers.

The writing and exchange of documents have structured modern states. From 255
BC’ until the mid I9th century, the exchange of paper was at the heart of power.
From 1840, date of the invention by the English of the sump with a universal price,
the exchange of paper documents has become vital for economic exchanges as well.
From that moment until the early 2lst century, postal exchanges have noE stopped
growing, except iii the context of major crises, in close relation to the growth of the
general economy More recently, in most industrialised countries, the vulumes and
the revenues ol postal services have slowed down or have et’en hegun to stagnate
ur decrease.
Based on this observation, the regulation of the postal sector may either be
an opportunity or a risk. If postal regulation becumes a heavy administrative
regulation applied to a fixed universal service, and/nr Enes simply to topy what has
been applied in the telecommunication sector, Ehere is a nisk thai it would simply
pretipitate the decline al the secior. On the conirary, regulation of the postal sector
could be an opportunity if it is considered that the postal sectnr in Europe is at
crossroads and is looking for a new model.

On the supply side, over the last thirty to forty years postal operators have
implemented signilkant waves ol modernjsati.,n in their industrial processes. This
modernisation process is stil) contiouing Ioday. Postal operalors try to make the
postal processes (especially sorting and delivery) more ilexible in accordance with
the evolution of volumes. However, these successive waves ol modernisation have
focused on technoloeies and processes involved in the provision of traditional
postal services. White this has led to sonw incremental innovarions in services
(icem tracking, improved services around address identification), the core of the
poscal services offered to customers has changed little. Innovative services are
provided upstream (communication services) or in parallel with the traditiunal
postal value thain (service with a component ol elecronic tummunication). Those
are the services for which there is genuine competition et’en though in Europe and
the United States the level of competition in the processes ol colleccion, sorting,
transport and delivery of mail is very limited.

In terms of the poliev of regulation, a choice has to be made beiween facilitaring
smooth decline ar providing a boost to a paradigm shifL
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In Europe, the early 2lst century has been marked also by the incroduction to the
sector of regulatiun decided by national independent authorities. At the saine time,
in many countries in the 1990s major national postal operacors evolved from the
status of government agencies to Ehose ol public companies, and are in phases ol
more or less advanced privatisatlon. \Xith some similarity to the time when the
Poscal and Telecommunications services ss’ere closely related, regulatory bodies
sec up in the postal sector are often subentities of te)ecomnsunicacions regulatory
authorities ur multi-sector regulators. The temptation then is to appls’ what has
been achieved jo terms of regulation in the electronic communicatjons sector to
the postal sector.
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The oldest docurnent destribing postal service, mainly for the pharaoh and bio finarce
minister, isa papyrus datin from 255 BC
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The MuIti-Sjded Aspects of the Postal Markets and the Necessary
Evolution at the Postal Value Chain

Innovation,Trust and Evolution of the Postal Value Chain
Trends and Weak Signals: the Slow Emergence of New Services in the
Postal Sector

4

Postal markets are more than a double-sided market with senders who pay for
service of routing and delivery of postal items, and recipients svho choose the
r,ommunication means and pay the sender for a global service. Postal markets are
actually multi-sided markets where economic actors potentially can add value to
the w’ritten communication between senders and receivers,

Around the world, whether in industrialised countries nr emerging countries, the
supply of pustal services changes relatively little. In industrialised countries, postal
operators improve incrementally their traditional mail services (delivery in time
slots, service quality, mechanisation, etc.) or combine electronic communications
services with traditional mail services, just outside their catalogue of classical
postal services (eg. electronic registered mail). ln emerging countries, the postal
sector is much less structured. The main challenges there cnncern the emergence of
coherent pustal organisation, regularisation of larger or smaller numbers of small
clandestine operators, or the standardisation of addresses. At this stage, it seems
that no evident breakthrough innovation would stop the slow erosion of the mai1
services and bring about a shift to a new life cycle.

The issue of the necessary evolution of postal markets is mainly focused on written
communication, ic. mail services. Express mail and parcels are not affected by the
progressive decline of the postal sector. The evolution of their volumes and revenues
is closely linked to the general levet of e-commerce, itself closely linked with the
general level of the economy, whereas the mail services are doubly impacted by the
changing needs of consumers and the financial crisis that has pushed companies to
streamline their costs, Indeed, for many sectors of the economy, such as banks or
insurance companies, mailiogs represent one of the tirst cost items. One possible
vision of the future therefore would bea postal world which consists of only parcels
and express mail.

Back to Basics in the Postal Sector: Trust
E

Since their inception, postal services have had specific strengths and values. Any
forward thinking regarding the postal sector and written communication should be
based on the most fundamental values of postal services: the trust, the conhdence
that end users (mail and parcel recipients) have in postal services, It is important
to bear in mmd that parcel and mail recipients, who are mainly households (llows
of postal objects are predominantly B2C today), are the main prescribers of means
ofcommunication used by businesses and governments to consumers and citizens.
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To survive, the mail must change the value chain. to this end, it may rely
first on the growth of the parcel and express segment and, second, 00 a better
and more accomplished combination with electronic communications services.
What is important for senders and recipients of communication services is the
service rendered and not the means of delivery. Paper plays a prominent role in
communication and especially in key information sharing. A recently published,
but not very highly circulated, study sponsored by Microsoft found that £1 spent
un printed publicity generated £5 of revenue. The equivalent reveoue from TV
publicity was £2.20 and from online publicity £3.
Printed publicity increasingly is considered by advertisers as a prenuum medium.
Receipt of a physical object speci&ally addressed to a person captures more
atteotion than an e-mail nr Internet advertisement. fu sustain this special place,
however, the mail must enhance its content. A bank statement ur an invoice is flot
enough necessarily to justify sending a mail. By cnntrast, the sending of value
added information and targeted advertising messages is valuable as part of an
integrated multichannel communication approach.

la’qer malke! ot communicalior,
2

Agence France Presse, Ssh August 2010
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One of the mum innovations that could prevent mai! from inexorable declmne
therefore would be that postal operators and other stakeholders of the postal secior
pruvide integrated multichannel services where mai’ is proposed as a high value
added means of communication. It would certainly heip prevent the stagnation or
decline in volume and it could heip to increase the profitability of mai! services.

Rethinking Universal Service: More Focused On the
Communication Service Rendered
At the end of the 19905, in the postal scctor the cnncept of universal service
replaced the cnncept of public service In line with the Universal Postal Union
(UPU) deftnition of universal postal service. difibrent countries have implemented
this concept in thcir legislation. Basically. the universal postal service is designed to
provide postal service users with a range of basic postal services with guaranteed
quality of service and accessibility to the service. In Europe, for example. universal
service is comprised of a bashet of ordinary postal products and services As soen
asa postal product or service inciudes a value-added service isuch as tracking. pre
stamped envelope. etc.), it is generally outside the scope of the universal service.
This is a shame!
Users of communications services 00w dilferentiate defacto, for reasons of use and
price. between paper and electronic media: this is a radical and irreversible change.
the mai1 market is nu longer isolated. There is a concern that the decline in mai!
volumes of universal service would resuk in an exp!osion in its cost. Kowner,
numerous studies show that the return en investment uf print advertising is better
than any other type of advertising. Despile the best efforts of postal operators, the
cost of postal processes presents a certain leve! of riidity. Distribution custs in
particular are mainly composed of fixed costs related to the time required ftn the
postman to make his/her round. The decline in volumes causes, en average, only a
very limited reduction in this time tor the delivery round.
Therefore, retlection is needed regarding the scope of the universal postal service
The stake is to redefine an area that is coherent between the basic needs of the
populatiun and the provision of a service at a reasonable and optimised cost over
the entire territury. that fits the technical rea!ity of markets and the users’ needs.
‘Pus raises the logica! question of the integration of hybrid products partially
dematerialised ones such as the electronic standard (ir registered mai! (sending!
receiving dematerialised mai! in the conventional form) or totally electronic (bilis,
bank statements, etc.) within a reconsidered universal service. Such a definition
—

—

of universal service would be focused on the service provided and net on the means
of shipping and delivery mobilised tu comp!ete the service, or on the physica!
characteristics of objects.

Conciusion: What Could Be the Design of an Efficient and
Modern Regulation to the Benefit of Postal Service Users?
At first glance, there is a paradox. The fundamental function of an independent
regulatory authority is to protect ur optimise consumer welfare where
pure
market rneclsanisms are not suthcient. In fact. in the postal sector. the regu!atory
authority’s role cou!d be confined to highly-specialised economic and tethnica!
issues that seem to be far removed from consumers or end-users. The leve!
of
visibility and interaction of postal regulators with cunsumers and end-users
thus
remains very limited.
Contrary to other secton, such as !T or energy, where the dynamic ofcompetition
is stronger, a regulator focused en the provision of dec!ining traditional posta!
services may represent a barrier to innovation and ultimately to the surviva! of
the
sector. Following this approach, one could argue that the posta[ sector does not
need regu!ation that takes the operators down, and that market mechanisms a!one
may be sutficient to release the innovative potentia! of actors the pnstal sector.
Coming back to the fundamental function of an independent regu!ator and to the
significant wcight of the postal sector in the economy, it seems importanc to make
the regu!ator p!ay the ro!e of a supporting force for the market in ditficult times.
Otherwise, iL seems like!y that only incumhents can survive for some time ina fiat
market, without competitive dynamics.
The regulator should be a trusted third party for the promotion of innovation
and new ranges of services. There is a possibi!ity of creating new business models
that strongly contrihute to innovation. This positive approach cou!d represent
an
opportunity for tor the rebirth of) tradiciona! operators and open up new wmndows
of opportunities for new actors.
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Questions for thought and discussion
1. Like many other thought leaders, the authors of this thapter argue that trust”
is an essential resource that postal operatars can leverage when diversifying.
Po you agree with this assessment? Is it troe for ali countries er only some (for
exarnpIethosevho havebeen the iwost customer-oriented inthe past)? Åre there
no trusted brands already present jo the digital spaces into which many posts are
trying to move?

i

2. Regulations sud as Universal Service Obligations. exist to protect cnnsumers
rather than producers. Is a universal postal service worth preserving at au, in
world where C2C mai! is no longer demanded by consumers (or if it is, then only
by a minority)?
3. In 2011 the LtR postal regu!ator was closed down and postal regulation was taken
over by Ofcom, the general regulator ol broadcastcng and teIecommunicatiOils.
Is this the right mode!? Is a separate postal operator stili needed, or shouId the
mIe be merged with the regulation of telecommunication and!or other medsa?

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Digital Innovation for the US Postal Service
David Ase’
Ecorurnist Speciahst. Rick Andysis Research Cerler RARCi

Bruce Marsh’
0,ettor, Ask Ar.atys;s Resear:h Center RMC
uSPSOffice ol Inepeclor General

Posts around the world hove to moke strotegic decisions about where to innovote.
In this chopter the authors provide, ‘ti the conrext ol the United Stotes Postol
Service, o possible fromework for postol operotors to consider when thinking
about what new product5 ond services to offer. It is orgued that posts should beat
in mmd theJr existing ossety ond copobilities, in oddition to the potenuol morket
opportunity There o,e o tange of problems for which posts could potentiolly
provide innovotive solutions. Howeve, the outhors olso coution that regulotory
constroints must be token into occount ond posts may need to consider
petitioning for chonges to the definition of the Universal Service Obligotion.
Finolly, this chopteroffers some ideos for innovotiveservices thot could be offered
by troditionol pas tal operotors.

ilse t’csss presenled to this paper reGeri toleIv the tiest sol the au laurs and do flot neessari
ly
ru 1ec t Chose ol the Un ted Stat et OlUt e ol hnspet tor General or an’ otlter 040
fl isatH
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Introduction
ilse Internet and the digital economy are changing fondamentaliv the worlds of
communication, transpurtation and commerce. Since the dot-com boom-and
bust of the early 2000s, the digital economy has continoed to grow at a staggering
rate, as both consomers and businesses adopt electronic processes across multiple
domains. New digital technologies have been ‘disruptive innovations’ for
traditional businesses and their business models. ‘These disruptions. in combination
with the great recession of 2008/2009, have had a significant impact on postal
nrganisations alI over the world, resulting in a continoing decline in the volomes
of personal, bosiness, and advertising mai!. ‘the diversion to digital channels is real
and accelerating. As one leading new media expert proclaimed,
“If it can go digital, it will.”3

-‘I

i’

Ry 2020, 40% of the US popolation will be digital natives’, bom into new
technologies. Digital natives’ behavioors are centred on electronic alternatives
with little or no desire to deal with hard copies. Examples intlude online banking
over cheques and printed statements, and e-books over physical books. At younger
digital natives begin to enter the vorkforce, their behaviours will have an even more
fundamental impact on how businesses leverage technologv.
tiere we stody the impact of the digital revolution on the future of the American
postal ecosystem. While there is no indicator of how much of our commonications
and commerce vill go digital) the migration is nonetheless creating a lengthening
tail of digital refugees, which will only increase with rapid innovations in technology.

Key Postal Impacts

3
4

H

The Postal Ser’ cc can continue to play a significant tale. Over
the past two
centories, the Postal Service has provided a secure, universally accessible
platform
for physical commerce and commonications, The I’ostal Service
can extend its
trusted role as an intermediary to the digital realm. Tt coold establish
an enabling
platform to bridge the digital divide and allow citizens to traverse
from the physical
to the digital, if they choose or are required to, in this new digital
economy.
transition to a new digital landscape is already under way, bot the
paW forward
is undefined. The Postal Service should cunsider new products and
services that
rellect the evolving mandate to “bind the nation tngether” in a new
world where
people are nc-reasing]y communicating digitails’.
The
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‘the Postal Service has maintained its position in physical communications doe
to its reach and enonopoly access, However, new competitors are bypassing this
advantage, changing the “postal ecosystem”. No longer do hard copy providers
solely drive this ecosystem. Disruptive digital companies like Google are soddenly
everywhere, changing bosiness models for advertising, communications, and
2

pohlishing. With the enhanced targeting capabilities of digital
technologies,
marketers are shifting towards behaviouraj and location-based
ads’ertising that
enables a more dcrect linkaae between awareness and response.
Some ol the main
types of service providers in the digital economy today
platforms, Internet
intermediaries. search networks, digital data providers, application
providers such
as social media, and mobile technology providers —1nok to maintain
or grow their
position at the digital economy evolves.
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for the Postal Service? Is the epporconity needed to assure
the Universal Service
Obligation (USO)? And (inalh would a change in policy be required?

The Guiding Principles

4

The three guiding principles depicted in Figure i act as the primary filter for the
US Postal Service to use ifl evaluating innovative products and services to efter in
a strategic framework. The first priflciple encourages an exploration of applications
that provide solutiuns to communication problems of the digital age. Today’s
Internet-focused world and ali of its fonctionality are flot readily available to ali
(itizens, some of whom lack skilis nr broidband access to reap its (ufl benefits,
Additionally, mafly of these same citizens lack sufficient availability to affordable
digital currency exchange services. The US global digital infrastructure also
remains fragile, susreptible to viruses and interruptiuns in service, and is provided
by companies that could fad orquickly face obsolescence. And just os critiral. there
remain inadequate levels of privacy, confidentiality, dependability, and security in
digital communications and tinancial transactions as desired by citizens, as ‘volt as

The Digital Postal Platform
Ratlser than offering a portfolio of digital products. the Postal Sers
ice will have to
move farther and sponsor an organising and enabling
communication platform
that many participants would be able to contribote to and benefit
from.A platform
is a set of cnmponents that are utilised beyond just a single Owner,
nameiv users,
content developers, a provider (the front end of the platform) and
the sponsor
(the controller of the underh ing technology). Althuugh tlsere are various
tvpes of
platforns models, the most effective given tiso Postal Service’s current
ussets would
bea model that allows the Postal Service to sponsor or own the
platform ecosystem.
Figure 2 illustrates a layer appreach with the Postal Service controlling
and owning
the sponsor layers, with a layer above composed of providers of which
USPS could
be one of several, The Postal Service would then set the ru!es and
determine the
access points to the platform, with which consumers and content
developers would

a risk of involuntary profihng.
As the frequency and intensity of electronic cemmunications and applications
cnntinues to inrrease, consumers are experiencing an information overload as
sseii as a jack uf tools to manage it. Companies and governments are limiting
the choice of delivery as physicat delivery is elirninated ifl favour of digital-only
communications and transactions. Finally, there is a potential threat to equal and
fair access to the i fiteriset.
The second guiding principle promotes the utilisation of the Postal Service’s
core competencies and assets in the development of a greater digital role. ‘ihese
include a long history of acting as a trusted intermediary as well as a position
in the courts and government of legal standing for postal communications. The
Postal Service’s mult ichan nel infrastruct ure of points nf sale and services (retail,
colleution, and delivern) and us experience i,, developing and running a national
address management and change uf address databases sseuld also prove valuahle.
Further. no other organisation has the consbination of a critical mass of business
and cunsumer customers together with the skill of tscilitati og communic ations in
the hrst mile (colleccion) and last mile (delkery). Lastly, the Postal Service has an
etfective tradition uf serving asa neutral arbiter providing an array of products and
service, including currency transactions, at the lowest combined cost.
‘The final guiding principle requires the Postat Service to evaluate applications that
are considered proper for the Postal Ser’ ice. Any development of a digital services
strategy must flrst ask: Is the opportunity in the public interest, linking a sside
arrav of businesssectors to the American public? Is the opportunity appropriate

interact.
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The Postal Service would develop and also pmomote applications
from
leading technnlngical develepers, Ali applications would adhere
to the
guiding pnnciples mentioncdprevious]v Jo addition to the eMailbox
with
the physical-digital address linkage, services cuuld inciude:

•

An eGovemnment application that promotes the further expansion
al
government services through the postal platform and utilises the
eMailbox
to send and receive secure and official communication with
federal agencies.
This could be paired where needed with physical kiosks at Post
Olfices
(connected to government department call centres).

•

Hybnd and reverse flybrid mai! that allow senders and receivers
to cenvert
digital documents to physical and phsicaI documents to digital.
This hybrid
solutian could lester a healtiw symbintic relationship beiween
printed and
digital communications and help elevate the value oP beth media.

•

Enhancing services for the shipping and delivery of secure online
purihases
through flexiblc’ pick-up and delivery options, expanded payment
choices,
and a cost calculation that includes ali charges and fees lhr
purcliases (even
International) at the time ofsale.

•

An eLockbox and archiving service that could utilise the eMailbnx
to integrate an individual’s physical and digital comtnunications ina
single place to manage the “information overlow,” as ½-ell serving
as
curator offering a type of secure vault-like area for storage al
importunt
conimunicatjons and other personal documents (such as medical records
and wilis) that can be accessed quickly when needed.

•

Development ofa network to boy and redt-cm cash and digital currency
both at Post Office’ Incatiuns and online. A good example is
the leveraging
al the vast geographic coverage of the Pastal Service to allow
unbanked
citizens the ability to redeem cash for digital currency in the ferm
of
prepaid cards. Such a network could also facilitate payments
between
government agencies and citizens, such as Social Security payments and
tax
refunds.

The suggested postal dicital platform woold be builton two foundational application
layers;
•

•

Authentication: Providint authentkation and certihcation services, the
Postal Service woold be in the position to fill a critkal void in the corrent
digital world by identifving. authenticating, and certifyingusers through
the ‘erilication al real-world attributes with a particular focus (Jo the
physical address. Such a service would require an en-line registration
process in combination with a physical verihcation ni identificatinn
documents either at a postal facility er remotely at one’s oftice ar home. The
service would allow the Postal Service to act asa trusted third party issuing
digital authentication for its own platform as well as ror other entities and
pmogmams.
The eMailbox: The Postal Service would offer the eMailbox as the
other comnerstone of a secure, private, and confidential communications
network designed with the needs el consumers in mmd. People can access
their email andor scanned version ef their physical mail from a laptop,
tablet compoter ar smartphone. A user could choose to redirecc email
and/er convert to physical mail as they sec tit. ln essence, this consumer
empoworment would be the basis for a new universal service obligation or
1150 2.0. While the government would have to ensure that consumers have

access to postal and nr broadband service, consumers would have the ability
to choose their preferred method al service physical er digital.5

FO T-,r US PQ5’At SFRV:CE

•

The Postal Service could develop two foondational layers or services based an current
competencies. These two byers would utilise its national Address ).lanagement
System and retail-tarrier network to pro’ ide authenticatinn services that could
be asd to issue an oa-line ID and the linking of an individual ar businesses
physical address with an electronic address er eMailbox service. By absorbing and
controlling thcse two applications as part of its portfolio, the Postal Service ensures
retention of services corrently lacking nr deficient in the marketplace, adding value
to the postal system. These core layers help to retain the Postal Service’s traditional
mens an intermediary, enabling the low of commonication and commorce and
consummatiniz match between senders and receivers.
j.
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Impiementatjon

6

Sen:c c Office ni Inspectiir General. R:st Anaivsis Research Center, lut I, http-fl
US
wwwuspsoiggpv.hi&flIes!RARC-’cXP.12.00J.pdf.

A ke> element of a digital strategy lies in the creatmon or
designation at a Postal
Sers Le functinnal area to iwn and coordinate the resources
for the etfort. There
are undoubcedly a myriad al issues (technical, political,
financial, statuterv, and
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institutional) pertinent to the impiementatiun of a digital strategy. The adoption
of such a strategy would not only provide a range of new and needed products
and services to ali Americans, but would heip to reinforce the nation’s technoiogv
and digital infrastructure. It should be noted that this platfurm is not a linancial
panacea for the Postal ServiLe; it should have a utilitarian focus to heip ali citizens
and businesses.

Questions for Thought and discussion
t.

Authentkation and other digital services are pointed (lut by many asa

potentially important area for posts to explore, and some posts around the
world (such as Swiss Pust, through their daughter company Swiss Sign
have recently launched such services. However, the markets for secure
digital identilication and authentkation have existed for many vears. with
number of big private settor plaers already pro’ iding surh trusted
solutions (for example Symantec with ts VeriSign and Norton brands).
Could the post bo too late in this game? Åre the post’s capabilities and the
potential synergies with traditional physical services sufficient to give posts
competitive advantage over existing players in these markets?
2. it is argued in this chapter that, when determining what new products or
services to develop, the.US Postal Ser’ ice and others should considcr nuL
just their existing resources and competences, ur the potential market
opportunity, hut also the public policy implications of their decisions.
To what extent can the USPS and other posts reasonably be expectod to
regulate themselves? Looking len years to the future, will there still bea
need for much rL’gulation in this settor, given declining mail volumes?
3. With the idea of the e.\lailbox the authors argue for a universal adoption
(and inclusion in the USO) of the type of mail management services that
have been oift’red lbr a number of years non- by various private companies
such as Earth Class Mail. Should and could such a service truly be included
in the USO? What would be the effects of this on the cost of the USO? What
would be the effects on competition and pricing of such services?

7

For mure infurioctiun about Swisn Sign and their identification and authentication services,
sec book two of The Furore is i’r the Port

CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Navigating the Roadmap of Innovation and
Transformaton Correoschjle
—

SaFusrio Preto
Comnuc.aI Drector Markei;rg, Business Developrner.t. Custorner Service. PR and
Irroval;oqs Correonchile

Vfctor Hugo Avi(a
Deputy Drrector at Comme,cjal rnnovation Correoschjle

Operarors in rransirion counrries aften fare particular challenges in terms oP
aeography, dernography, customer needs, ond the penerrarion cf rechnology
ond ccm plementary services. In this chapter the rose of Chile is discussed,
where
Correaschile hos developed a new vision ond strotegy embracing change ond
the need to innovate. In addition to madernising the tradirional bus/ness
oP mad
ond porcels, new products ondservices are heing developed at a ropid speed The
authars in this chapterprovide c candid insight into this process that can serve as
an exampie to aperators in ather countries,
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CORREOSCHILE

On the subject of bank penetration and financial inciusion,
according to the
Latin American Federation of Banks (FELABA) during
2008 60% of the adult
population nf Chi]e had access to banking services. On the
other hand, almnsi
I0O: of the countles provided at least one medium of
payment (AlM, POS or
“Caja Vecina” of the Banco Estado), which has mubilised
some banks to ofkr
mnney transfer services through their ATM networks. Althnugh
the environment
has favoured the subst,tution and erosion u( the market in
the use of services fbr
sending money nationally, it has generated a sustained
growth in the sending et
remittantes abruad from Chile, driven by the migration of
the pnpulation from
other Latin American countries

Introduction
In retent years the scenario for postal and parcel companies has changed due
to the penetratiun of new technoh>oies and the mobility of markets; Chile is no
exception to this trend. Chileans (or whom there are around 17 million) send less
than 30 letters per year, wmpared to over 200 items of mail per year in some more
developed countries, The hulk of this volume comprises one-way correspondence
from companies to consumers.
The competitive envirunment in Chile is open, with many players operating in
liberalised market, Differentiatinn among the private poscal operators has developed
along two lines: added value, due to the incorporation of information technologies
in operational processes, and vertical integration in the value chain of the operator.

The points above sunsmarise the scenario in which
Correo.sChile is developing
a roadmap of innnvation and lransfnrmation, with the
goal et consolidating
leadership in the traditinnal services and als,, taking a position
for the development
of future services.

lnternet penetration in Chile has surpassed 50% of the populatio&, and clw use nr
electronic banking and online financial services by citizens with bank accounts is
only slight]y under this hgure’. On both counts, Chile ranks ;) in Latin Amerka.
These favorable conditions for electronic commerce have raised the number of online
purchasers to over 13% of the population’, but has accelerated the process ol electronic
subsutution driven by deliberate efforts by the private sector to mobilise client
correspondence towards e-mail (40% of the bills issued in Chile are no”- electronic’).

Innovation and Development to Date
During the past years, CorreosChile has undergone a prncess
nf modernisati,,n,
most visibly in the upgrading tit iafrastructure and IT
platforms. ln 2009, the
CEP parcel processing plant came on stream, the mnst
modern in Latin America,
pro iding support ilifrastrutture to the business of
distribution taf parcels, and
capacity to respond to the growth of the market and the
inureased market share
expected in the forthcoming years. Similarly, during 2Dt t, CEP
and Postal shipment
visibility pro)ects were Implemented, enabl,ng the impros’ernent
of service fratures
0 response to compet ition.

Chile’s geography, over .1,000 km long and less than ISO km average width, added to
a concentration of the popolation in the Metropolitan Region of over 38%, generates
high distribution and operating costs in the areas furthest away, promoting the
concentration of competition in the central region. and eroding the market in
the zones with higher efliciency at the expense of services in the less profitable
areas. The current regulatory and legislative framework imposes restrictions on
CorreosChile’s abilky to integrate vertkallv is clients’ postal prucesses. On one
hand, mailmen legally can charge a small sum to end-customers for each letter
delivered (equivalent to 6 US cents); on the other, the company faces statutory
bnrrit’rs to performing electronic distribution or financial inulusion attivities.
Forthermore, by statute it must deliver the Universal Postal Service through which
it provides traditional postal servites by traditional means, despite the logistical

Certa miv, these effbrts havL’ aljowed C’orreosChije
to maintain an ilnportant
position in the postal market and have driven growth in the CEP
business. Huwever
they are very fur from actual innovation centred on clients
and end users, and their
impact is biased towards the operational improvements
necessary to match the
conipetition, rather than respunding to a strategic view of
reinvcntion to satisfy the
needs of the new consulner

Nosv CorreosChile is going through a prolound process of
transformation driven
by a strategic-com,er15 vision whmch is embodied in
an innovation roadmap,
based on a year’s sork spent on the analysis of practices in
developed c000tries,
and supported by a multidisciplinary team of people, and
whiclt has the objective uf

inefficiencies of Chile’s geography.
I
2
3
1

-

Subsecretariat of Telec ommunicalions
TOl Latina wase t 20111 waw II 2009
Santiago Citamher of Commerce
Havas Digital Insighi, NIav 2011
More details about Chile and Corruos Chile arv found at the end of thi, ttiapter
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tyre new spaper, Deceniber 2011
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evolving and revolutionising the organisation to further the transformation prOcess
from Correos 1.0 to Correos 3.0.

(for the distribution of letters, pareels and even money), to one
that centres on the
identity of the consumers, Ihis means that it is the final consumer
who will indicate
host-, where and when he wishes us to communicate or to
deliver what he needs. Wc
call this progressing tnwards the integrated postal experience (sec
Figure 1).

Innovation for the Upcoming Years
Given the postal context, where (hand)-written correspondence between people
is already an almost obsolete habit, it appears reasonable to understand that
the focus and the view is centred on companies that concentrate unidirectional
communication towards people. Ihis hvper-cmpowerment of companies has had
two profound effects. The first of these has been to pay relatively less attention
to changes in the needs of people, and as a consequence there has been
commoditisation of services. In short, in contrast to the experience in most
developed countries, people in Chile do flot have the option of chonsing who
delivers a product to them, since it is the selling companies who make the carrier

L

decision.

L

On the other hand, the new ‘hyper-connected” client has new needs and behaviours,
uses the web to search for information, and to qoote, purchase, communicate and
manage his finances online. Access to technology has returned empowerment to
the consumer, who has recovered control, and who now chooscs when, how and
where tn relate to companies, acquiring more conlidence,

/

ti

/

7
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These trends suggest two aspects that are deeply incorporated in our innovation
roadmap, which focoses on the end users, people, since through differentiation
we will achieve the decommoditisation of services, and secondly incorporate the
digital dimension in products, services and channels, to respond to the habits cC
the new consumer. In this way, Wc will consolidate the pretërence nf companies
through the prelerence nf people.

2:0

igure

The
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Posry Esperience

At the same time, the vision of Correns about the distribution
of products in
general, and ol e-commerce in particular, points to the development of
a multi
channel strategv, incorporating 21/7 delivery options, super-express
services and
the online management ofconsignments What this seeks is the
provision of more
and improvod options to consumers. b this sense, our challenge begins by
putting
the brakes on the slide towards the cnmmoditisatinn of services.

Vision and Objectives
The next step in the construction of Correos 3.0 iiwnlves widening the portfolio
of products and channels. incorporating added valuc through innovation and
technology, allowing an increase in market share and ensuring competitive
advantages. I n this way, we set 0w to develop solutions, sen ices and channels
which respond to the needs of people and companies, incorporating the digital
dimension to adapt to the needs of the new client, pnsitioning CorreosChile as a
competitive company, a leader at a national level and a benchmark for the region.
In particular, this vision nf the future of postal services means a change in the current
paradim, where the services are centred on physical origin-destinaLon addresses

—
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Regarding e-commefte, we consider not only that its contributiun is associated
with an increase ifl the flow of B2C c-onsignments, but also that it is a business
which requires the sale of postal as vell as non-postal products, in national as well
as cross-border e-commerce. Our vision for the development of e-commerce goes
in two directions: (1) cook for the purthase of international products (USA. China,
etc.) and support platforms for national electronic comtnerce, and (2) integrated
marketplaccs with options of payments, pirkup and delivery (e-folfihlment).

.5

i

,.:=.

1110 Correoschjie strategs’ for addressing this chalienge has
been to incorporate
light structure and processes, with a small team of professionals
and matrix
dependencies providing visibibty and independence in development, and seeking
to permeate the company organically Beginning in 2011, the company
created an
innnsatjon team within its Commercial Division, ‘chose responsibility is to lead
the
deveiopment of solutions and services, to drive the development of
channels and to
incorporate added value. The aim is to provide:

•solucn

tlddcd Valuc b, Products ond Channels:
o

Create exit barriers

o

Promote and reinforce customer loyaity of current clients

o

Add dfferentiation to commoditised services

s’eIt,

F igure

CQRRFQSCHILE

taking mio account [fInt the cornpanys priorities are often
concentrated on
concrete actions to mitigate drops in income and recapturing clients,

t
2012

-

“

o

*

Prod,tct s and Channets
Create additional revenue streams
Substitution of obsolescent products

o

3: Integr ‘tec purnase experLen(e

I mprove the experience of the end clientjuser,

ille fundamental work premise has been “Think big, work can and
move fast”,

I.,

JA

4

‘0w first step has already been taken, by implemcnting a web platform capable
of modelling processes, delivering services and developing businesses. En 2011
CorreosChile launched its new website, on the Microsoft SllarePoint platfinm,
which was i nitially just informative but which is mm- progressing towards becoming
the new channel for sales and customer service. 11ien, in March 2012, CorreosChile
launched the first mobile appli ation capable of storing tracking data, saving post
codes, locating branches and quoting online, ali from a smartphone.

Sase ‘w qfown

Structure, Processes and Visibility
Innovation must be incorporated as part of the company’s strategy and DNA,
generating medium and long-term structure, processes and resources. At the
same time it needs to provide visibility and tracking for planning and execution,
with visibility from general management. On the resource side, the challenge is to
articulate a portfolio of projects that are balanced in costs, bene6ts and impact,

Oase ‘a’ efeao

differentiatjon
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Lines of Innovation
The plan of innovation and development of solutions and services is limited to three
macro lines, which are aligned with the worldwide development trends of postal
operators.
I. 1,,novnlio,, én yhysicatservices: developing and imprering physical

distribution services, integrating technology with a focus on the experience
ofthe end user; making prohtable use of the plant infrastructure, and the
distribution and branch network, with a focus en following the growth
of electronic commerce and responding with eHicacy to the last mile
challenges.

0

0
0
—-,

2. 1,,,,ovntio;, i’; digital services, developing a cloud of digital services
that allow digital substitution and ensure the connectivity of Chile with
the world through a (digital) information platform. Within this line of
innovatinn we include the development of postal information services, geo
referencing, geo-marketing, databases and identity.

001111

302013

001303

4

Valoo odded developmeni for 2012

3, hn,ovation infinancial services: with a technological platfnrm for nnli ne
services, providing access to basic financial services and support tools for

•J--.’a

‘A.

e-commerce pavment ser’ ices

Innovation Roadmap
The innovation and developinent work begins with the preparation of a services
roadmap that defines a set of initiatives for the development of products, services,
channels and added value, organised through projects whose execution in lime
uenerates congroence in such a way that the entire portfolio nf products is linked
organically to attain the defined objectives. Hw hrst task has thus been to dekne
the rnadmap for the next three years for each one of the lines ol development. and
from this, we will go mIo dcpth for a plan for 2012.

Projects 2012
During the current year, CorreosChile is undertaking a major programme of
accivity ifl launching products, services and channels.

New Products
lite most iniluential launcit has been the implementation of CityBox, a pilot of
eight automatic parcel terminals, developed in partnership with InPost, located in

101011

4
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20 1002

301011

developmeir for 2012 ocadmap

supermarkets and gas. .statio,is, for sell-service in the recept mn
of parcels, Ina inly
flor B2C elettronic tommerce,
CorreosCh,le has also launched a new International PO. Boxes
service, a prodoct
through which people can make purthascs in other countries
using a CorreosChile
PO. Box as the destination jo the country of
purchase. Wc have already launched
PO. Boxes in Miami, which allow purchases made
in the USA to be delivered

i,
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directly at homes, Correos branches or iii CityBoxes; and we are underway with
preparations for the initiatives of PO. Boxes in China and in Europe.
Innovation in digital postal products is centred en the development of the Digital
PO. Box (electronic mailbox),which initiallyprovides remateand electronic access
to physical correspondenre, developing added value services, such as re’directing
correspondence or document storage, and whose roadmap develops the contept
of Single RO. Box which integrates ali written communication centred en the
identity ni’ the recipient/issuer instead of oa addresses,

New Services and Channels
During 2012 the innovation plan considers the development of the web and mobile
channels, for sales as well as for the attention of clients and added value services.
Some 0f the developments inciude:
•

Mobile CorreosChile application, through which people track their
consignments. store and flame consignments. look for postcodes using GI’S.
look for the closest branch or quote products, using smartphones.

•

Digital Ticket (web and mobile), allows people to pre-pay or pro-check
parcel consignments through the web ar by telephone, along with a new
drop-off service in branches and horne pickups.

•

Electronic money order, through which people can send money orders
from bank current accounts or credit cards, through Internet and with the
destination to a Curreos branch.

•

•

‘irtual brancb, which would allow people to administer their services by
Internet, allowing thern to pay for consignments, pre-check consignments,
adininister contacts, track, register incoming international consignments,
re-send consignment tracking to recipients.
Web elaim ticket, through which people can input claims (roma web
platform, supplementary to the telephune and personal channels.

Furthermore, during this year we plan the development of poslal information
administration solutions, beginning with the development of a predictive address
corrector application, for e-commerce sites. which will allow consistency in the
information administered by our company clients.

‘
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Conclusjons
ln general terms, CorreosChile is undergoing a process of
transformation along
two main lines; the first has to do with digital development, and the
development
of services, channels and added value; and the second is related to
recovering the
fàcus on the end users, the clients a focus which was gradually set aside in the
measure in whkh the flow al’ correspondence was concentrated on bulk mailers.
—

We understand today thatwe facean importantchallengeof maintaining
leadership
in the current business and growing quickly in the business of express
distribution
hut above ali the challenge is to become the preferred partner of people
and
companies, with a renewed port folk0 ofsers-ices that facilicate and improve
people’s
quality of life. Th respond to this challenge, it is necessary to promote and generate
the derommoditisatjon at the Iogistics and distribution services, and the
only way
to do so is through innovation and added value.
—

Wc art, certain that CorreosChjje can suppori the developnient of
SMEs in
the country through the development of distribution solutions that incorporate
technology and support electronic commerce, Wc expec,t the execution of the
roadmap to be a continuous and dynamic process, which allows us to take
leadership, net only nationally, but also regionalls as we hope to support the rest
of the region’s postal services through the successful conclusiun of the
projects
underwav,

Questions for thought and discussion
t. To “hat extent does the particular socio’economic context of Chile (such as
lower banking penetration) present opportunitiL’s that may not be present to the
same extent in the most highly developed countries?
2. lim authors mention the need to “think big, vork lean and move fast”.
Despite
the Jnternet being more than two decades old (or older, depending on how we
del5ne the Internet), posts have only in the last few years made svstematic efforts
to invest In tim digital economy. Th what extent is this the result ofa
failure to
“think big, work lean and move fast”? Are posts actually doing too little, too late
and too slow?
3. Despite the large size of the country, CorreosClule has a relauveiv modest size
compared to the posts of many larger nations. Can size bea benefit for innovation,
ar are the real barriers to innovation elsewhere?
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Chapter Appendix: Some Additional Information on Chile
and Correos Today
Country Indicators:
nentrrit0ty

ROADS.tAL’ GF lNII0YatiGN A4O TAMscCns4r)H

Population (2011)
lnhabitants per square km,

Products and Channels:
CorreosChule presently has a port fnlio of services in the lines
of postal distribution.

parcels and money transfer offered through the network of branches and
speciabsed
sales force.

Postal Distribution

CEP Distribution

Normal letter

Parcels

company rnoney orsers

Registered letter

EMS

Person money orders

Vatise

iGDPperCaerCaPita ifl USD2010)
Lette,

CorreosChile Indicators:
CorreosChile is a legal entity ifl public line, created by Decree Low No. II) of 21
December 1981 Its origins date back to the midcighteenth century. Asa company
it is an autonomous entity of the Chilean State that is administrative in nature and
own

(Q9REQSZ).4ILE

Portfolio of Products

L Aaerago Width

bas its

-

assets.

+

letter with POD

t International money ordet,

Messenger

oxes

courier

• Special postal services

Express Distribution

L

J Cash Remittance

Special Operations

Brand and Positioning

Capillarity and Mail lnfrastructure:
•

In Santiago. a major mai’ distribution centre (CUP).

•

212 post off ices and 309 agencies that cover 87’o of the country.

•

2.050 mailmen, with over 100 small mail distribution centres (CDP).

CorreosChi le not only ct,llaborates by con necting and commu
nicating s ith
people but also has by law the authoritv to certit\ the deliverv
of a piece
of correspondence. It has a highly valued domestic brand image, rankin
g iii 61”
position among 1,272 Chilean brands.
—

Capillarity and Parcels lnfrastruCture:
•

In Santiago. the Sorting Center (upened

iii

2009) for processing and

distribution of parcels. with over 8000 m1 and a sorter with capacity br
7,001) paukages per hour.
•

20 parcels plants distriboted throogbout the tountry.

•

304 vehicles trucks and vans.
tg7 motorcycies for same day services
1,609 bicyches especially designed for mailmen

r

i

The company, like mest other mait serv ices vor!dwide, is perceived
asa reliable third
party. and d ifferent studies have shown that the brand is associated with attribu
res
such os safety, reliability, linancial solvency, legacy and
tradition; responsibility,
commitment and fami liarity However, these positive attributes are assoc
iated
with the past and present performance of the company, enrichi
ng the stature of
the brand, hut leaving gaps regarding perceptinos of the brand’s future.
ihis is
how we verified that attributes such as innnvation, modernisation, and
capacitv of
reinvention are not associated with the brand.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

InnovaUon through Diversification

Corrado Soda
Head ct Straegy ord usneis Developme.it
PosleMobils

Stefao Go’i
Secretary Gener& of Euromed Postal and Head of Internadonal flusiness
Strategy
Poste liatane

Poste Itolione divetsified into the oreo of mobile telecommunic
acions jo 2007
and hos since then acquired over 2 million customers, b this chopte
r the outhors
discuss the context ef this dh,ersiiicotion ond exp!oin how the compa
ny has
differentiated itseif from competitors by deveboping unique service
s, linking the
vorious oreos of activity of Poste Itolione, nich os banking, insuran
ce ond postol
products.

I

[‘arts 0t thi, chaptur wece adapted from: Sund, Kristian (25110).
P,,sltrMobsle: delivering
jo novativt mobi ie ban II sig and cum merce solutions’ i n: ICTs new srrrice
s
tra,ssfior,sia
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Introduction
In November 2007 Poste Italiane Group entered into the mobile telecommunicatinns
markus asa ‘stobile Virtual Nctsvork Operator (M VNO), PosteMobile. lite strategy
of Poste Italiane (VI) was twofold; to diversify the traditional business and to explnit
synergies within the Group. PosteMobile achieved best in class resuits in the
mobile market thanks to a unique positioning based en mobile payment services.
ln addition, PosteMobile has allowed the Poste Italiane Group to develop new
capabilities with the effect of increasi ng the value of its own services such as mobile
banking, mobile postal services, digital postmen and mobile security solotions for
online payments. ih is chapter explai ns PosteMnhile’s bosi ness case: its mission, the
main financial results and strategic goidelinus for future des-elopment.

Context: Poste Italiane Modernisation and Diversification

I.

I

I

Originally a part of the Xlinistrv of Post and Telecommonication (Amministrazione
Postee Telecomunicazioni, or APT), Poste Italiane is I0O owned by the \linistry
of the Ecoriomy and Finance. 11w transition from a state entity to a poblirlv’
owned company was a terning point in the history of P1. Not only did VI beconte
a customer-focosed company but it als,, switched to osing key performances
indicators such as prolitability and retorn on investment as day’to-day decision
mnaking tools. It also embarked on a long-tern transformat ion journey, seeking
produetivity improvements, high quality of service and penetraling new business
areas.
To illustrate the above in a very practical way. one shoold consider the changes in
the company results in less than a decadc In 2002 P1 posted profmts for the first time
in St) years, though its activity rcnsai ned mainly focused around postal services.
\\ith 156,000 emplovees, 11.000 post offices, 5,500 ATMs and 41,000 vehicles, P1
is today a diversified company. active net only in the traditional mail market, bot
also in parcels, express, banking. insurance, and now mobile telecommunications.
By 2009 the postal services unit’s relative importance to the group had shrunk,
and accounted for only about 25% nf a company that had then grown to 2t) billion
FUR of total revenues, with financial services accounting for over 4.9 billion EUR
in revenues, insurance over 9 billion EUR and PosteMobile en the rise following its
laonch in 2007
i 2002, ‘sIr Massimo Sarmi was appointed as the new CEO of Poste Italiane Group,
continuino aVl Group tradition of top managers with an in’depth understanding
of technulogy. ,“Jr Sarmni was previously the managing directur of Siemens Italy as

-DVATlc’.
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‘sell as having a long expertenee with lèlecom Italia, where
he was also in the team
that first launched mobile telephony in kalv. Under
his leadership, Poste Italiane
balanced its books for the hrst time, after 50 years of (osses,
and rontinued to go
from strength to strength.
The inspiration for P1 to launch mobile services came
from Mr Massimno Sarmi
himseif, in early 2006. ‘The original business plan was rapidly
developed, mainly
by Mr Sarmi together with a mobile commoniration
expert, Mr Robert0 Giaechi,
who ssent on to become the CEO of PosteMobile. lIte
project was approsed by the
Board of Poste Italiane in March 2007. From approvaf to
start-up, implementing the
project look less Iltan a star, a record time considering the investment,
reeruitment
and training needed to laonch the operations.
In this context the Italian mobile telecommunications
market fitted perfectl the
Group’s diversifiration objectives. PosteMobile svas launched to
enter one of the
mest profitable mobile niarkets i’s Europe. \Vhile
traditional vnice serviees are
cwpected to shrmnk In future for both competitive and
regulatory reasons,value.
added services are forecasted to continue to gross’ rapidly.
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Business Model

PosteMobile has combined mobile and fmanclal services to deelop a unique
positioning and differentiation in the market thereby exploiting other key assets of

As a Mobile Virtual Network Provider (MVNO),
PosteMobile does not use
proprietary neLs ork infrastructure, but rather relies
on the infrastructure of one
of the mobile phone operators with a mobile networ
k license, (the Host Operator)
(Figure 2). However, PoteMobiIe decided to develo
p us own Business Support
Systems in order to ensore maximum Ilexibility in
terms of offering, custorner
relationship, client management and billing.

the Puste Italiane Group:

Avery large customer base

ifl

Italy

Avery well esiablished and recognised brand
A onique distribution network coverage and cussomer reach

More generally the aim of PosseMobiles business model
is to source externally the
less differentiated elements of a typical mobile telecom
munkation value chain and
develop internallv the most critical factors. That
model has a number of advantages
including a significant reduction in the required
capital investment, and a more
liexible cost base with limited value at risk.

An established presence in the financial sector

The PosteMobile BusineSS Case
Mission and Competitive Positioning
PosteMobile% mission is “to make people’s lives simpler afld improve their
retatinnships by delivering innovative, simple and convenient mobile services”. In
fact, the PosteMobile customers can flot only use traditional telecommunit3tio1
services huL they can also:

r1nirt ).nT1IM!wZ.•

Send and receive money;

MNO

j

Buy and pay for products and services;
Others

Access general information (eg bank account).
L.IEi

1. Cwnenieoce: the client spends less than they would with the competitors

Poste
Mobile

I

Starting with the retait market with a prepaid offer, PosteMobile has expanded is
offer to business customers in both SOl-lO (Small Office Horne Odice) and SME
(Small and Medium Enterprise) segment. In addition, a postpaid offer has been
launched at the end of 2011.
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1. C’o.sto,i;eijoc’os: the services alm to satisfy real customer needs and add

marketing activity (eg. marketcoverage through postal odices, effecttveness

_L

SS

3. Quality: the services work according to top quality mobile industry
standards

of customer care)

-

lr,,tiroel

2. b,,zui’atiofl: the portfolio inciudes differentiated services (eg. mobile
financial services)

5. Proxi,nily ciose reiationship with clients is the key for a successful

H01ti0d

—

-,

“Ihe posteMobile competitive positioning is based on live pillars.

value (from communication to information, entertainment and utility)
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c.

With regards to the marketing activity PosteMobile
is able to develop its own
independent commercial offers which are then distrib
uted through multiple
channels:
•

Post otfices: over 11.000 distributed throughout the nationa
l terrkorv with
customers as well as dedicated business branches;

focus on residential

PT Business; around 500 offices devoted to the business custom
ers;
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•

Direct Sellers: 500 sellers for enterprises;

•

•

Digital Postmcn: who deliver the SIM cards sold by the outbound channel;

•

•

PosteMobile \Xebsite.

•

Mobile coinmerce purehasiag dtrectly’ through the
mobile phone products
ur services offered by merchants (eg. Public transport
ticketing) or 050 of
the SIM card to make online payments on merchant
websites (eg. Books,
Electronics Goods);

•

Mobile poslal service: leJegrams Postal Trackjniz

From the very beginning the effective distribution coverage translated in impressive
results in terms of customer net addition” (ditference between gross acquisitions
and the number of clients who may have left in the same period). In fact,
PosteMubile is usually ranked second or third in lerm of net additinn market share
growth. In addition, the quality of the new acquisitions is still hich: PosteMobile
gains a high percentage of customers who decide to switch to PosteMubile whilst
carrying over their own existing telephone number, indicating that these customers
use PosteMobile as their main operator for mobile services.

Service Portfolio and Mobile Payment

Mobile Banking services: Bank account balance and
movernents;
M-Pavment services: utility Bill payments, SIM card top-op;

M.DigitaI
Commerce

1

—

kN?j

M.Banking

PosteKlohile has the same portfnlio as other Mobile Operators in terms of voice,
messaging, internet browsing, digital content and products. Ifl addition it deeloped
differentiated value added services haser! on mobile pavments. the ‘Semplifica
services” (Figure 3).

fl’s’a’coelen,,
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M.Conmercej
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A Completo and DistincUve Offer
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Service Development
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aser.’ces

By associating the MM card to a payment instrument of the Poste Italiane Group
(eg. BancoPosta bank account, postepay debit card) the Semplifica Service allows
the customer to use different services such as (Figore 4):

ibe Value Added Services of PosteMobile are
based on the MM card features In
partjcular, the SIM card is amnngst the mest advanced
ira the market i0 Ierms of
performance and technical capabilities It supports the
3GPP and Global Platform
standards (encryption algorirhms, OBKG. security
domains), enabling secure
transactions and the transmission of encrvpted data
compliant with the 15 23.0-IS
standard,
Security is a major concern when dealing with online and
mobile financial services.
To ensure the security of financial transactions
and mobile payments, PosteMobile
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has developed what it considers to be one of the most advanced systems in the market
in terms of security and technical capabilities. The innovative technology is based en
encryption and the digital signature of data authorising transautions. Ali SIM cards
have a unique digital certi6cate and a cipher key to protect and sign the requcsts of
the user svho links a pavment instrument to that SIM card, enablina security and
identifkation of ali transactions. Moreover, to avoid any unauthorised use of the
phone. a confirmation is required using a PIN code known only by the end user.
En addition to being secure, the system is simple and easy to use, with direct access
from the SIM card menu. There is no need for a WAP or Web data connection, and the
SIM is compatible with most mobile phones available on the market. The Dynamic SIM
Toolkit technnlogy allows Lontinoous updates, while reducin time-to-market.

1.

As far as the smartphone and data otfers are concerned, penetration of the PosteMobile
customers is increasing. PosteMohile decided to develop its own application, the
PosteMobile Appikation Store, that allows the improvement of the user experience
of the m-pavment senices and to tap into the afiluent and techno-fan customers,

Resuits and Lesson Learned
After around (our years of operation PosteMobile counis over 2 million clients
in an over-saturated market (the mobile penetration in Italy is flow over I 50%).
The uniqoe service portfolio allow’s PosteMobile to differentiate its positionine
from that of other mobile operators: more than 50: of PosteMubile subscribers
associated their StM card to a pavment instruments underlining the willingness
to use and access financial services through the mobile channel, The value nf the
tinancial transactions from the launch of PosteMobile is already over 400 million
Eurus, corresponding to around 40 million transattions, and keeps growing.
‘With reference to Poste\lobile financials, the company reached break-even in less
than 30 months from its launch, En 2011 total revenues reached Ca. 290 million
FUR with an FBu margin of 9%.
PosteNlobile believes that the key success fattors that led to such results were:
•

Diffi’rc;ztiatcdpositioobig: \‘alue Added Services on top ofconvenient
services;

•

Eirgagense;;t al the Distribution cliaiuiel: the SIM card provides recorring
revenues for the Group and innovative services to be proud of;
Buszuess Model: minimal iovestments at risE; with strong focus on ROl;

L

1NNOVA

LION

THROUGH UIVERSIFICATJQN

Human Resoqrcer consolidating talents from the market for
a long-term
industrial project.

Conciusion: Future Develapments
PosteMobile results demonstrate that the Poste Italiane
pro)ect was more than
an intuition, En additjon, the latest treods ifl terms
of customer acquisitinns and
serv,ces usage provide very positive indkators for further
developments, The tnain
objectives inciude:
•

Evolving towards Full MVNO architecture;

•

Pushing the new post-paid commercial olier;

•

Strenuthening the m-pavment pruposition;

•

Optimising the existing tecltnical infrastructure,

More in detail thanks to the in-sourcing of specific
network eloments (eg, HLU,
MSC) PosteMobile eflorts will be focused an evolving
the current technical
architecture towards a full MVNO ard itecture. The expected
benefits would be:
• Gaining business continuity independently from the host operators
(eg.
possibility to change host operator without changing the SIKI
uard after the
contract expiration);
•
•

lncreased flexibility for service development (eg time to markefl;
lncreased control on the Quality of Sen ice (eg. assurance prouess);

•

Greater cost control (eg. independence of the interconnection
uontracfl,
Secondl the ft,cus an the post-paid offer will alluw
Poste,lobile to increase the
penetration uf the business segment and improve the
customer mix both in term
ofvolumes and value.
As regards the (urther devefopment of the m-pavment
portfolio, Poste,\lobile wants
to increase its presence in the segments of both
remote services and proximity
services. En order to support the remote pavment services
growth will be critica I
to enlargu’ the services in the portfolio (eg. m-insurance,
m-deals, pay-tv recharge),
and increase the payment lnstruments associable with
the SIM card (e.g. credit
card, online wallet, online gaming account),
Moreover, PosteMobile has already developed several trials
in the proximity
services arena based on the Near Field Communiration
(NFC) technology (for
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public transportation 25 well as in the enterprise access solution). In addition,
PosteMobile is working to launch the service an the market with the alm of
developing a multi’services LIM card (eg. mkro-financiul transaction, identity
card, government services).
4.
5.—.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
Thought nnovariDn — the Palestinian
Postcode
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F igure 5. Eamp! et ftrure ser ices

Questions for thought and discussion
1. How does PosteXIobile tit into the overall corporate strategy of Puste Italiane?
2, How important were the existing resources and competences of the Poste Italiane
Group in alluwing the company to successfully diversify with de creation of
PosteMobile?
3. The original boom in mobile telecommunications took place over a decade ago,
and as the authors point out the mobile penetration ifl Italy is over 150%. What
are the diallenges in terms of being a late entrant? How can innovation be used
to carls! 3 place in 2 mature market?

én ehis chapter the authar discusses
the recent int raduc (ion ola new postcode
5)/stern in Palestine, Whilston the surface this
may flot seern
a big innovation,
taken in Context this new system could have
a big social and econamic impacr
This case tilustrates the great dversity
and ine quality that stil! exists between
natians ond pasta! aperatots around the
world, but also shaws the porenti’a(
value al trans ferring best pracrice between
cauntries.
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THE PALES TINA POSTEODE

lntroduction

•

Statistical Analysis

•

Mapping (Goonle)

In late 200 the Palestinian Authority requested assistance to develop a postcode
system that would enunmpa!.s the \X’est Bank and Gaza Strip. Geographicaliv
separated by Israel, the West Bank is sandwiched bet, een Israel and Jordan,
and the Gaza Strip is a narrow territory located an the Mediterranean coast
bordering Egypt and Israel. Ihere were a number of challenges in creating the
Palestine postcode, mast notable oP whid svero the kck ni a formal border and
the approximately 350 Israeli settlements in the West Bank. Practical challenges
inciuded the need to digitise maps of the two territories. Additionally, at the time
of the postcode study the two territories ‘vere governed separately, which prevented

•

IV cards

•

Rapid Addressing

•

Census Areas

•

Outlet Locator

•

Elertoral Boundaries

•

Logistics

•

Vehicle Licensing

•

‘ostal Rooting

•

Otlier Licensing

•

Utility Payments

•

Land Codiog

•

Emergency Services

contaci with authorities in Gaza.

Ease of Use
It “as essentiaf that the postrude was easy to use both in terms
oP length and
ogw. lt had to be logical sn that people could karo it intuirively, 50 ‘cc
linked it
to existing administrativt. boundarjes, Wc st Bank s made up
of ti Gnyernorates
and 518 villige areas, while the Gaza Strip is made up oP five
Governorates and 33
village areas. Linking the postcode to the 551 village areas would
niake it easier to
learn, use and adopt in existing databases. However, we had to take
accoont oP the
fart that some village areas contajned fewer than 50 inhabitants
and others many
thousands 500.000 in the case of Gaza City. ‘Hus was important
because we
wanted each postcode area to contain similar populations. Fortunately
towns and
cities were split into distinct known neighbourhoods, which could be
given their
own unique codes.

Innovating in the Basics: the World’s Best Postcode
Despite the challenges our vision for the Palestine postcode was clear. Wc wanted
to develop ‘THE lrhRLDs Bzsr P0STCODE”. After ali, ‘cc had a blank canvas
and ve could ese international best practice to karo from developments in other
countries, While postcodes were originally conceived as a way oP aiding the
processing and distribution oP malE, a good pustcode actually has far greater utihty
in marketinu and other applications. In designin the Palestinian postcode ve
wanted to maximise its wider functionality beyond being a Lool for Palestine Post.
Mast importantly we wanted a postcode that was logical, to ensure it could be
adopted, which is why we linked it to known localities, The postcode should also
be as short as possible, meaning it was essential to folly utilise the use oP each digit
in the postcode. Functionality, ease of use and efhciencv became the criteria for
designing the postcode.

—

13
.

13 16 IS

Functionality
lntroducing a postcode useful for many purposes and organisations would help
spread its use. Wc established that several organisations already had codes for
their internal use but mast did net relate specifically to existing localities. AlI were
keen tn have a national code that thev could incorporate into their databases. \X’e
also identified that the Ministry oP Finance was <een to establish addressing and
building codes to assist in the collection of property taxes. Associating the postcode
to the collection of property tax was a means oP ensuring the postcode would be
used, En addition we envisaged the posicode rould be used for al! the following
purposes:

2

3
6,

7

(

Figure

i. PQSTLOdC lones

8’9
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Guiding Principles
Ira designimz the posteode sec established the ibilowing goidine principles:
since it is
Line being
Green
1967
the
in
unlikely i fotore peace agreement will resoir
extended.

I. The ooter boundary of the posicode was the 1967 Green Line

.7

—

Ali areas within the Green Line were given postcodcs the postcodes ofany
areal (ost in a future peace agreement will simply bewme dormant,

3. The postrode is numeric
scripts.

--

-.

rHE PAt €STINIAN Posrcooc

9. The postcode takes account of existing geographical, administrative
and
political boondaries the main boundaries used are Governorate, village
and neighbourhood boundaries.

Efficiency
The postcnde had to maximise the use of each digit in order to keep it os short
is possible. Our theory ‘sas that the shorter the rode the casier it would be for
people to remember and titerefore more likely for them to use in the furore, It “as
imporrant to group the 16 Governorates into nine pustende regions to ensure the
ose of the hrst diga was maximised. Far h region would rhen be split into ten sectors
und each sector wood be further split into ten zones os shown in Figuru 1. This
zooming ssould make the postcode is efficient as possihie. whilst working within
the constraints of existing villige areas.

--

—

10. The postrode is designed to be used by ali Gos’ernmenr
departments,

utiliry companies, public and commercial businesses it is also hoped that
applications such is Google maps will adopr the postcode to encourage its
dis.sem,nation and rise by the general public
—

Postcode Structure
The posteode is made up of three digits: the lirst being 100 and
the last 999. The
postcode contains 9 postcode regions 90 postcode sectors and 900
postcode zones.
The 900 postcode lones follow existing Governorate, village and
neighbourhot,d
boondaries. Each digit of the code represents the following:
123

9 postcode regions each containing

400,000 people

(2

90 postcode sectors each containing

40,000 people

123

900 postcode zones each containing

4,000 people

—

—

a numeric rode works for both Arabic and Latin

4- The Postrode maximi,es the use of cach dieft
postrode as efticienr as possible.

—

POSWOE RLGIGNS

we aimed to mike the

jrr_’ac,. & Sthiebc,n
2 Jet”
3 T,jtarrn. Qaio*y. & 5fit
4 Naus

ru. The postcode did not start with i ‘cr0 a zern at che start ofa number can
be Inst when it is irnportcd lulu applications soch os sprcadshec ts.
—

6 Famajlah & Al B,reh
I ilebrun

6. Postcodc areal were dehned based on population and area giving
postcode areal similar populations woold allow it to be used for more
porpitses.
—

9

North oa:,, & Oaza
Di; r ej E,i I-nO
Khan Isin’-, & Rift

7. The standard length f the postcode was three digits the lack ofdetailed
nappiog prevented us from developing the pustende beyond three digits.
—

8. The postcode is designed to reach individual buildings in the future
unce detailed mapping to individual propertv cccl becomes available
the posteode can he given a (our digitextension to identify individual
properties.
—

9
PigLIre

2: ip et the VVj’i Fink and Gaza Srr;p

i41

--

-
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West Bank and
‘the map of West Bank and Gaza shows how the 11 Governorates in
regions.
postcode
nine
the
to
allucated
were
live Governorates in the Can Strip
lar
particu
that
any
ensure
to
wanted
we
regions
In allocating Governurates to
of
population
the
balanced
We
region.
one
Governorate was wholly within
Ihis
map.
the
on
looked
regions
the
way
and
the
areas
Governorates, their phvsical
than
resulted in some compromises with some regions having larger populations
resulting
the
by
balanced
made
were
compromises
felt
the
others. Nevertheless we
Governorate
ease of use. Ihere is no confusiun of postcode regions crossing
will heip
leve!
zone
and
sector
region.
at
mapping
that
boundaries. It is hoped
postcode.
specific
own
people assotiate with their
Gaza
‘the tahie below shows how the regions balanced population and area. hw
only
represents
conversely
but
population
Strip cuntains almost 40% of the total
reginns.
de
postro
two
allocated
subsequeotlv
6% of total land area. Gaza Strip was
Population

Area to Km’

539,D36

991

Jenin

256,212

563

Tulkarm, QaIqLIya 8 SaIht

308723

704

Nablus

321,493

691

Tubas & Jeritho

90,495

995

Ramallah&Al-Bireh

278,016

655

7

Hebron

551,129

1060

8

North Gaza & Gaza Cty

766,655
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9

Ddr &-6alah, <han Yorks & Pafah

649,581

230

TOTAL

3,761,645

6242

Governorate

Postcode Region
I

tjeros&ern &

2

,[

3

5

JI

6

I

4

ethIehern

Each postcode region was split into leo
postcode senors made op of a given number
of villages based on populations. b the case of

tude ending in zero

—

Postcode Region 6 the ‘villages” of Ramailah
and AlBireh were given the individoal
postcode sectors 60 and 61. b al! posttode
regions the principle town would be given the
hente Ramallah is given posicode sector 60.

-

THE PAL ESTNAN POST000E

The postcode sectors ‘vere tisen split mIo
ten postcode zones. For example, postcode
sector 60 was split into zones numbered
from 600 to 609 and postcode sector 61 was
split into zones 610 to 619. Postcode Zones
600 in Ramallah and 611) in Al’Bireh are
considered to be the centre ol the postrode
setter and tlserefore end in zero. It is hoped
that postcode users will quickly recognise a zero at the end of a postcode relates to
the (entre ofa particular sector or region. ‘the map of Ramallah and Al-Bireh also
shows how neighboorhood boondaries will be used b future as the basis to extend
the postcode to building leve!.
Having created the posteode, the challenge is to put it into use. International
experience suggests this is not easy. ilse US postcode (Zip code) was only widely
adopted when customers were hrst given discounts for printing it on letters and

latterly shen it became compolsory to use it en letters. Pabestine Post does flot
have the luxury of being able to force customers to use the postrode, which is why
we Iried to increase the utility of the code to olller users, Vork is being carried
001 to persuade Government departments. such as the Palestinian Central Bureau
of Statistits, to adopt the postcode. ‘Pie Ministry of Communications and ET has
also established an online postcode directory to promote the use of the postcode.

Concius ion
On implernenting the postcode did we realise our vision to create the world’s
best’ postiode? That is a very subjective question and therefore there is no specific
ansss er, but we believe we have created a Very good and robust postcode that ranks
among the best. Linking the postcode to existing Governorates, towns, villages and
neighbourhoods makes it intuitis’e to use and at onl’ three digits in length it is
easily memorised, Despite having only three digits, each postcode zone represents

an average of only 4,000 people, which is surely a good result!
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Questions for thought and discussion
1. ilsis ç-ase illustrates how something considered very basie in one country, may
be truly innovatiVe in another. b general. what are the potentiab advantages of
beingabtemOVerrathertt5ant5tm0t?

2. Social entrepreneurskip can be broadly dermed as innovative activity with a
social objective’. Given the value created to society. beyond simple revenues
to Palestine Post, to what extent could an example like the ereation of a new
postcode ifl Palestine be considered a formuE social entreprenettrship?

C H A PT ER El G HT EEN

My Personal Journey into the Postal Sector
as a New Entrant nnovator

—

CaEn de Vres
rounde, and

ovaner,

Skjenajiceniral

This chapter cantains the very persona! reflections of a
new entrant into the
postal sector crying to build an innovative global hybrid
mal! business. Almost
invariably, new enrronrs come with innovative ideos, produc
ts, services and
approoches. HoweveG os the author exploins, iris nat easy being
an innovotor
from autside the industry Nevertheless his experience from oursid
e the industry
enabled him to learn some strong tessans which can make
us ali rhinil about
how we approach the se//ing of new ideas, Fn passing he also recogn
ises some of
the very great strengtha that incumbent postol operarors aften
toke for gro nted.

I

.5
Austin, 1’ Stesu nson. II. & Wei-Skillern, 2006). Social and ( ommercul Entrc2reneutsh)P
PracLice,
E,itrep
V,rvry
&
3011).
1-22
Same, Di lie rent, ur uoth?
rrucii rsllip:
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Postal Companies are our Best Partners

Introduction
-

When I statted Blue?.lailCefltral in 2008 I didn’t have any background in the postal
industry, or any knowledge about Hybrid ?.lail. However, BlueMadCentral flow
has more titan 45 printing locations ali over the world serving more than 4,000
customers in 50+ countries in seven languages. \Ve’ve sold a licence to our software
to Lithuanian Post, and there are three more possal companies considering the
-

PEOSONA’nouq’1Ev MTQ THE PCSTt SE(TOR

-

-

-

proposition.

Early Lessons Learnt
With hindsight i strofigly believe that had I had more background knowiedge about
the postal industry I would never have started the company because history sbows
that other cnmpanies before mc tried to do the sanw thing and most of them failed
within a couple of years. I was able to innovate because of the experienceS I had
iii other markets and of course &obal technnlogicat development and a higher
acceptance from the market. Looking at and resoiving a problem (rom within is
almost always more dilficuit than looking at a problem as a bystander not only ifl
the big pitture but atso in regards to smalt details.
—

At the owner and CFO of BlueMailCentral I have had contac
t with many postal
companies around the world, and I keep a ciose eye on ali new dcvelo
pments. Building
and maintaining BlueMailCentral’s hybrid mail network
can be challenging. In
urder to obtain the best price in each new country ‘cc have
to investigate the local
tales regarding addressing, pricing, time schedules, Incal regulal
ion and SD en, as
every postal company has its own set of rules and legislation that
are specifically
designed and mastered for their respective countries. hs near to
impossibie for a
new company to enter a new country without a strong partner
that already knows
the local market and has a streng relationship with its end-us
ers. Those companies
are of course the postal dompanies.
Most postal companies are now introducing e-services as the
opportunities are
endless. Postal companies have of course a couple of big advant
ages like brand
awareness and trust that they have earned in the marko
t. 11w trust fattor is
something that can’r be bought by anv marketint, campaign. Trust
and innovation
is a troublesome marriage, because innovation often comes with learnin
g an the joh
and that means solving problems and mistakes. Fiat mistakes cannot
he made in
the postal industrv. The message contained in the envelupe can change
somebody’s
life. That is why innuvation in the postal industry is a very thorough
and sometimes
painfully slow process. Fint it’s ,nuch needed in order not to lose the trust
in the very
complex postal processes that must people take for granted.

A good idea is one thing, but seiling it is another issue. One of the main issues
l’ve personally learned is that it is med, easier to seN and ,na,-Ået Jnre,,,entaI
i,,,juration i/ja,, radicat j,,,,otnLioHs. it is casier to explain a new version of
something that already exists than something completely ness Sometimes the
difference betwecn incremental and radical innovation is net dependefit on the
technology. but on internal stakeholders at tito ciient.

Cooperating with the Customer

Duringone of the sales initiatives at BlueNtail ‘ve encountered a pmvcrful stakeholder
who delayed the deployment of our software for two ycars. Later we learned that
our software would have rcmnved three FIE from hit team and asa result he would
reccive less pay’ That’s why we flow take a close look at postal processes within
businesses and try to match the prucess to our software in suth a way that both the

Cooperating with postal companies gives our company the benetit that
thev know
the local market and the leca) market knnws the postal company. ibis
mea ns that
if the postal company offers our software to their market they net only
use their
marketing power bur also the trusted relationship they have with
their customers
a relationship that spans multiple generations. No marketing budget
can give you
that.

stakeholders and the users are served best.
Now, with the traction we have, we can guido our customer to our next product
release. This is our integmte and ,nigrate’ strategy. During the migratiofi processes
companies have to let go of the old procedure. This has to be approved by the
stakeholders who might oecd to let go of certain assets, whether tangible or not.
fl,is is the price Guy company has to payfbr in,,os’atio”. Letting go of the past will
only succeed if you offer something with much more value.

—

During the PostExpo in 2010 sec met with Lithuanian Post “ho wanted
to license
our product. After a period of meetings and comparing their wishes
with our
offerings we came to a mutually beneficial agreement. One of the challen
ges was
of course adapting the produet for the Lirhuanian market. As
our software is
already available iii seven tanguages i rhoughr that it would bea
breeze. But during
the testing Wc discovered some very odd software behavior
and apparently the
Litlsuanian lancuage has a coople of unique letlers. Wc had to
adjust whole parts
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ol’ the website to be able to meet the reqoiroments. Luckily Lithuanian post was
very heipfui with the transiations and together wo puiled it off. Since their first
marketing campaigns we are flooded with no” sign-ups each day from Lithoania.
im looking forward for the non innovative postai company to use our softare to
offer Hybrid Mail to their customers,

Business Print Partners
in countrics where there are currently no postal companies who have bought
a license Wc have to rely on our Print Partner. They are the pilllars on whic-h
BlueMailcentral is founded and so they are the most important key factor to
maintaining the rehabihty of our service.
tn order to dehver the same print quality in different countries we have put together
requirements list. They have to use the Xerox igen 3 er 4, an automatic inserter
and of course be certifled to handle postal items. Due to these requirements wc can
make sure that a letter to the USA will be exactly the same as a letter to Singapore.
Muintaining this network is critical so we are putting a bt of time and effort into
making sure everything is running smoothly, so our customers will gain trust in
our service.
Wc are often contacted by other print companies who offer a (ower price. But we

alw-ays decline, as loyalty to our suppllers who sopported os from day one is more
important than money.

Canciusion and an Open Inv[tation for an Innovative Lunch
Doring the many meetings t have with people from the postal industry, either
sopplier or postal company, there are always side discossions during the cnffee
breaks. At one point I decided to note them down to compile a list of topks that
seem to interest a bt of people. Take a look at the mentioned items below and form
your own opinion. They are great conversation starters doring any coffee break:
Shoold new postal e-services be based on open commonication piatforms
and structores?
Should ali postal services be offered in the local language and English?
•

Should aH postal services be available for ali users, flot only’ high4’olome
users?

MY PERSONAL JOURNEV INTO THE POSTAL SE(tQn

•

Do yoo need to bea citizen in the country or haven local bank accoont
to
use luca! posta I services?

•

Most a postal company offer ali services with at east a free ur low-budget
Version?

Have you over done a Skype lunch? ft’s brilliant! Simply take your lunch,
open
Skype and have a nice meal together. I have weeks where I have had lunch
with
people from live different coontries, Please send mc a Skype invite (account
name
BlucMailCentral) and tets du lunch!

Questjons for thought and discussion
I. The author says that “A good idea is one thing, but selling it is another
issue”, Why
is it to hard to “se]l” a good idea? What can you learn from this persnnal
account
which may provide some hints and tips on how to do this more
successfully?

2. According to the aothor, “Letting go of the past vill only socceed if
yoo offer
something with moch more value A key barrier to introdocing innovation is
the
inability to let go of the past and be open to new ways of doing things and new
ideas. Where does “letting go come in the innovatiun process and how can it
be
facilitated <sr encooraged?
3. Look at the qoestinns posed by the author in the conciosion. What
kinds of
innovations come to mmd as you rel]ect on those qoestions?
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CEIAPTER NINETEEN
Thinking Differently Developing
an Innovative Mindset
—

Derek Osborn

If the previous chopters in this volume have inspired you ond you would like to
become more innovotive yourself— ortosee more innovotion inyourorgonisotion
then this chopter oims to give you some pro cticol ideos about where to stort.
Whether you øre nurturing or implementing innovation, you first hove to hove
the fresh ideos or at leost recognise them when you see them, The premise at this
chopter is that before you can move forword with innovotion, you first need to
develop an innovotive mind-set, ourlook or opprooch othenvise you moy flot
see the innovotive concept ar breokthrough ideo when it comes olong ond so
miss the chance to reop the benehts from it. When we look at porticulor business
cholienges, moking plans ar trying to salve problems, most of us repeotedly
retreod fomilior poths we ore often cought in hobituol cycies of thinking ond
octing. 5o how do we ‘breok out” of this predictoble pottern ond where does
innovotion come from? It comes through ehinking differently for which you
need to develop an innovotive mind-set, outlook ond opprooch. Thot is what this
choprer is oil obout.
—

—

—

—
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Throw Away the Guide Book

Where Does Innovative Thinking Come From?

How do you develop an innovative mind-set? What are the steps? Almost by
definition, and by virtoe of what being innovative means, there are no “formulas”
ur “10 easy steps” to being innovative. If there was sueh a process then it woold only
take you down a familiar track, fnllowing where others have gone before, which
is dearly not the way 10 find new places. to fact, to discover new things you need
to leave any “guide books” behind and find your own way- Most good exampies of
inoovation are from going along paths ]ess trodden, or taking new routes which

Discontent. complaints, disruption, and diGiculties ali provide fertile
ground for
innovative thinking. In fact, a state of restless dissatisfactio
n and a relentless
search for improvements provide a good piatform for innovative thinkin
g, in order
to ‘regard old problems from a new angle’ as Albert Finstein once
said. After
ali, it is it is also said that “necessity is the mother of invention”
and ihere arie
many examples that sopport this. If yoo want to find innovation, welcome
these
challenges. espetialiv if thev come from customers or competitors.
Prepa re your
own list of what, on the face of ft is a real problem, if flot totatly impossible
then
you will have to think of things you have not thooght of before,

have flot been trodden at ah.

—

A good starting point is to recognise that you probably dont know as mucli as yoU
think you know then you are likely to 1w more open to new ideas. An old Chinete
prowrb says that
—

“I-le wht, asks a goestion is a fool for five minutes. I-le who does not ask a
question is a fool forever.”
11w didiculty for most of os is that, year after year, in our heads we cultivate a thik
vegetation of tangled ideas in a dense dark forest of entrenched and established
opinions. How then can we cxpect new small seeds of ideas to land and gros’
when there is little space soil or light?

—

Clearing the Space
A good practical way to start is to challenge our own assumptions and Ieae behind
what we think we know, and also to clear our minds to create “space” for reflection
and (resh thinking. Wc are often “plugged in” to 50 many external inputs (eg.
mobiles, texts, e-mads, tweets, internet sound tra cks in our ears) which ireate a
Int of noise and interference, so much so that it can be hard for us to concentrate,
et alone have new ideas.
For this reason it is toogh to innovate in mature industries. Often before being aNe
to sec the opportunities to improve it is necessary to strip away al! the “clutter” that
has boilt up around bosiness processes over years. Work elements that eolve and
develop over years may have outlasted the original reason that they were introduced
in the &st place. Also, new “space” can sometimes be found by changing the way
you work or the context, as this can provide mnre stimulus to heip yoo think
differently. ‘mis is part sif the rationale for “innovation lahs” that deliberately create
a different environment which can help to “disrupt” normal thinking patterns and
stimulate more imaginative avenues of thought.

‘mere are ditferent techniques to help you be more creative and dink
laterally, but
one way is to bring in people -ho come from a dilferent perspective,
disupline or
background who can then approach your problem with “fresh eyes”
and possibly
“re-frame” St for yoo, by describing how they sec it.
Road blocks cause you to go in a different direciion or be diverted,
and these types
of inconveniences or real disasters can sometimes spawn inspiration for new
way
to respond. lndeed, creative conflict and healthy tension (an provide
the essential
“friction” that teads to a productive “re-think” in a project team or work
group.
Other t riggers Ibr new think ing can be breaking with convention,
tradition nr
established rules, or just looking al the same thing bil in a new way.
After ali. the
word innovation comes lrom the Latin
ssloch nicans to rene”, in fact,
innovation is rarely something that has not been seen or discovered
before, rather
way sif seeing something that is fami har bot in o new light. ‘mis is
where the
concept of ‘reinventing” comes in and there are many opportunities for
that in the
postal sector!
inioi’atus

Bringing together two familiar ideas Ur approaches but from dilferent roots
is when
you can create a collision of”cultores’Ç which often leads to a new “fusion”
whether
it be in music, sport, food Ur art. ‘The same principle applies to transla
ting ideas
from one business sector to another or from one type of organisation profession
or
to another the possible combinations of “cross-overs” and cross’pollinat
ion are
literally endless, proving that there are no limits to innovative thinkin
g.
—

—

Taking other ideas or solotinns and then adaptine, inverting or conver
ting thens
for your own situation may mean turning things upside down, on their
heads sir
inside oot. It might mean bringing people with different experienie into
your team
Un a temporary basis or posiuvely encooraging
the maverick or unconventional
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character this may be uncomfortable, but listening to ne” “voices” from al! parts
ofyour organisation could be an experiment worth trying.
—

frist like the concept of “quality” which is too important to be left to a few people
or a department in an organisation, likewise “innovative thinking” should be done
and encouraged throughout an organisation and not left just to a ‘think tank” or
an innovation department. In some ways, breakthroughs are as likely to happen ira
the east expected places the question is whether your organisation will pick thcse
up and develop shem or dismiss them as ridiculous ideas.

DrF FERENTtY

—

DLVEtQpJNJc 4 J INNCVATIVE MNTjsr r

For al? these reasons, .small organisations that often start op around an innovative
idea (product, service or way of doing things) are often the vehicle to bring
innovation into a sector. Incumbent plavers should pay good attenilon to these
irritants” that may begin to challenge their market and maybe their foundations
and even completely begin to re’shape the industry, such as the ‘low cost” model in
the airline sector. So another due to developing an innovative mind-set ina large
established business is to try to think and act like a small business or a competitor.
—

—

Why is Innovation Difficult for Large Organisations?
Harvard business guru Iheodore Levitt noted that
“Organisations by cheir very nature are designed to promote ordcr and
rootine. They are very inhospitable environments for innovation,’°
Organisations are usually structured in order to standardise processes and are
focused on being better at what they do with most of the effort going into doing it
faster, cheaper and with better resuks, ideally towards six sigma quality with few if
any failures, Innovation, by contrasi, often thrives on failures and can be disruptive
to normal procedures. Jr is said that innrnation is anything but bnsiness as usual,
This is why many organisations have systems in place that effectively or actively
stille and prevent innovation or innovative thinking.
—

‘tja foster innovation, an organisation needs to be tolerant of failure, and to weicome

mistakes and the opportunity they may provide. It needs to provide a platform for
uncomfortable truths to be articulated and for obstacles to be confronted with
hnnesty and imagination. A big challenge for large organisations is to find ways of
discovering fresh insights from people “buried” deep within the organisation. What
new ideas can be triggered, and how can those ideas be gathered and evaluated,
without killing them before the>’ have had a chance to germinate and take root?
At alt levels, people need to fed both empowered and .enabled to think and work
“outside the box”. Some large organisations try to manufacture innovation through
research and develupment (R&D) or even by investing ja an innovation centre. This
can be helpful but it has also been said that
“whereas R&fl uses money to make ideas, innovation uses ideas to make
money’.

The Innovatjve Mindset

Levitt, T., “Crearivitv is flot Enough”. flan’ard Bzcinos Rei’iev. August 2002

Some Hints and Tips

Se aware of your own limited horizons
In Nato’s cave, Sorrates describes a situation where a group of people, chained
to the “ali of a case, facing a blank sval!, sec shadmi’s projeuted on that wall. The
shadows are alt they “know” and as far as they are concerned that is their reality.
Beware of being “trapped” ira your own limited spare, working only with shadows
of realitv sec if )ou can explore the wider reality that is above and beyond your
current horizon. If you always think “hat you always think, ar always do what you
always do, then mc know what you are going to get! You will be “locked into’ your
small world, This is why it is healthy to find opportunities to exchange ideas and
share your experience between organisations and outside the postal sector.
—

An example of tlsis is the tendency b many parts of the postal sector to still focus
nnl on letters with the decline ira votumes and on the senders of mail, As soon
as you view the sector as being as much about recipients and a trusted platform for
alI kinds if communications then the previous “limited horizons” start to melt away.
—

—

Be curious and challenge
Be open to suggestions, don’t make assumptions and avoid pre’conceived ideas
otherwise you will rule out ideas before you have given the seed oP an idea time to
take root and begin to grow. Look in unusual places, listen to different “voices” and
explore new places, literally and metaphoricatly. Look at new opportunities arising
from emerging technulogies and sec “hat different applications you can find. Hear
hosc some people are describing the foture and what it might look like, Pick op on
trends what are they telling you and where are they leading? Imagine that you
are a pioneer on virgin territory not knowing what to expect and expecting the
unexpected look at eventhing. as ü’for the firsi time, sdth fascination and eager
inquisitive eyes taking your habitual filters or blinker5 off,

—

—

—

—

i

—

Having an innocative mind-set means literally setting your mmd on innovation,
looking for it and expecting to find it, Here are some hmnts and tips.

—
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An example of this woold be the original pioneering innovation of the stamp wluch
ultimately enabled Rowland Hill to introduced prepayment of mai! postage or, in
more recent times, when Aostralia Post issued next»day stamps featoring their Gold
Medallists at the Sydney Olympic Games. Now “personalised stamps” have been
developed as a product in many different coontries.

DEVEtOPING AN iNNOVAT LIE 1INDSET

which is leading to signiticant business success. Another example would be the case
studs in this book by Post Shore, where a radical solotion has been operationalised
and led to other practical business development opportonities as a consequential
benelit.

Be difterent
Having an innovative mindset is flot just thinking difterently, but it is doing things
dilferently and being different. ibere are many followers and few leaders, whether it
is in fashion, music or bosiness fresh chinking and innovation will put you right
in the spotlight and in the forefront of aH the action. Being different wins yoo new
customers and gets your husiness noticed. Evervone notices when an old business
is refreshed or reinvented, For the postal sector, if ever there was a time when
innovation was absolutely critical to the sorviva! and reinvigoration of a business
sector then it is flow.

Be positive and persistent
use empowering language sec ihat
is possible keep yoor glass “half fu!!’ and choose to sec what can be done, even
if it is nin the most direct roote. Sec challenges as opportunities and perseWre
intelligently. Some of the most farnoos innovatlons have happened as a result of

Use principles horn positive psychology

—

—

—

someone having to swim against the tide of opinion and keep going rcgardiess of
the hordles put in their way.
Examples of this would be the Easy \Veigh products which heip retail custorners
to work out the weinht of a letter or the lock box automated parcel stations which
are noss’ being intrnduced quile widely. Both ideas have been around for a while
but more widespread adoption has depended in part on the persistence of their

An example of this would be the bosiness model of Cyclcon who have defined
reverse logistics and bo ilt a demonstrat ively di fferent business that is outside the
conventional postal approach bot complementary to it and foelling new growth in
icnportant areas.

innovators.

Be radical but also practical and flexible

Where Can This Lead Us?

Start by being radical. ibis is the old principle of “brainstorming”. To begin with
don’t evaluate or constrain your ideas just let them low. The key thing is to be
aNe to think “ootside the box”. ln the posta! world thts means not lust “pushing
the envelope” bot getting ootside the envelope and the letter! Ihis does not come
natorally to mest people as wc are ali “stuck in one box or another.

The postal indostry is corrently langoishing in an oncertain position in an eqoally
onpredictable and tincertain world. It has not been here before but nor has anvone
else. Tne furore bosiness Iandscape is open lbr innovation and is being reformed
and redrawn on a daily basis by people with an innovatk’e mind-set, sceing and
doing things dilferently.

—

One of the skills is to work out what questions to ask- nd thcn to decide to whom
to put those qoestions. Chalienge, test and push yourself outside ycur own comfort
zone. Do plenty of ‘what if’ scenarios and allow yoursel! the option to wonder and
drearn. Ask not why bot why not?

Taking the road which is not on any map. thinking and being dilferent, coold lead
the postal sector to create a fotore that is very different from what we know rnns’,
allowing the rich diversity of people ja the post to weave their experience of the
past into new patterns and pictures for the future the fotore that is in the post.

At sorne point. you will need to be more practical evaluate those ideas worth
developing and work out how to impiement the best ideas. A good idea that is
not oltimately practical may not be such a good idea. One of the key lessons from
the previnus chapters in this book is how those with an innovatie mindset have
managed to turn their ideas mm actions and operationalised innovations.

—

“How many times must a man look op belbre he can sec the sky?
11w answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind (Bob Dylan)

Sorne new entrants, such as Inpost ja Poland, are no” chaoging the landscape of
the postal indostry by the way they arc shaping the market and engaging customers
via social networks, This is a radical departore from iraditional potai approaches

i-
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Questions for thought and discussion

Contributors

1. kis suggestedin thischapter thatinvestingin R&DcanbeCOStlYafldmaY0t a
What role can R & D play man innovation
strateg as compared with developing an innovative mind-set throughout the
organisation?
2. What is your own experience in terins of innovation ifl arge and small
organisations? Is it always true that smaller organisations are more mnnovative
than large enes’ What does it depend on? Can organisations help their employees
to develop innovative mind-sets? If se how can they de that?
3. It is argued that it is impertant tn be open to suggestions and to seek out ideas.
When was the last time ycu had an open and honest conversation about your
business with a customer? When did you last ask individual employees below
your direct repnrts, Dr outside ynur own zone of mnfluence, fur their ideas for
the future of your organisation? When did you last have cotfee er a meal with a
competitor?

Dr. Kristian J. Sund is a Principal Leeturer in Strategic Management Middiesex
at
University Business School, in London. Ho teaches strategic management
at beth
undergraduate and MBA eves, leads the MBA mn Shipping & Logistics,
and has
been mnvolved in executive education for clnse to ten years, beth as
an educator
and a programme director. Ho is a Fellow of the Kigher Education Academy.
a
member ni the Advisory Council of the Royal .\lail Group, and is featured
in
the tV7:o tV/to b, the lYbrld, Flis research currently focuses on managerial
and
organisational cognition and perceived environmental uncertainty,
as wefl as more
generally organisatinns and strategic management. His research has
been applied
to the hospitaiitv industry. the postal mndustry, leisure (service) industry and others,
and has appeared ina variety of eurnals. He has authored and edited several books.
Kristian helds a Phil in Management and M,Sc. ifl Fconomics from the University
of Lausanne and an M.A. in Society. Science and Technolngy from the Swiss Federal
Institute ni Techno)ngv (EPFL), where lw a]so completed his post-doe.
Kristian can be contacted via. kristian@kjsund.com
Derek Osborn is an enthusiastic, innovarive and inspiring busmness
coach,
management trainer and facilisator. Fie wnrks glnbally across different
sectors
and focuses en strategy, human resource development, innovation, leadership
and
change management. Fie has extensive esperience ifl the postal business,
with 22
years in senior management in Royal Mai! and over 15 years working internationallv
acrnss the pustal mndustry. Fie is passionate about collaboration in the
postal
industry to share knewledge, ideas and best practice in erder to promote
the
industr develop capability, eneurage training and fester innovation. Derek
has
worked with nsany businesses and organisatiens across the global posral
industry,
inciuding Governments and national postal nperator, to impruve operations
and
efficiency, deelop greater customer focus, grow mail volumes, develop strategies
and implement transformatien. Ho specializes in devising and delivering
bespoke
senior executive programmes, workshops and management training. He
has svide
oxperience el working internationally and cross-culturally, especiafly in the
context
nf facilitating business benchmarking and best praetice. Derek hoids
a Master’s
degree in Manaicement Science from the University of Wales. a Bachelor’s
degree
in Philosophy from the University of Bristol and a professienal diploma in
executive
coaching from Leeds Metrnpolitan University.
Derek can be centacted via-. derekosbern@whatnext4u.com
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Manolo can fie contacied at manolo.de.Ia.fuente@postnl,com
Linkedln:

Bnti,nd Szebeny is the SeLretary General of PostE urop (Association of European
Public Postal Operators) and he is responsible for coordinatimz the activkies of the
Association implemented in various flelds, namely regulations, operatiun, social
responsibility and market as well as leading the Headquarters of the Association
located in Brussels. Ku is currently a member of the Management Board of the
Europe-wide Print Power initiative. Prior to joining PostEorop is 2009 in Brussels,
Botond had been Executive Director of International Business and a member of
the Executive Committee of Magyar Posta. During that time, he also served on the
Management Board of PostEurop with the responsibility of chairing the Foropean
Affairs Committee of the Association. He has also lead various initiatives including
the Universal Postal Unions Financial Committee and participated directly in
the preparation of the new EL postal directive as postal expert of FU’s Loropean
Economic & Social Committee. Botond is a regular speaker at international
conlerences and author of numerous pubhcations. Bom in Brasov, Romania, Botond
has a Degree in Economics from Budapest University of Economics as well as
Degree in Law from Ehtvös Lorånd University Budapest, Faculty of Law.

Mario Suykerbuyk is a senior management executive with an extensjve background
in logistics, hnance, I’r and global sourcing. He is currently Managing Director of
PostNL Shore b,v, For the last 10 years Mario has
focused on major transitions
and transformation projects within the postal market for TNT and PostNL
where a combination of IT, process optimisation and sourcing/outsourcing have
been the ke sur,cess factors, ?.lario is guest lecturcr for the MBA Business and
VI programmes of TopTech Deift University and Nyenrode University. Prior to
wnrking for PostNL. Mario was General Vice President of lT at \\‘nlters Kluwer.
,lario can be contacted at mario.suykerbuykpostnlco
Linkedin: httP:/fwww.Iinkedin.com/in!mariosuykerbuyk

Botond can be contacted via: botond.szebeny@posteurop.org

Eva Malene Hartmann is Vice President and Head of the Private Customer
business unit at Post Danmark, part of the group PostNord AB. Eva Malene has
been employed in Post Danmark since 1991 and has been part of Private Customers
since 2003. Prior to her appointment as Head of Private Customers is September
2011, Eva Ma!ene held the positions of ?.lanager of Processes and Sales and Deputy

Maurizio Puppo is Area Sales Manager for domestic market and Frenh-speaking
countries at Solystic. Before joining Solystic iii 2001. he worked in Italy at SNA.\l
(a subsidiary of ENI, the Italian multinational oil and gas company) and Fisag
(a company in the Finmeccanica group, producing solutions for applications in
security, automation, transport, defence and space). Duriog his career, he has held
various roles, tirst is software development and engineering, then is program
operations management and business develnpment. Kis experience also includes
being in charge til System Engineering and Product Markel ing. In Italy, he has also
published several books of fiction and literary criticism. [le studied both Electric
Engineering and Literature and Philosnphy at the University of Genova (Italy).

Manager. Private Customers currently have 683 employees divided between sales
branches, production (stamps), administratitin, product development and product
management. As Head of Private Customers, Eva Malene operates on the overall
strategic lesel of business development and holds the executive responsibility
for projects and processes in relation to physical and digital sales chasnels,
economy and uther services provided by Private Customers and she is using her
extensive project management experience to guide the business unit into the future,
focussing ot, market developments and the demands of the modern consumer, Eva
Malene has si udied Et hi ci and Vhl:,es b: O,’,,,,isn1jo,,s, at the University of Aa rhus,
flip Goper,mncL’ at Aalhorg Business Institute and has recently started taking her
Stcuy’brd P;’ojcct Managenient Certificate at Stanfiwd University.
Eva can be contacted via: eva.malene.hartmann@postdk

Maurizio can be contacted via: maurizio.pupposolvstic.com
Manolo de la Fuente is currently Marketing ‘slanager at PostNL Shore by. Over the
last ten years at PostNL, Manolo has primarily focused on developing new markets,
market approaches, commercial partnerships and services. He is the “founding
father” of full-service online services km printing and sending ins’oices and direct
mailings, new lead generation tools and the tirst credit management services offered
by PostNL. [le is regularly invited to speak on these developments at international
conferences, and was the first to svin the Gouden Factuur (golden invoice) award for
practical, innovative services is the area ol’electronic billing and automated invoice
processing. Prior tu working at PostNL, Manolu served as manager and consultant
at TIS.pt (in Portugal), &Samhoud and Panteia.

jcio Manuel Melo holds a degree in Electrotechnical Engineering (l’elecommuni.
cations & Electronics) from IST Lisbon (1984). Ho then mmcd UNL Universidade
Nova de Lisboa’s Phvsics Depariment where he lectured and performed research on
Accoust:c. Is 1985 and till 1990 fie joined CTI’ Correios e Telecomunicaçôes de
Portugal S.A. where he became Communications Network Manager of the DCC
Direcçlo Geral de Correios, From 1990 till 1995 he joined Marconi S.A. (nowadays
part of Portugal Telecom, S.Aj where hewas Project Manager (EDI, Homebanking,
—

—

—
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etc). Durine the time span he worked for Marconi he also wrote a book on Ef!, to
boost ts adoption by Portuguese Corporations. Ho was awarded Marconi’s Prize
Ciube de ExcelOncia in 1990. In 1995 he was invited to juifi again CTT (nowadays
the Public Postal Purtuguese Operator and separated from Portugal Tolecom, S.A.)
where he has been leading the inception of several Projectsas Head offeve]opment
(of ICT based Projects) within Strategy & Development Directurate, namely: Hybrid
Mai!, Internet Kiosks, MDDE (Electronic Postal Certification Mark), E’Conamerce,
GIS solutions, just to name the mest recent ones. lie is, since 2006, the PostEurop
Advanced Electronics solution Forum’s Chairman. Fie has attended post-graduate
courses at UCP Catholic Portuguese University (PAGE and PAEGI) and AESE
Escola de Direcçâe e Neeåcios (PDE).
—

—

—

Email address: jo5o.m.melo-cttpt
Maria Joâo Santos is a Director at Mailtec Consultoria, SA. a company belonging
to Mailtec Group which is• •a subsidiary of CTT Correios de Portugal. S.A. She is
presently Courdinator of Project!solut!on fr Water Management and Sanitation
Entities since its start, in 2009. She ho!ds a Deeree in Computing Science and her
career intludes ten ‘ears’ experience ifl the iniplementation uf Mailtec’s Solutions
of Ducunwnts’ Formaning, fur maor national banks, celecom and insurance
companies, suppurting them jo the exteroalization of the Printing & Finishing
activjies ftr Cl F Group. She also cooperated jo :1w elahoratiun of the Business
Continuity Plan, for Mailtec Coinunicaço, S.A, another company belunging to
Mailtec Group. Her collaboration in pruject!solution for Water Management and
Sanitation Entities includes activities in a tvide range of areas, such as service
definition, promotional material develupment, presentation to potential custumers,
and new customers’ implemeniation management in the solution.
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Ana Joào Cardoso hnlds a degrue in Law and befi,re joining CT1- C’orreios de
Portugal, S.A. in 2001. she worked as a trainee iawver. \\itlihs Cr1’ her initial
assignment was wkhin i lie Marketing Directnrate, to advise on contractual issues.
Soon after slw becarne a \larketeer”, gaining experieflce on scvcral specialized
Marketing areas ssithin RetaiI, Business and Develupment, Digital and Direct
Marketing, and performiog strategic and operational management concerning each
Business Area. Siw has been developing variuus transversal projects lbr different
areas and aist, participated ina Human Resources Optimization Progratn. One 0f the
most recent one projects, shose team slie belonged 0, was the “Convenience” Project
a new business model for post offices ii shopping centres whose mest important
spin oE was the new brand CII Post Otiice Station lucated In the premises of CII
Headquarters (Lisbon). Currently she performs functions as Strategic Manager
concerning lnnovtton and Development in the Custumer Service Network.
Email address: ana.j.cardosoctt,pt
—

—

—

Email address: mjoaosoaresijmailtec.pt
Silvia JesusOliveira isProjectXlanagerrespoosibleElectronicNorificationsSolulion
within Mailtec Consultoria, S.A. a company belonging to Mailtec Group which is
a subsidiary of CT I’ Correios de Portugal. S.A. She ha.s extensive experience in
managing information technulogy pro)ects and solutions, mostly in the document
mi nagement and workilow area. l’revious to joi ung tslailtec Consultoria siw huili
her experiente in sol tware develnprnent and pruduci implemenlation companies
(Sinfic, Deloitte & Touche Ih GE Capkal I IS, Noabase and presenriv ,‘.Iailtec). She
is a computer & management graduate at Universidade do Minho (Portugal) and
Lund University (5seden). She hulds a PIIP certificatton, issued by PMI.
—

Email address: silvia.oliveira@mailtec.pt

Vincent Iûsaks is amongst other activiiit’s and responsibilities within Vanderlande
Industries leading business and logistics process innovations activities to introduce and
deB’er ness’ solutions wklnn the busincs.s areas where Vandedande is active. Fie has been
awarded with tIm High’frch Systems Award in 2008 forhis itading role in the design and
deliven’ of the unique baggage handling soution for London Heathrow Terminal 5. He
hulds a Maslers degree in Phvsics from the Eindhoven L’niversiry offl’chnuh,gy
Vincent can be contacted via: Vincent.kwaks@vanderlandecom
Philippe Aquin (phillppe.aquifl@giro,ca), Account Manager, is responsible for
sales and marketing of the Gei,Route softo-are solutimi in the European. ortli and
South American, and Asian markets. He joined GIRO in 200 bringiug with him
extensive experience in cunsulting and large-project integration, as ‘vel! as projeci
management experience in the telecom setter. ,‘s!r. Aquin holds a Certificate in
Computer Science and a Bachelor of Science degree from McGill University in
Montréal, and an Executive MBA from Switzerland’s International Institute uf
Management in Technology (IIMT) in Fribourg.
Dr. Patrick St-Louis (palric!.stIouis@gir<,.ea) is Prodeet ‘ttaflager of Gc’oRoute
Algorkhms at GIRO. He is invo!ved m ali aspects of GeoRoute R&D planning and
deve!opments His current research with University of Montreal academics extends
from routing problems (how to so!ve the Vehicle Routing Problem elficiendy using
Columa Generation techniques) to grapfi heory and related mind-benders (The
Caccetta-Higgkvist conjecture). Patrick holds a Ph.D. in Operations Research from the
Dlfs at University ofMontreal His M.Sc. paper (on graph theory) won an award at the
Canadian Operational Research Society (CORS) Student Paper Competition in 2002.
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Tacob Johnsen is the Managing Director of Ipostes, a small postal expertise
centre that provide; strategic, commercial and technical guidance to postal
organisations worldwide. Ho has provided assistance to more than 25 national
posts en 5 continents, and is acknowledged for his expertise in hybrid malt and
secure digital messaging. A popular contributor to the postal press, he has authored
and contributed to several books and is a renowned speaker at many pestal events,
Since 1998 he has been chairing the European Standardisation activities within
Hybrid Mail and Postal Electronic Services, promoting cooperation between UPU,
postal operators and technological companies For a decade he was Vice President
nf tnternational Data Post, a jnint venture of 9 major national posts providing
hybrid mail expertise, technology and services. Jacob holds a M.Sc. in Electronic
Engineering from the lèchnical University of Denmark and WSc. in Management
from Copenhagen Uusiness Academy. with further business studies at tNSEAD in
Paris and Geneva Business School,
Jacob can be contacted via— johnsen@ipostes.com

Dr. Leon A. Pintsov is Chief Scientist and Vice President, International
Standards
and Advanced TechnoIog at Pitney Bowes Inc. Ho is an internationally recognized
authority in the flelds of Postal Payment, Information Security, Computer Imaging,
Optical Character Recognition, Postal Tochnolugy and Economics. He is co-inventor
0f the Pintsov.Vanstone Digital Signature Scheme with Message Recovery.
Dr.
Pintsov made important contributions to the study of postal transactiun
costs, 1550
and postal product innovation. He has published over 40 scientific papers
and is
the inventor of 125 International patents in 16 countries. Dr. Pintsov was a
keynote
speaker and a presenter at 25 major international conferences. Ho was a recipient
of the prestigious Certicom Elliptic Curve C’rvptugraphy Visionary Award and is
Senior Member of the IEEE.

4

Toomas Türk is head of the Info.logistics division at Eesti Post and council
member in two subsidiary companies Lesti Elektronpost ptc and Eswnian
Centre of e.lnvnices ltd. He is also vice-chair 0f the PostFurop AES Forum. [le
graduated from ‘tallinn University of Technology and holds diploma in business
administration. Toomas started his professional career in Taflinn International
Airport as market research manager and moved on to the Estonian Telecom
subsidiary Elion Enterprises (furmerly known as Esionian Telephone Company)
where he continued his career as process manager sales and customer care for ICT
sorvices. In 2004, he joined Eesti Post as head of the development department.
Since December 2007 he is responsible for the newest business unit Info-logistits
division, which combines digital services, direct marketing and hybrid mad.
.

—

Cnnnect to ‘T’oomas via Linkedin (search by full name) or toomas,turk@post.ee
Richard Wishart (richard.wishart.del’mgtc0m) is MD of Dcli’ery Management
Ltd, the postal Innovation consultancy. He is regarded as one of the leading
technology experts in his held. After graduating from Edinburgh University,
Richard became an aircraft engineering officer in the RAE. bter at the london
Stock Exchange he developed and implemented some of the market critical systems
associated with “Big Bang” deregulatinn. As Royal Mail’s Regional Director for
Europe and Client Director for North America he was responsible for overseas
supptier setection and international commercial relationships. FIe conceived the
technology and cummercial strategies behind the EPG and the EMS Cooperatise.

Raymond Redding manages French publishing house Nduieaux Débats
Publics,
FIe was fermerty executive vice president of b Poste Group, director of
the mail
division, and chairman of Sofipost (financial holding of mail subsidiaries). \Vithin
the context of postal rnarket liberalisation, he led a policy of transformatio
n.
modernisation and development of the French mail division. Ho is the author
of
the book “l’Ecrit fait de la résistance’ (the resistance of the writteo word) where
lie
explains his thcsis that the written word is not dead and will continuo to transmit
emotion, ideas and progress on paper and virtual supports. He is also now
the
senior partner of “Tilder’, a strategic communications consuttancy.
Olivier Salesse is a partner at TERA Consultants. With more titan 10 years
of
esperience in rogulatory alfairs, he has led many consulting projects for
French
as well at international regulator bodies and major regulated operators. Prior to
joining ‘VERA Consultants, Olivier worked as Head of Service for the Group
La
Poste, where he was responsible for the regulatory accounting service and the
cost
modeling service of the Mail division. Now he is responsible for the development
of the postal sector at TERA Consultants. He is involved on ditferent projects
and
studies that regard issues of Postal Universal Service, postal market monitoring
and products and services innovation. Ho is a graduate ef the University of
Paris’
Sorbonne-Cité, where 1w completed a Master’s degree in Industrial Economics.
David Asher is an Economist Specialist at the Risk Analysis Research
Center
(RARU) in theUnited Slates Postal Service’s Duce of lnspoctorGoneral.
During his
three years at RARC, he has worked primarily on digital issues, and led a number
of
projects en the Postal Service and the digital world. Prior to ioininnthe DIG,
David
had over twenty years of experience in strategic analysis, working in media as well
as natinnal pulitical organisations. David received a degrue in Economics from
the
University of Michigan as well as an M.BA. in Finance and International Business
from New York University’s Stern School of Business.
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Bruce Marsh is a Director at the USPS Otfice ol Inspector General’s Risk Analysis
Research Center (RARC). He is a former Program Manager in the USPS Global
Business Group where he focused primarily en UPU relations, bdateral agreements,
and international letter pust rates. Prior to joining the postal sector, Bruce worked
in various positions for his Represontative in the United States Congress. He holds a
BA. from Wake Forest University and an M.A. in Economics and American Foreign
Police from the johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS).
Salustio Prieto is the Commercial Director (Marketing, Business Development,
Customer Service, PR and tnnovation) of CnrreosChile, Ho has been involved jo
logistics and distribution for more drnn 20 years, firsi in business development for
shipping company, then as planning manager at a Chilean Cargo Airline (Ladeco
Cargo). He then had the opportunit to set up a courier company after being the
Planning Director of Lan Chile Cargo nirline. As the Commercial Director ci
LanCourier (part of Lan Group), Salustio helped convert the company from an
express documeni courier into a logistics and distribution company. He was the
hrst President of the Chilean Logistics Association (ALOG), and a member of the
buard for 5 years. In his career he has also been Managing Director of Orillame
Chile, MD ofa Chilean 3PL compan> and MD ofa Chilean Winery Distributor. He
has been an innovative entrepreneor twice... with no success yet. Salustio holds a
degree in Business Administration from the Caiholic University of Chile,
Salustio can be contacted via: salustio.prietocorreos.cl
Victor Hugo Åvila Moncada is a Deputy Director nf Commercial inoovation at
CorreosChile, with successful experience in pruduci design & developments for
information technology and postal companies. He is an Engineer in Computer
Science of Universidad de Santiago de Chile, with 8 years of experience in
telecommunications and II companies, specialized in develup of services for small
& medium busioess. As an Innovation manager at CorreosChile he is responsible
for the strategic ruadmap of develuping innovative services and manager in charge
uf the projeci portfolio related to de’eloping new solutions. He is also in charge to
push ‘eb asa sales chaonel for postal and cuurier services.
Victor Hugo can be contacted via; victor.avila@correos.cl
Corrado Soda is Head of Strategv and Business Development of PosteMobile,
the MVNO of the Poste Italiane Group. Prior to joining PostoMubile he was
consuhant at Value Partners S.pA Management Consolting, working on the
telecommonication industry with a focus on Mobile Value Added Services and
New Business Development. Corrado holds a degree in Management Engineering
awarded in Naples at the Federico II University.

Stefano Gori is the Secretary General of Euromed Postal, the Head of
International
Business Strategy of Puste lialiane and Vice Chairmao of the
Macruecoooinic
Committee of the European Centre of Employers and Enterprises providing
Public
services (CEEP). Ho is an international economist with a University
Degree in
Economics from Bocconi University, Milan, a Master Degree in
International
Finance from Ceram/Skema, Sophia Antipolis and he is in the procets
ofobtaining
a PHD in Economics from Bristol Business School with a thesis on the
postal senor.
Ho has Ii years ci experience in the postal sertor both with Poste
Italiane and
Pitney Bosves (Vice President in the Corporate Strategy Group) and has
published
several papers and chapters on topics related to this sector.
Stefano can be contacted via:
Graeme Lee is a senior partner in Sunfiower Associate, which
specialises in
providing IC’r and postal cunsuhancy to developing c000tries.
lie establishod
Sunflower Associatos in 2006 afiera period working at the \Xbrld Bank asa
Senior
Postal Policy Specialist and is one uf a selett group of postal professionals
able to
provide policy, strateg» legat, operational and addressing advice to
Government5
and postal operators. With exporience working in 70 countries worldwide,
Graeme
is acknowledged as a leading postal development expert and has contributed
to
several postal publicaiinns and spoken at many events. An enthusiastic,
innovative
and inspiring profossiooal Graense is passinnate about the nile the
pusial sector
can play in wider ecunomic development. ln his role he encourages
Governments
to reform the postal sector, embrace tochnulogv and creace partnerships
betweon
postal operators, hnancial institutions and IC F providors to provide
social benefiL
for poor and rural communities
Graeme can be contacted via:

Colin de “rios is the founder and owner of BlueMailCentral After wurking
for
companies like Microsuft, eBay and Silicon Graphics he started and sold three
other
companies. Fie is currently working en the next big release of the BlueMail
suftware
that, in his own word, ‘will disrupt the posta) market and sase ali postal
companies
by bringing financial health to the pustal sectur”. Colin is a frequently asked speaker
on various types of events where he talks about innuvation, the history
of the postal
market and the communications future as he currently sees it.
Colin can he contacted via: colin@bluemajlcent,a]com
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The Fut ‘i re is tu the Post is the flrst of a series of titles
relating to the Postal Services and was launched at the
Copeohagen Post—Expts 2010. b lite Futetre is i,, the
Post an international group of highiy experienced induslry
thought leaders discuss some ofthe strasigic choices facing
postal operators. iheir discussion of the amin drivers for
——5—
change provides managers, suppliers, cusbomers. polk)’
makers and politicians. regulators. and academics with
insights into the challenges and opportunities the sector
is facing, and how strategically the industry is respondine. The Future is in the Post show
ileariv that ihere is no one size Ots ali recipe for srategic suecess and that caih busi ness
wi!I need to determine its own route to survival.
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Edited by Derek Osborn and Kristian). Sund
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For i ndu stry observers. it is ev ideot that tie posea Ii ndustry
has changed dransatically over this past decade and that ii
will continue to change over the next It is aiso true that
—.
many operators have been successful in adaptins iheir
organisations is the new reality and in at civelv pursuing
novel st rategies flir growth. lhe Future is b, the Post II
sht,ws that despibe the digital challenges, paper has an
impact and is stilli a compelling medium. Most informed
analyses flow talk about integrating the digital and the
physicai, in order to maximise the benefits from each and the postal industry is certainly in
unique position to beat the heart et this integration. The conbributions in tids book, the
second in ihe Future is in the Post series. outline the nature uf the transformation in the
pnstal indostry, and emphasise the role et iechnology.
-

Both books are available online at www.libripublishing.co.uk
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